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CaiPTSH I
THE m O B L m

A m definitions of T E m s D3ËD

m e history of Montana education, beginning with the
one-room log sehoolhouse and the teacher who had no certifi
cate, little or no professional training, and often very
little formal education, makes very entertaining reading.
The history of the curricular changes In the schools
of the Treasure State, as those schools grew with their
times. Is also of great Interest to the student of educa
tion.
Some of the curricular changes came about through a
natureJL process of keeping In step with the times.

Others

were merely the whims of certain administrators, school
board members, or teachers.

Some curricular changes were

made through a desire to copy the femous or the fashionable
schools, principally following and adapting the curricula of
our European heritage.

Changes resulted from suggestions of

national committees of educational experts, from scientific
measurement, from the action of the legislature, and from the
dictates of financial considerations in the schools of the
state.

Some changes were engendered by the society-centered,

dmaooratle "curr 1culum-development" movement.

Today many

changes are being made as a result of thinking In which the
concepts of social dynamics play a large part.
A few of the changes made In Montana high school cur-
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B
rieula were directly traceable to the demands of wartime;
most of them were created by the natural shift from the old
horse-and-buggy era through the automobile age and into the
present time of helicopters and atom bombs.
The purpose of this study is to examine these curricu
lar changes and to attempt to determine the factors which
caused them.

Through such examination of cause and effect,

it is hoped that valid and concrete conclusions may be drawn,
end suggestions made, that may aid, in however minimum degree,
in curriculum construction in the future.

DEFINITIONS OP TEEMS USED^
Curriculum.

The organized experiences of an indldidual

under the guidance of the school.

Accurately, the word can be

defined only in retrospect, since each individual has a dif
ferent set of experiences and thus a different curriculum.
The original meaning, from the Latin derivation, is race
course; thus, the track or route followed under the school’s
guidance.

For practical purposes, the term is applied to

the series of experiences in which pupils are expected to
engage. Disregarding special classes, there is but one cur
riculum in the elementary school.

In the secondary school,

1 Chris A. DeYoung, Introduction to American Public
Education (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Cœapany, Inc., 194B),
p. 464.
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s
where groups of pupils have different objectives, there are
ccHamonly two or more curricula, such as the college prepara
tory, scientific, general, and homemaking curricula.
Activity curriculum.

A curriculum in which emphasis

is placed on active participation of the pupil, as distin
guished from one in which the pupil is relatively passive
and the teacher active.

Activity involves goal-seeking with

purpose as its conscious manifestation.

Care should be taken

to avoid the common error of conceiving of activity in its
overt physical aspects only.
Core curriculum. The basic curriculum, consisting of
experiences considered desirable for all.
persistent problems of living.

It comprises the

This term is preferred to

wocmmon subjects.
Experience curriculum. A series of purposeful experi
ences growing out of pupil interests and moving toward an ever
more adequate understanding of and intelligent participation
in the surrounding culture and group life.

The experience

curriculum has Its beginnings in the situations which confront
children in their immediate living.
Articulation. The fitting together of parts.

The

term is most used with reference to the provision of continu
ity in the educational offerings of the various levels of the
school organization, such as between the junior high school
and the senior high school.
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Asslgoment, A term becoming obsolete with the spread
of m o d e m philosophies of education accenting pupil initia
tive, pupil activity, and problem situations.
the teacher is that of guide and counsel.

The role of

Thus, the term

assignment, with Its connotation of formality and teacher
domination. Is not appropriate for this type of school situa
tion.

Activities imposed by the group, including those sug

gested by the teacher as a group member, and those imposed by
the individual upon himself, constitute the m o d e m version of
the traditional assignment.
Correlation. Relation of materials from different
fields.

The term represents a transition from the subject

organization of the curriculum to the new organizations,
which abandon subject lines.
Course of study. An element of the curriculum con
sisting in the activities and experiences designed to achieve
the objectives of the field, arranged in sequence.

The

course of study embraces the objectives, materials of In
struction, method, outcomes, and means of evaluation for the
curricular segment covered.

It constitutes, therefore, a

guide to the teacher and is usually set up in written form.
The course of study is beginning to give way to a teacher *s
guide.
Examination. A device used to discover the extent to
which an Individual or class has achieved a given level of
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aceomplisluaent or has mastered certain knowledge.

Its con

notation Is formal, teacher-imposed; hence, it is not best
suited to the uses of m o d e m education.
gested as a more effective term.

Evaluation is sug

It implies the interpreta

tion of the testing results.
Experience. A term used frequently with reference to
the curriculum, since a learner’s experiences are understood
to be the means by which learnings are developed and there
fore are the significant elements of the curriculum.

Care

should be taken not to limit its meaning to overt activities,
since many significant experiences are largely mental or
emotional, even thou^ the situations that stimulate them are
external to the learner.
Grade.
grade

6

The school year-level of a pupil or class, as

, or eighlA grade.

This is to be distinguished from

the term mark.
Guidance. Help given to aid an individual in making a
choice or in changing his behavior.

Guidance as an activity

of the school is concerned with needed adjustment.

In its

best form, it occurs before the need arises, thus enabling
the individual to make his own choice at a time of crisis.
True guidance does not indicate the choice to be made but
provides the data necessary for intelligent choice.

The term

has become so closely associated with vocational guidance, in
connection with which it was first used, that, to avoid con
fusion, it is advisable to indicate the phases of guidance
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Intended» as health guidance» emotional guidance» or educa*
tional guidance.
Instruction. Since Roman times» the concept of
teaching has been associated with the term ’’instruction,**
literally, to build Into.
than teaching.

The modern concept Involves more

As now understood, instruction is the pro

cess that gives form and direction to educative experience.
Thus museums, libraries, teit-books, school journeys, and
curriculum planning are all instructional, having as their
direct purpose the furtherance of education.
Integration. A process of unifying, or making whole,
characteristic of living organisms.

Personality may be des

cribed as integrated, being an attribute of a living organ
ism.

A curriculum, on the other hand, cannot rightly be said

to be integrated, since it is not biological.

It is sug

gested that the term ’•fused” be used in this connection.
Learning. Growing or changing as a result of experi
ence.

The term is essentially synonymous with education, its

product being a modification of personality resulting from
experience as opposed to maturation.
Lesson. This term is fast becoming obsolete, for its
implication of the acquisition of a small segment of informa
tion during a brief period is not in accord with modern meth
ods of studying subject fields organized into relatively
broad areas of activity for considerable periods.
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Is the related term, *lesson-plan,** in disfavor, implying a
rigid procedure rather than flexible planning characteristic
of the best modern practice*
Materials of instruction.
ther pupil activities*

All materials used to fur

These include books, pictures, films,

notes, exhibits, and construction materials.

Broadly con

ceived materials of instruction cemprise the whole body of
content and experiencing with which the child is concerned
in school —

recognizing also out-of-school experiencing

vhich may be directly related to and which conditions inschool experiencing.
Objective*

That which is set up as a goal, to give

direction to procedures.

Aim and goal are widely used terms

which may be regarded as synonymous, though attempts are
sometimes made to differentiate between them*
objective is preferred.

Of the three,

The term **objective" may be broken

down and classed as ultimate objective, which implies that it
is an objective that was set up for the pupil to attain at
some remote time, possibly during the school year, possibly
in a later grade, and even possibly later in life.

An im

mediate objective, on the other hand, is one that could be
attained in a very short time, possibly during a particular
school period or possibly during the study of a unit.

Im

mediate objectives are used as steppingstones to ultimate
objectives.

Similarly, minor objectives are used as bridges

to major objectives.
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Minor objectives are those objectives considered by
educators to be of smaller value to the learner than are the
major (or .ultimate} objectives.
Personality.

Generally considered to be the total of

an individual's characteristics, distinguishing him from all
other individuals.

It is also commonly used to indicate the

emotional aspects of an individual as distinguished from
physical and mental qualities.
Problem.

A situation calling for solution and requir

ing a choice among several alternatives.

Exploration of all

possible alternatives and a weighing of their values is im
plied.

Such a situation has special value as a stimulus to

learning if it involves issues closely related to the interest
of the learner.
Program of studies.

The outline of curricular offer

ings of a school; the complete array of courses of study
comprising all of the curricula.
Project.

In its essential features a problematic situ

ation and its solution in a natural setting.

A project com

prises four essential steps: purposing, planning, executing,
and Judging.

It is essentially self-motivating.

Recitation.

In the traditional sense, class time de

voted to a particular subject, in which pupils reply to ques
tions covering the content of the textbook.
by such terms as "conference,

It is replaced

"work period," "meeting," and
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’’discussion, •* which carry the connotations of modern philoso
phies of education.
Philosophy of education.

A basic attitude in the

light of which educational practices are interpreted, evalu
ated, and criticized.

There are many philosophies of educa

tion; for example, the philosophy of Dewey or a teacher’s
philosophy of education.
Schooling.

Attendance at school.

This is to be diâ-

tinguished from education.
Semester hour.
for one semester.

A credit of one class-hour per week

It is preferred to credit or unit as a

more definite term.
Subjects.

Usually applied to areas of human knowledge

that are so arranged because of the similarity of knowledge
involved rather than because of their relatedness in life
experiences.

Because of its logical, rather than psychologi

cal, nature, and because of its implication of subject matter
mastery for its own sake, the term is misleading when used in
relation to m o d e m educational viewpoints.

Area of experience

is suggested as a substitute.
Teaching.

Basically an activity on the part of a per

son more mature with respect to learning and experience, designed
to further the education of another.
a child to teach an adult.

Thus it is possible for

In the school situation, teaching

may be defined as the provision of guidance and experiences
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of activities designed to promote learning on the part of
those engaging in the aotlvities.

The essential element of

guidance is deemed so important by the so-called progressive
education that some of its proponents altogether reject the
texm ^teaching,** for which they substitute ’^guidance.
Unit of learning.

A group of coordinated activities

resulting in the adjustment of the Individual to a life situ
ation.

The unifying element is not, as frequently conceived,

the subject matter or pupil interest, but the learning product.
This outcome is a definite adaptation of personality repre
senting the ability to meet a whole life situation*
All of the above definitions wore presented by the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Commonwealth of Penn
sylvania, in a work entitled The Language of Modern Education,
in 1939, and cited by DeYoung?
Before continuing further, there should be an under
standing between the writer and the reader as to what is meant
by the term education.

If, in the reader’s philosophy

of edu

cation, the term means one thing, and means another thing to
the writer, then the reader will not receive the ideas or con
cepts Wiich were meant to be conveyed.
To John Doe, who is majoring in chemical engineering,
education may mean seme thing far different than it moans to
Loberta Roe, who is taking a general course and vaguely hopes
to acquire a certain amount of culture, conversational ability.

B DeYoung, op. cit.. pp. 463-466.
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and scmetning which she thinks of as ^^chazmi" in order to be
pleasing to men.

Since their objectives are so different,

their concepts of the term "education" must also differ.
Many famous personages have define the term Education.
Usually, the definition of the term reflects both the definer * 8 philosophy of education and the economic and socio
logical thought of his era.
Plato stated that "A good education consists in giving
to the body and to the soul all the beauty and all the per
fection of udiich they are capable.**®
Addison said, **%hat sculpture is to a block of marble,
education is to the soul.
Pope:
"•Tis education forms the common mind;
Just as the twig Is bent the tree*s Inclined.**®
Huxley held that
"Education is the instruction of the intellect in
the laws of Nature, under which name I include not merely
things and their forces, but men and their ways; and the
fashioning of the affections and the will into an earnest
and loving desire to move in harmony with these laws,**®
According to Herbert Spencer, **Education has for its
object the formation of character. **^
3 DeYoung, op. cit.. p. 466.
4 Loo, cit.
5 Ibid., p. 467.
6

Loo. cit.

7 Loc. cit.
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Horace Mann said: "Education alone cannot conduct us
to that enjoyment which Is, at once, host in quantity and in
finite in quality."®
V/ehster’a definition of education Is as follows:
Education: the act, process, or result of educating;
the systeiaatle training of the moral and Intellectual
faculties; the rearing of anlniala.®
The popular m o d e m concept of education Is similar to
that expressed by John Dewey.

Therefore, in this study,

Dewey*a definition of education. —
perience —

growth resulting from ex

will be understood vAien "education" Is used. The

Dewey definition. In its entirety. Is as follows;
Education Is that reconstruction or reorganization of
experience which adds to the meaning of experience, and
which Increases ability to direct the course of subsequent
experience.
A definition attributed to that most prolific of all
writers. Anonymous, is:
"Education is what la left after you have forgotten
what you have learned from, books." H

8 DeŸoung,

clt■ , p. 467.

9 Webster* a New School and Off1 ce Dictionary (New York;
%orld Publishing Gouipany, 1943) , p. 244.

10 DeYoung,

cit. . p. 46V.

11 D o c . cit .
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CHAPTER

IX

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF CURRXCULm DEVELOmmiT
The foremost educators, on both the national and the
world scene, were forced by the very nature of their profes
sion to investigate, examine, and evaluate curricula and
curricular changes.

Nearly all of them stated their ideas

oonceming curriculum construction, and these ideas were
often in disagreement.
Most of tile works on curriculum making are full of
reasons for, or rationalisâtions of, curricular changes.
In the main, these writings are principally concerned with
the broad aspects of curriculum construction on a national
or world-wide scale.

Material concerning the topic of forces

behind curricular changes in Montana secondary schools is
scarce indeed.
However, in order to understand properly the causes
of curricular changes in Montana high schools, one must first
understand the forces which cause curricular changes in all
educational curricula.
Therefore, a brief review of the history of curricula
in education, beginning with ancient times and coming through
the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, the Industrial Revolution,
end both world Wars, down to the present time,

will be neces

sary.
It must be remembered that each educational expert
cited was influenced by the era in which he lived.
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economic, social, and political conditions ot each era must
be taken Into account.

Therefore, In order properly to un

derstand the reports, suggestions and predictions of these
experts. It Is necessary to study the economic, social and
political histories of each era.
Just as the Invention of the wheel made a revolution
ary change from the cutom of transporting everything on the
backs of man or animals; as the Invention of the wagon was a
great Improvement over the cart; as the Internal-combustlon
engine largely replaced the horse; as the airplane presented
an Increase In speed over that of the automobile; so nearly
all of the things with which man became associated were, more
or less gradually. Improved.
Education, whether acquired Individually or In a for
mal school group, was forced to keep In step with progress,
and curricular changes were made accordingly.

It must be

kept In mind, therefore, that each educational expert was
qualified to speak only for the era In which he lived and
worked, and that his evaluation of any curriculum depended
entirely upon the concepts of progress then prevalent.
During those times In which there was great business
activity, and In those areas where there was full employment,
concepts of education were vastly different from those found
In times of economic recession and In areas of unemployment.
An example of this which Is within the memory of most of this
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generation is the depression ot the early thirties.

During

this time ot great unemployment, many edueators veered away
from any oonoept ot education aimed at preparing the pupil
for a vocation, and turned to a concept of education which
would prepare the pupil for the better use of leisure time.
Since curriculum construction must inevitably depend
upon the curriculum builder's opinion of the objectives, or
goals, which should be sought, we must first learn what each
believed to be the objectives of education before we cein be
gin to evaluate his curriculum operations in the light of
present-day beliefs, concepts, and conditions.
In a moderately amusing satire on education, a writer
has presented, in The Saber-Tooth Curriculum, a good story of
curricular changes in the pre-historlc era.

One reads that

the first curriculum contained but a single subject: fishgrabbing.
were added.

Later, bear-clubbing, and still later, tiger-scaring
% i s , of course, is t^e "earliest known record",

even in fiction, of any curriculum construction.^
If one goes back into history far enough (but ignores
the fiction) it is probably safe to say that he will nearly
always find that the curriculum has had a functional genesis,
bbether one goes back to the Egyptians, the Babylonians, or
even the ancient Chinese, the story is likely to be the same:
the curriculum, whether formal or informal, took its origin
1 Raymond Wayne (pseud, for Harold Benjamin), The
Saber-Tooth Curriculum (New York: UcCraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., 1«39).
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In the dally actlTltles ot the people.

Bach succeeding gen

eration, In order to beocme competent to assume the tasks of
adults, had a particular curriculum of training to undergo.
The would-be artisan had his craft to learn, the warrior
skill at arms, and the priest his arts and sciences.

The

concept of functionalism, was put very laconically by Agesllaus, king of Sparta, who, when asked what he thought most
proper for boys to leam, replied, **Wiat they ought to do
«hen they came to be men.**^
The civilization whose culture, handed down through
the curricula of succeeding centuries, has continued to func
tion most perennially In contemporary life was that of the
Greeks. They created, literally, some of our principal cur
rent subjects of Instruction and worked out a functional
curriculum which, for Incluslveness and balanced proportion,
has rarely been equalled In subsequent educational history.
This curriculum combined the Intellectual, moral, and aes
thetic aspects of life In a most unusual degree of harmony.^
Practically all of the "revolutionists*' in curriculum
construction, down through the centuries, adapted the Greek
end Roman curricula, making slight adaptations to fit their

own times.
É /ohn 3. Brubacher, A History of the Problems of Edu
cation (New York: McGraw-HllX Book Company, Inc., 194777 pp.
£49-250.

3 Loc. clt.
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The Greek curriculiinL was divided into the trivium
(grammar, rhetoric, and logic) and the quadrivium (arithme
tic, gecfflietry, astroncany, and music)
aocrates (469-399 B* C.) noted the inequality in the
relative importance of the trivium and quadrivium, and (at
least, as reported by Plato) gave it his endorsement.

%hen

twitted by Phaedrus for never venturing outside the walls of
Athens, Socrates retorted, "Z am a lover of knowledge, and
the men who dwell in the city are my teachers, and not the
trees, or the country.**®
The preference for the trivium over the quadrivium»
except for mathematics, ultimately sprang from a dualism be
tween mind and body.

And yet, la spite of the implications

of this dualism, the Greeks were great believers in physical
education.

Bodily appetites or faculties might be inferior

to mental ones, but they were not to be neglected.
masses did not neglect them.

The Greek

In fact, there was constant

danger among the Hellenics of overemphasis on physical train
ing leading toward athleticism or professionalism.®
The Greeks, fully realising that one could learn to
appreciate music without learning to play it, nevertheless
4 Ibid.. p. 253.
5 B. Jowett, Works of Plato, vol. 3 (New York: Tudor
Publishing Company, n. d.), pp. 333-3846

Brubacher, op clt.. p. 252.
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they favored a child's taking up an instrument just so long
as he did not practice it too much.

To spend too much time

on an instrument would he just as reprehensible as to spend
too much time on sport.

To achieve professional competence

in either was to vulgarize oneself and debase the liberal
quality of education.^

Athletes and musicians were placed

in the lower categories with serfs, craftsmen, and slaves.
Plato saw a wide significance for mathematics, in that
It sharpened the mind; in fact, ’’Even students who are slow
In mathematics,** he thought, **hava their general intelligence
much increased by studying it.**®

Plato will thus be noted as

one of the earliest of the disciplinarians.
Of the four aspects of Greek education (intellectual,
physical, aesthetic, and moral), the moral was by no means
the least important.

Under the Sophists, morals were taught

as a separate discipline, but always with reference to their
effect upon the whole man.^
The Greeks and the Hassoana, for a great many years, be
lieved that formal education had only one objective: to prepare
the student to take his place in the government.

Formal edu

cation was only for those youth who belonged to families of
7 Brubacher, op. clt.. p. 353.
8 K. Freeman, Schools of Hellas (London: The Macmillan
Company, 1933), pp. 106-107.

9 Brubacher, op. clt.. p. 253.
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the ruling class*

As a matter of course» the sons of the

rulers were being prepared to rule.
An Interesting contradiction appeared in the Greek
curriculum that profoundly affected all curricula subsequent
ly predicated on Greek culture.

Vocational education was

completely neglected by the Greeks in spite of the fact that
they waxed exceptionally prosperous frcm industry and trade.
The reason for this was that Greek industrial arts were too
closely connected with the ancient institution of slavery and
were therefore unable to escape a s t i ^ a of servility for the
freeman.

Also» their pursuit•deprived a freeman of the lei

sure time necessary to exercising at the gymnasium and to
performing the duties of citizenship.

Vocational education

was oared for informally, through apprenticeship, rather than
in the formal curriculum of the Greek s c h o o l s . T h i s stigma
has been carried down through the ages, and even today the
youth who studies bookkeeping at the cosLomarcial college is
looked down upon by the youngster who is studying Shakespeare
in a liberal arts institution.
Principally t h r o u ^ t5\e influence of the Church, phys
ical education gave way to asceticism.

Monks reasoned; ”?Æiy

cultivate the body when it is the seat of the baser appetites
and when, on account of its material nature, it fails to sur
vive death as does the immortal soul?" Par from developing
10 BrulTacher, op. clt.. p. 254.
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the body, therefore, the Middle Agea tended to suppress and
curtail Its natural propensities*^^
Under the Interdiction of the more zealous religious
leaders, the liberal arts of grammar, logic, and rhetoric
all but disappeared In the Middle Ages*

These subjects not

only fell Into disuse but were actually avoided because the
Church feared the strength they lent to pagan philosophy*
Not until the end of the Middle Ages did churchmen come to
realize that the s t m g t h of the old Ureoo-Eoman trlvlum could
be used as an ally of Christian philosophy as well as pagan.
&pace was then gradually conceded, in the curriculum, for
graomar and logic*

However, the curriculum of Christian

schools remained narrowly religious and moral.

80

long did

It retain this narrowness that Francis Bacon (I6 6 I-IÔ8 Ô), a
herald of the scientific method, criticized It severely for
sticking so closely to logic and for limiting that logic to
that of Aristotle*^^
During the Middle Ages, education might be said to
have again been reserved for the ruling class.

The ruling

class at this time (althou^ not always ruling In name) were
the high officials of the Church*

Formal education was for

Monks and lay brothers only, and the general populace was
13
relegated to studying religious and moral tracts.
11 Brubacher, opi. clt. . p. 255
18 Loc. clt*
13 Loc*

0

it*
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The balance between the intellectual, physical, aes
thetic, and moral aspects of the curriculum was not restored
until the beginning of the Renaissance, which extended, rough
ly, from the fourteenth to the sixteenth century.

During the

iliddle Ages, the idea of a well-rounded curi'lculum had become
CO lost that it was all but forgotten.

Trade, commerce, and

large-scale clTic administration were also at a standstill,
%hen political and economic conditions in Europe approximated
those that had sustained the well-rounded curriculum in Greece
and Rome, it was again remembered.

Such conditions first ap

peared in the cities of northern Italy.

The revival of trade

and commerce there again gave rise to a wealthy, leisured
class of people for whose sons the narrow iliddle Ages curricu
lum no longer possessed particular functional value.

Tîie

attention of these young men focused more and more upon mun
dane affairs, and less and less upon the heavely, as %vas the
case in the medieval period.
The literary remains of Greece and Rome were redisoovered by Petrarch (1304-1374} and other scholars in medi
eval garrets and forgotten scrap heaps.

The study of what

the Greeks and Rcanans had thought and done became an allabsorbing vogue among the people of the Renaissance.

The

study of Greek and Latin became the condition precedent to a
life of culture and refinement.

Because it required centuries

for the Renaissance world to overtake the excellence of the
14

Ibid., p, 256.
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Oroeks and Homans in arts, letters, and scieuce, the curricuInm of each of the better schools was dominated by Latin and
Greek down to the very beginning of the twentieth century.^®
Latin and Greek did not supplant the ancient trivium.
They merely became the medium through which graivaar, logic,
and rhetoric were taught, and for the seide reason: to form
the mind.

This central position of the classics also earned

them their perennial name of ”the humanities-'.

Aristotle’s

statemont that the mind was the unique excellence of man, and
that the classical Isnguages had particular value in forming
the mind of man, caused Latin and Creek to be Iciown as "hulE-anitiosS.

Battista Guarino {1454-1513), a Renaissance educa

tor, wrote:
our forefathers called thorn '’humanitas'*, tho
pursuits, the activities, proper to mankind.
In the year 1950, college frei^men in nearly all Ameri
can colleges find themselves required to take a certain group
of subjects, regardless of the professional course which they
may be pursuing, and they usually find that these required
courses are designated as **The Humanities.’*
Yergerlus (1570-1445), an Italian, declared grammar to
be the foundation of every other subject, and Guarino opined
that unless grammar be thoroughly learned the house of know
ledge is built on treacherous ground.

The quadrivium enjoyed

15 Ibid., p. 257.
16 Loc. cit.
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a someidiat lower esteem than it had among the Greeks, even
in a time of great scientifio discovery*

This was the time

of Galileo, Columbus, Copernicus and Kepler, and yet none of
these men learned any science in the schools which would pre
pare him for great discoveries.
The classical, or Humanistic, curriculum undoubtedly
had a high functional value during the Renaissance.

Such was

the vitality of Latin and Greek that students needed no arti
ficial inducements to study them.

In the period following the

Renaissance, however, this happy pedagogical state of affairs
began to deteriorate,

âince more and more students were be

ginning to study the humanities, the law of averages decreed
that many appeared who lacked the native ability and aptitude
to master the culture implicit in them.

Therefore, teachers

felt the task too great to teach an intimate understanding of
classical culture and contented themselves when they succeeded
in teaching just the classical languages alone.

Later, they

contented themselves with a job well done if they succeeded
in teaching just Latin and Greek grammar ■

Since Latin and

Greek grammatical usage was not all of equal merit, teachers
narrowed the Humanistic curriculum still further by confining
themselves to just one author, Gicero, as a model.

In this

effort to keep the content of the curriculum as pure as possi
ble, the humanities reached the lowest and most barren stage
17 Ibid.. p. 258.
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of their degeneracy.
Cultivated Latin long remained the official language
of the Church, the courts, arid of scholarship and diplomacy,
but met keen competition from the vernacular tongues,

kings,

in their endeavors to build up national states at the expense
of the former feudal nobility, found the encouragament of the
vernacular tongue a strong ally of national cohesion.

Much

later* in the eigliteenth end nineteenth centuries, the demo
cratic and industrial revolutions, v;ith theix* emphasis on the
common man, so elevated the importance of his vernacular as
to encroach even more ominously on the monopoly of the humtmitie© as the main avenue of cultur*e,

TIjlc inuuanities also suf

fered from their refusal to move over and make room for the
great scientific advances of tho seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.

1Q

By the very weight of their long-standing prestige,
Greek and Latin managed to maintain top rank in the curricu
lum.

This example of curriculum cultural lag prompted two

different reactions.

One was to Justify the continued in

clusion of the classics in the curriculum on the ground of
their disciplinary value, while accepting the fact that the
content of the classics was definitely outmoded.
18 îbid.. p. 258.
19 Ibid., p. 259.
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The thought

was that close application to a highly Inflected tongue with
a coraplez: syntax, such as Greek or Latin, would be beneficial
to the student even though the content of the languages did

although the disciplinary theory received classic ex
position in tho seventeenth, eithteenth, and nln^n: eenth
centurion, and is still held by many educators today, it 7 ;as
at least as old ua China.
The other reaction to the cultural lag manifested by
Greek and Latin in the post-Renaissance period was to attempt
to build a more realistic curriculum.

John Milton (1608-1G74)

held that no nation had sufficient expw.rianes in, its past on
which to predicate the education of its youth, and stated that
it was necessary to supplement such a 3.imitsd b3.ckgroui:.d by
including languages which described the unique experiences of
other civilistations. Hilton insisted, however, tiiat selec
tions be mads, frcm Gr eek and Roman literature, which had a
definite functional bearing on the times in v/hich ha lived.
Hilton * 3 views had little effect, hov/evor, for the tide of
social events had already set too strongly against the hu
pp
manities in their old form.
’’Social realism.” was another realistic approach to the
go Ibid.. p. 200.
21 Loc. clt.
22 Ibid., pp. 260-261.
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curriculum,

This concept favored the continued incorporation

of the humanities in the curriculum, hut in a subordinate
position to travel and social contact.
The Reformation period was marked by an attack against
alleged abuses of the Church and assertion of the Individual's
right to reason as against acceptance of dogma and authority,
Salvation was to be achieved through individual interpretation
cf the Bible.

This necessitated learning to read, and was the

first great motive toward universal common education.

Second

ly, the Reformation removed the Church as an administrative
agent in many places, and made civil administrâtion of schools
a necessity
The Gi-isting secondary schools took upper-class chil
dren at early ages and gave then foreign languages and ad
vanced subjects.

Training in reading and writing of their ovm

languages was the task of the clamentnry school.

This tradi

tion persists.
'’îTsoh^imanlsm’', an eighteenth century move to revitallae
Human lam, was noted for Its greater at ta ciment to Greek, ra
ther than being primarily a Latin curriculum.

Before ths end

of the nlneteanth century, however, many teachers were again
depending heavily on the disciplinary value of the classics
£g ï b ï d :. p. 262.
24 William H, Burton, Introduction to Education (Hew
York: D. Appleton-Century Ccanpany, 1934), p. 197.
25 Ibid.. p. 397.
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for their Justlflcation*

Doubt was cast upon the chief tenet

of the disciplinary theory (that such powers of concentration,
reasoning, and memory as are developed by the study of Latin
and Greek are automatically available for other studies like
history and mathematics) by Edward L. Thorndike*s (1874scientifically controlled experiments.

)

Supporters of the

classics conceded, shortly after the first World War, that
the disciplinary theory must be discarded or seriously quail*
fled.

Large numbers continued to study the classics, but the

percentage steadily declined
Another approach In curriculum construction was *sense
realism**, which emphasized the desirability of knowledge based
on sense experience.

Most knowledge In the curriculum, prior

to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, was verbal and
based on the authority of tiie ancients, for the most part on
the authoritative word of Aristotle.

In the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, dependence on sense observation rather
f-ytnn speculative purpose revealed that many of Aristotle*s
conclusions stood in need of revision.
Enthusiasts for the new method of investigating nature
through the senses. Including Francis Bacon and Johann Amos
Comenlus (1592*1670), envisioned a new encyclopedic curriculum
largely reconstructed by science.

An encyclopedic curriculum

had been a constantly recurring Ideal ever since the time of
26 Brubacher, op. clt.. p. 262
27 Loc. clt.
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the Greeks.

In fact, their seven liberal arts were an early

attempt at an encyclopedic curriculum of what was worth while
for a freeman to k n o w . ^
While most teachers continued in their traditional way
of verbalization rather than sense impression, a few eigh
teenth century schools, like the Realschule of Franoke (16631727), improved by Hacker (1707-1768), and the Fhilanthropinum of Basedow (1723-1790), introduced the new scientific
culture Into the curricula.

In addition to astronomy from the

old quadrivium, such new subjects as mechanics, drawing, geog
raphy, and natural history began to appear.
Basedow* s Philanthroplntm, designed to test the natur
alistic educational theories of the time, included scientific
materials in the curriculum and used methods of instruction
based partly on the sense realism of Comenlus and partly on
the romantic realism of Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778).
The Himanistle school complained that such a program of real
ism and naturalism only led to a narrow utility, while the
Bumanlstlc curriculum was governed by an endeavor to achieve
a general culture ; while naturalism was merely filling the
mind with usefuh knowledge. Humanism was aiming at the broader
result of strengthening and disciplining the mind in its basic
functions.

Materialism was the evident result of naturalism.

28"ïHd7, p. 266.
29 L o o , cit.
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sense reallem and utilitarianism while Humanism emphasized the
spiritual, the Immaterial.

Therefore, the Humanists claimed a

more Intimate relation with moral values, which they said were
foreign to naturalism and science.
The reason for the wide rift between science and the
humanities probably dates back to the Romans, who, a lthou^
they went to school to the Greeks, were far more Interested in
the control of men than In the control of the forces of nature.
In the event that the reader believes that this compe
tition has now ceased, and that all is peaceful on the curricu
lum front, let him but sit in on a boiler-room or teacher*s
room session of modern school teachers.

Ihe old arguments,

pro and con, humanities or science, are still being heatedly
repeated.
The fact that the Inclusion of science and concrete ob
jects in the curriculum principally satisfied the needs of
skilled artisans, merchants, and military technicians was a
point against these innovations.

The age-old stigma which had

been attached to the working classes was transferred to the
scientific curricula which served their Interests.
In the lata eightoouth- end early nineteenth century,
30 Ibid.. p. 266.
51 Loc. cit.
32 Ibid., p. 268
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interests of ^ e

conuaon man were démocratie as well as nation-

alistio and romantic.

Witli political power gravitating into

his hands, it was only natural that the principal language of
the schools should be the language of the e m m o n man.

The

American patriot, Benjamin Rush (1745-1813) decried latin and
Greek because, for a democracy, their study was confined to
too few people.

He intimated that a republican form of

government could be preserved only if knowledge was univer
sally available in the common mother

t o n g u e .

S3

History had had practically no independent status in
the curriculum prior to the nineteenth century.

The history

of the Greeks and the Remans had been regarded as the only
history worth knowing, and that was picked up Incidentally
through a reading of Greek and Latin literature.®^
The rise of science stimulated the Industrial Revolu
tion, and that revolution promoted science to front-rank im
portance in the curriculum.
Vocational training, vihea given, took place through
apprenticeship outside the regular schools; the working-man
stigma had kept it out of the schools.

Training in commercial

and industrial arts reached a particularly high development
under the guild system In the late Middle Ages and Renaissance
33 ïbid.. p. 271
34 Loc.cit.
35 Loo.oit.
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periods.

In England, and later In colonial America, appren

ticeship was the course of instruction for the various voca
tions and often for the professions as well.

Articles of

apprenticeship generally obliged the master to teach his ap
prentice two things: the secrets or "mysteries" of his trade
and Buoh items of general education as literacy and morality,®®
The advent of the Industrial Revolution shifted pro
duction from the home to the factory, from handicraft to
power-driven machinery, and, tdierefore, demanded radical re
adjustments in vocational education.

The hand worker had to

become acquainted with the entire course of manufacture, from
the procurement of raw materials to the distribution of the
finished product; the machine worker seldom beossae acquainted
with more than a fraction of the total process.®"^
As vocational education ceased to be an incident of
production and therefore the responsibility of the producer,
the schools wore forced to take this orphan into their curricu
la.

Since the machinery of industry operated on complicated

scientific principles and since the economics and politics of
industrial capitalism became correspondingly intricate, voca
tional education was, of necessity, elevated to the dignity of

a formal school subject.®®
Be TEIdT. p. 273.
37 loo, cit.
38 Ibid.. pp. 273-274.
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Vooatlouai tendeneies of the realistic curriculum were
reinforced by Rousseau’s naturalism.

He asserted that **of

all pursuits by which man may earn a living, the nearest to a
state of nature is manual labor.*

the famous educator advocated

the «nployment of the pupil in a workshop less for the purpose
of teaching him a trade than for overcoming the pupil’s pre
judices against it.39
Philipp Rmanuel von Fellenberg (1771-1844), a Swiss
nobleman and educator, following Festalozzi (1746-1837), sta
ted that object instruction nowhere so enlisted the native
activities of the child as when objects were the tools and ma
terials of the shop or farm.
It is notable that no mention has ever been made in
educational histories of anything approximating a Gallup poll*
The educators, apparently, were not in the least concerned with
what the general public believed about the goodness or badness
of their curricula.

Educators divided themselves into opposing

schools of thought and refused to consider any middle ground.
Black was black and white was white; they didn’t care for any
gray mixture.
Dewey followed in the historical tradition of Rousseau
and Froebel in believing that the primary root of educational
activity lay in the child’s instinctive propensities for ac
tion, and added the occupations of home and industry (sewing.
à9 Ibid.

p. 380.

40 Ibid., p. 381.
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cooking, weaving, carpentry) to the currleulnm.

He gave them

a central position In the curriculum for the first time.

He

believed that a people’s culture depends largely upon the man
ner in which it makes its living, end, therefore, work should
be one of the principal axes of the curriculum.
In the United States, when the Morrill Act and the
Smith-Hughes Act brought federal subsidies to vocational edu
cation, the fact that the American Federation of Labor was
anxious lest this important step might result in a class
stigma for tbeLr children is interesting to note.
From Greek times to the nineteenth century, the fine
arts almost disappeared from the regular school curriculum.
Hrhile fine arts instruction was continued during this period,
it was not as a function of the formal schools.

Music, in the

Kiddle Ages, was taught in special song schools established by
the Church in order to recruit its c h o i r s . D e s i g n was usually
learned by apprenticeship to master craftsmen or artists.
Nationalism, in the romantic interest in folk songs,
and industrialism, with its need of designs, forced the inclu
sion of fine arts into the curricula of the formal schools.
After examining a wide selection of materials, ranging
from newspapers to the Encyclopedia Britannica and from liter41 IbidV, p. 282.
42 Special singing schools were still popular in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries in America.
45 Brubacher. op. cit., p. 283.
44 Loo, cit.
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eture to science, Franklin Bobbitt (1859-

) proposed the

Inclusion of ten major fields in the school curriculum: lan
guage activities, health, citizenship, general social contacts,
keeping mentally fit, leisure occupations, religious activi
ties, parental responsibilities, unspecialized practical acti
vities, and vocational activities.
The Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Edu
cation, of the National Education Association, listed seven
cardinal principles of education, as follo-ws:

fundamental

processes, health, hcxne membership, vocation, citizenship,
leisure time, and ethical relations.4^6
Herbert Spencer (1820-1903) listed self-preservation
as his first area, followed by: securing the necessities of
life, rearing and discipline of offspring, maintenance of pro
per social and political relations, and activities which make
up the leisure part of life, devoted to the gratification of
the tastes and feelings.^^
Scores of similar analyses have been made since Spen
cer’s day.

One such survey listed 44 classifications defining

349 areas of human activity!^
45 Ibid.. p. 297.
46 L o o , cit.
47 Herbert Spencer, Education (New York: D. AppletonCentury Company, 1861), p. 32.
48 Educational Policies Commission, The Purposes of
Education in American Democracy (Washington, D. C. : National
Education Association, 1958;, p. 45.
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In his book, Emile. Rousseau susgested that, instead
of subordinating the child to the curriculum, the process
should be reversed.

He subordinated the curriculum to the

child.
Chapman and Counts listed six objectives of education
es follows:

furthering health, promoting family membership,

humanizing industry, advancing civic interest, enriching the
recreational life, and fostering religious aspiration.
The Educational Policies Commission of the National
Education Association, in 1938, grouped educational objectives
under four principal headings: self-realization, human relationahip, economic efficiency, and civic responsibility.^^
The goal of self-realization had been listed by a Ger
man, Friederich Froebel (1782-1852) as THE objective of educa
tion.®^
Shortly after the civil war, at Quincy, Uassachusetts,
Colonel Francis Parker (1837-1902), strongly influenced by
Froebel, tore out the partitions which logical organization
had erected between the various subjects in the curriculum.
Thus reading was taught, not as an independent subject, but
Brubacher, o£. clt., p. 500.
50 James C. Chapman and George S. Counts, Principles
of Education (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 19247Tpp7~
51 Educational Policies Ccnomission, o£. cit.. p. 47.
52 Brubacher, o p . cit., p. 500.
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as a means of acquiring information about history, science,
and the like,

writing was taught, not as an isolated art,

but as a means of cocmiunication.

Spelling was handled inci

dentally to writing instead of having an independent status.
In an experimental school at the University of Chicago,
3Tohn Dewey instituted a curriculum which gave central position
to such activities as cooking, sewing, and carpentering, ac
tivities with which the child was already familiar in the com
munity.

Subject matter v/as also taught, but in conjunction

with these activities rather than in the conventional manner.
The theory of culture epochs was predicated on a philo
sophy of history.

A slight reading of history will reveal to

almost anyone that mankind has passed through various epochs of
culture.

Professing to discern a cosmic design in the progres

sion from epoch to epoch, some authorities claimed that each
generation had t o repeat this progression epoch by epoch in
order to achieve cultural maturity in its own d ^ .

Their argu

ment was that, since God had led mankind through the culture
of the lews to that of the Greeks and from thence to Christian
ity, the curriculum could do no better than to select and ar
range its subjects so as to repeat these stages or epochs.
Herbert and filler used the **correlation and concentraJ5S looT"cit.
M

L o c . eit.

55 Ibid.. p. 307.
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■tlott** ttioopy, a plan of integrating subjects through their
correlation and

concentration.

The basic idea was to arrange

subjects in the

curriculum so that instruction in one was

made to boar constantly on instruction in the others.

Clnco

the subjects taught were rarely found separated in the life
outside of school, Eerbartians argued, why should they not be
correlated in school?
ailler, carrying out Herbart^s theory, decided that
probably oane one subject should form the core for correlating
all others.

This was known as the **theory of concentration.**

j^greeing with Herbert that the

chief end of education was mor

al, he selected

core of concentration, as he

history asthe

followed Hegel in viewing It as the record of the unfolding
purpose of a divine Absolute.®^
Colonel Francis Parker was skeptical of weighting his
tory so heavily lest, as in Germany, it might be made an in
strument for entrenching the social status q u o .

After that,

other educators made geography, science, social life, or other
subjects the **core.”®®
Correlation as a vogue outlasted the culture-epoch
theory,

Ilany who talked of an Integrated curriculum in the

1930s and 1940s really were thinking in terms of correlation
56 Ibid.7 pp. 307-308.
57 Ibid.. p. 308.
58 Loc. eit.
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not very differont froa tho Herbartlan concept,^®»
Oostalt psycIioloijiBtQ sided witb yroebol and 5ev^y
nealnst the ideas of Horbart and Thorndike (to tho extent that
the lattor’s educational psycholo^ -was mechanistic) , since
they accepted intetpi’ation as an intital datum of the person
ality* This worked for integration in the curriculum frcsa
quite a different angle fraa correlation*®^
In the second quarter of the niuotoanth century, a
strong reaction began against the rigidly prescribed curricu
lum.

The elective curriculmai began to gain favoi*, becoming

especially strong at the end of the century,

liotvever, the

elective curriculum was never quite able to amother the presoriptlva principle.
Levi Seeley spoke for a great many educators when ho
stated the belief;
Most high schools offer a classical, a scientific, an
Engllsli, and a ocsamereial course. Children should not be
allowed the decision as to choice of course, lliey are too
Immature and too uncertain as to tdieir future vocation to
act with decision and judgment. The persons most compe
tent to advise them are their grammar school teachers,
larents also should be consulted, and their intentions os
to the future of the child taken into account.®^
Seely's writings, however, were much more concerned with
p, 509,
60 For chart (Burton's) of development of m o d e m method,
see Appendix C.
61 Brubacher, 0 £. clt.. p. 511.
62 Loc. clt.
63 Levi Seeley, A Sew School ManaRetaent (New York; Hinds,
Hoble & Sldredge, 1905)7 P* 239.
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tho nialntoiiance of discipline in the schoolroom than with tha
curriculum.
During the latter part of the nineteenth century and
the early part of tho twantieth, nearly ovary teacher who was
able to write, did so.

Just as the educator of 1950 can in

crease his prestige (and possibly oven get an increase in
salary) by getting works published, so many educators, famous
or otherwise, wrote books at that time,

klost of them rattled

on and on about objectives of education.
Srug®^ summed up many of these lists of objectives in
& book of his own, as follows:
Too many elaborate statements of objectives have
been fought over, refined and auper-refIned, and then
relegated to the files while the school goes merrily
on without dieeemlble change.
Of America's early day schools. Ward G. Reeder says:
In the early days the curriculum was regarded as
a list of subject matter which pupils were expected
to learn and to recite; since this subject matter
•ïas limited to the school subjects — reading, writing,
arithmetic, and others — the school subjects usually
determined the curriculum. In those days it v/as
believed that book learning was the only type of
learning — at least the only type worth pursuing;
h<mce the textbook largely determined the curriculum.
Tupil experiences outside the classroom were not
regarded as a part of the curriculum.
According to most historians, the first educational in
stitutions in America were the colleges.

However, a glance at

64 Edward A. Krug, Curriculum Planning (îîew York: Har
per & Brothers, 1950), p. 5.
65 Ward G. Reeder, Fundamentals of Public School ^dn.inlatratlon (New York: The «tacmillan Company, 194ÎT7~Ï- 603
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the dates will show that the Boston Latin school had its be
ginnings in 1635, at a town meeting.
founded in 1636.

Harvard College was

It is true, of course, that the Boston Latin

S(Aool was not really organized and financed until August of
1636.
The Latin grammar schools were exactly udiat the name
implied.
else.

]&ey taught Latin grammar and practically nothing

Their objective was to prepare the pupil for college

entrance examinations.

As an example of what these college

entrance examinations were, let us look briefly at an excerpt
from the Harvard statutes of 1643, which defined entrance re
quirements for that university as follows:
When any scholar is able to understand Tully, or
such like classical Latin author extempore. and make
and speak true Latin in verse and prose, euo ut aiunt
Marte: and decline perfectly the paradigms of nouns
and verbs in the Creek tongue: Let him then, and not
before t>e capable of admission into the c o l l e g e . 5 6
Thus it will be seen why secondary schools of the per
iod emphasized the study of Latin and Greek grammar.
The Latin grammar school was, therefore, of a very
selective character and sought to establish an aristocracy of
educated intellectuals.

Admission to the Latin grammar schools

was usually conditioned by the social and economic rank of the
applicant.

A sort of dual syst«n, patterned on an European

plan, prevailed la early American education: an elementary
open to all was distinct from a secondary education closed
66 DeYoung, op. cit.. p. 199
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to all but a oho sen
Financial support for the Latin grammar schools was
provided through tuition, donations» taxation, leases, lega
cies, lotteries, and land grants by civil authorities and
private persons.

Control of these institutions was at first

considered to be the right and the duty of the clergy, since
most of ^ e pupils pursued studies that fitted them for the
ministry or professions.®®
Gradueü.ly, the Latin grammar schools, with their
phasis on theology, began to lose their popularity.

Community

leadership was no longer with the clergy but rather with the
town and commercial executives.

Out of this new economic and

social condition arose the next period of secondary education,
that of the tuition academy.
With the value of Latin in everyday intercourse waning,
and with increased trade and commercial activity, more fitting
education was demanded.

Liberal s<âiools had already sprung up

in Europe called "Academies.**
Among the first of those vdxo expressed dissatisfaction
with the Latin grammar schools was Benjamin Franklin.

His

influence as a leading writer, printer, business man, patriot,
scientist, statesman, and savant undoubtedly helped to change
67 I^id.. p. 200
68 L o c . cit.
69 Burton, op. cit.. p. 216
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the secondary curriculum.

The curriculum of the academy was

much broader than that of the Latin grammar school, since it
aimed to prepare its students for life as well as for the
ministry.

Its doors were open to students not intending to

go to college, as well as the college bound.
Concerning the genesis of the academy in America,
Franklin reported;
The first step I took was to associate in the
design a number of active friends . . . ; the next
was to write and publish a pamphlet, entitled Pro
posals Relating to the Education of Youth in Penn
sylvania.^^
Franklin assumed the presidency of the board of trus
tees, which was composed of twenty-four of his friends.
remained as president from 1740 to 1758.

He

The academy was

officially opened in a rented house in Philadelphia in 1751.^^
The academy* 8 curriculum was expanded to include such
fields as science and commerce, end even took the revolutionary step of permitting young women to matriculate.'^
Although supported principally by tuition and donations,
the academy was semipublic in control.

In its organization,

administration and program, it was more democratic than the
Latin gramaar school.

Its chief administrative officer was

called the headmaster or principal.
70 Benjamin Franklin, Autobiography (New York; D. Ap
pleton-Century Company, 1901}, p. 203.
71 Burton, o^. cit.. p. 217.
72 DeYoung, op. cit.. p. 201.
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Several private academies still exist In the United
States, principally as military academies or special schools,
tut most of the older ones have disappeared or transformed
themselves Into public h l ^ schools.
These academies were the first to Inaugurate a cur
riculum idilch was. In the main. In keeping with the modern
concept of secondary education.

An effective statœaent of

that concept was written by the American Association of School
Administrators, as follows:
Secondary education denotes the education provided
by schools for the purpose of guiding and promoting the
development of normal Individuals for whom, on the one
hand, the elementary school no longer constitutes a
satisfactory environment, and who, on the other hand,
are either not prepared to participate effectively In
society ungulded by the school, or are not ready for
the specialized work of the professional school or the
upper division of the liberal arts college.
Whereas the Massachusetts law of 1647, relating to the
compulsory establishment of a grammar school (the Latin gram
mar school of the period), more or less determined the cur
riculum by stating that
When any town shall Increase to the number of
one hundred families or householders, they shall
set up a grammar school, the master thereof being
able to Instruct youth so far as they shall be
fitted for the university.?5
73 Loc. clt.
74 American Association of School Administrators, The
Artlculatlon of the Units of Amerlcan Education. Seventh
Yearbook, NatXonal Education Association, 1929), p. 195.
75 DeYoung,

clt.. p. 199
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the ourrlcuXhm of the academy was prescribed by its board of
trustees.
Boston, in 1821, inaugurated the rise and growth of
the free public high school with the establishment of the Eng
lish Classical School.

Curriculum in this form of education

was intended to be either preparatory or terminal.

Any stu

dent who could pass the entrance examination was eligible for
matriculation into the English Classical School, without pay
ing tuition.

The school was financed by the town.^®

During the early years of the high s chool movement,
there were only two approaches to curriculum development.

The

first* which might be called the classical approach* was based
on the supposition that the pupil was preparing for college.
lOie other, or vocational, approach, assumed that the pupil was
preparing himself for a position In c<xamarce or industry upon
the termination of his secondary schooling.
In contrast, W. A. Stigler lists twelve separate ap
proaches to curriculum development, noted in 1924:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

creative values approach
frontier thinkers approach
social values approach
social statistics approach
educational shortages approach
emotionalized attitudes approach
activity analysis approach
objectives apimoach
scientific approach
best practices approach
adult needs approach
individual teacher approach

74 Burton, op, cit.. p. 213.
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Most of the approaches listed by Stlgler^? are under
standable from the titles.

They serve to show how many con

cepts, branches, schools of thought, and educational tangents
have been Introduced Into curriculum building in the past
century.
Just as there were Increases in the number of approaches
to curriculum development, so were there great differences In
the concepts of the objectives of secondary education as time
went on.
In 1894, the Committee of Ten presented a report which
stated that the high school should be planned for
that smeü.1 portion of all the children in the country
— a proportion small in number, but very important
to the welfare of the nation — who show themselves
able to profit by an education prolonged to the
eighteenth year, and whose parents are ablg to support
them .while they remain so long in school.'
The Oommission on the Reorganization of Secondary Edu
cation, in 1918, advocated "such reorganization that secondary
education may be defined as applying to all pupils of approxi
mately twelve to s i x t e e n years of age" and listed seven ob
jectives which it called the "Seven Cardinal Principles of
Education."79
In 1927, the North Ceptral Association of Colleges and
77 Vï. aT Stigler, Handbook for Curriculum atudy (Austin,
Texas: State Department of Education, 1934), p. 69.
78 DeYoung,

0

£. cit., p. 207.

79 Cf. ante. p. 34.
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Secondary Schools, In its Qnarterly for March, 1927, presented
a list of ultimate and immediate objectives of secondary edu
cation.

The goals listed by this organization included:
I. The ultimate objectives of secondary education,
stated in terms of dispositions and abilities,
may be summarized as follows:
A. To maintain health and physical fitness;
B. To use leisure time in right ways;
C. To sustain successfully certain definite
social relationships such as civic,
domestic, ccmmunity, and the like;
D. To engage in exploratory-vocational and
vocational activities.
II. The immediate objectives, for the purpose of
accomplishing the above ultimate objectives,
are these:
A. Acquiring fruitful knowledge
1. Preparatory to acquiring other
knowledge
2. Knowledge which functions directly
in developing dispositions and in
discovering and developing abilities;
B. Development of attitudes, interests,
motives, ideals, and appreciations;
C. Development of definite mental techniques
in memory, imagination, judgment, and
reasoning; cuid
D. Acquiring right habits and useful s k i l l s . 80
The Committee on Orientation published, in 1933, a list

of "Issues and Functions of Secondary Education in the United
States.**

These included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
6.

Integration.
Satisfaction of Needs.
Revelation of Racial Heritage.
Exploration of Interests, Aptitudes, and
Capacities.
Systematization and Application of Knowledge.
Establishment and Direction of Interests.
Guidance.
Differentiation and General Education.

80 DeYoung,

0 £.

cit., pp. 207-208.
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9. Methods of Teaching and Learning.
10. Retention and Direction of Pupils.®^
The Committee on Implementation of Secondary Education,
assigned In 1937 to carry forward the work of the Orientation
Committee, made four major recommendations:
1. Continuation of Instruction In reading;
£. Work experiences as part of the curriculum;
3. A greatly expanded program of Instruction
In the social studies; and
4. Instruction concerning personal p r o b l e m s .
By the use of work experience In the curriculum, edu
cational workers were seeking to shorten the gap between
theory and practice.
In 1939 the Commission on Secondary School Curriculum
of the Progressive Education Association, In Its volume ReorganlzatIon of Secondary Education. stated:
The educational experiences In the secondary school
must be relevant to the needs of young people growing
up in the contemporary social and cultural s c e n e .
All of these various lists of secondary education's
objectives serve to remind us that no single practical problem
in curriculum construction can be decided without reference to
the guiding philosophy of education Involved.
Krug®‘*remlnds us of an amusing, but relevant. Incident
In fiction:
81 Ibld.~. pp. 208-209.
82 Ibid.. pp. 210-211.
83 Ibid., p. 211.
84 Krug, op. clt.. pp. 5-6.
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Mien Alice asked the Cheshire Cat which road she
should teüce» the answer came back that it depended on
where she wanted to go. 3he replied that she didn’t
much care, and the cat pointed out that then it didn’t
make any difference which road she took. Of course,
she protested, she didn’t care so long as she went
scmeMiere. The cat observed that she was bound to do
that if she just walked long enough.
Many specific questions which plague school faculties
similarly don’t make any difference in situations where peo
ple don’t care where they go.

Single vs. double periods,

annual vs. semiannual promotions, honor societies or none,
autCBnatic pr(«motion vs. some other kind, the number of periods
in the day, the length of periods —

all of these are signifi

cant and vital when approached in terms of the job to be done
in education.

But for a community or faculty unconcerned

about its basic direction, such questions might well be set
tled by tossing a coin.
Involved in educational planning at any time are the
following groups:
(1) state-wide leadership groups; (2) local leadership
groups; (3) classroom teachers; (4) lay people; (5) chil
dren and youth in school.
Not one of these groups is equipped to do the whole job
of curriculum developnent•
should be left out.

Likewise, not one of these groups

But it is also true that these groups are

not equally fitted to participate in all five of the major
curriculum development tasks.

A major problem is to organize

the program so that each group will take part in that phase
85 Ibid.. pp. 8-9
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in 'Which it can make effective contribution.

Final answers

are not clear, but some leads and hunches have been offered.®^
The leadership responsibility of state-wide leadership
groups (including the State Superintendent's office) does not
justify state-wide prescription of curriculum.

The most im

portent job of the state-wide group is to provide help to the
local communities la the study of educational purposes.®^
Krug states:
Local leadership Includes not only the city or county
superintendents of schools and the building principals,
but also the supervisory staff, the coordinators, if any,
and those classroOTi teachers who wish to exert leadership
by serving on important committees. This group, in gen
eral, carries the responsibility for encouraging local
teachers and lay people to make use of the help offered
by state leadership. Obviously, no state authority can
outline an all-school program for a local school or com
munity. The local leadership group must face up to this
task of tailoring the program to fit the local circum
stances.®®
Much lip service has been paid to teacher participation
in curriculum work.

Yet there are those who believe that

classroom teachers can play little or no constructive part in
the process.

The board of education of a large Jmerican city

several years ago provided an extreme example of this view
point in an attack on a textbook series.

This attack was made

on the charge that the books were too difficult for junior
junior high school children to use.

Instead of asking the

86 Loer~~cit.
87 Ibid.. p. 10
88 hoc, cit.
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junior high sohooX teachers about this, the board consulted
professors from nearby univarsities.®®
The biggest argument against teacher participation in
curriculum planning comes from, the teachers themselves.

They

state that they already have overloaded schedules of class
room teaching, and that hours of extra work in curriculum
study is just too much to ask.
gince the schools belong to the general public, the
public, as owners, should have much to say about the curricu
lum.

On the other hand, professional educators have received

special training for this work and should be expected to know
more about it than anyone else.

However, the major problem

in lay participation is not that of resolving conflicts, but
of arousing lay interest.
Curriculum planning through legislation is a special
kind of state leadership and a form of lay participation.

A

legislature is all-powerful, limited only by the constitution
of its own state and that of the United States.

It can write

its own ticket on any phase of educational practice.

Little

wonder, then, that we have had much curriculum making through
legislation in our American school systems.

Usually, the re

sult is the prescription of another course to be inserted in
to the already badly squeezed school program.

So we have seen

such curriculum efforts insert into l^e school program courses
89 Ibid.. p. 14.
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In health habite, temperance, racial tolerance, safety educa
tion, citizenship, and the use of dairy products.

The funda

mental objection to this kind of curriculum planning is that
it goes on without reference to the overall purposes of pub
lic education.®®
Much emphasis has rightly been placed on the study of
local conditions through community

s u r v e y s . ^1

it should be

apparent to anyone that New York City and Hogeland, Montana,
are very different communities and must have different cur
ricula.

Residents of the metropolis must be prepared for

life in a h i ^ l y industrialized economic system, while the
Bogeland h i ^ school student is principally preparing for
life on the farm.
Using the entire United States as a community, hlmo
Roper, a professional public opinion expert, was employed by
Life magazine to suevey the nation in an attempt to learn
Just what the great American public thinks of the present
educational s y s t e m . R o p e r ’s employees interviewed hundreds
of thousands of persons in every section of the Unites States
and secured opinions on twenty prepared questions.
In its report on the Roper survey. Life states that
90 K r u ^ op. cit. , p. 22.
91 Ibid., p. 259.
92 Slmo Roper,**What U. S, Thinks About Its Schools,”
Life. 29:261, October 16, 1950. pp.11-18.
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Vjhen Americans think about education they are compla
cent as a whole and dissatisfied in particular; they feel
that the over-all situation is sunny but not so good at
the school down the street.
Roper*s workers asked the public whether, in general,
the people believe that the school children today are being
taught more worthwhile and useful things than children were
20 years ago.

The replies showed that 67 percent believed

that the school children today are being taught more worth
while things, IS percent believed that the subjects taught
today are not as useful, 12.1 percent believed that there was
no difference in usefulness, and 7.9 percent either didn’t
know or failed to answer.

An analysis of these replies, con

sidering income and education levels of persons replying:
TABLE I
More
Worthwhile

Not as
worthwhile

67-0

13.0

12.1

7.9

72.1
69.0
61.8

11.5
12.7
14.1

11.2
12.0
12.5

5.2
6.3
11.6

62.3
69.0
72.3

14.4
12.3
12.9

11.8
12.9
11.3

11.5
5.3
3.5

TOTAL PERCSNTAC-S

No more, Don’t Iknow*
no less No answer

ECONaillC LEVEL
Upper Income
Lower Middle Income
Lowest Income
EDUCATION
8th Grade or Less
High School
College

93 Ibid.'. p. 11.
94 Loc. cit.
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As to what the public thinks are the two or three most
Important things that young people should get out of high
school, Roper found that 45.3 percent voted for discipline,
responsibilities, tolerance, and personality; 41.3 percent
indicated vocational training; only 13.4 percent stated that
an academic background was most important.
Concerning the subjects in the curricula of the inter-*
Viewees, 76.8 percent stated that they now wish they had
studied more of certain subjects.

Of these, 33.1 percent re

gretted that they had not studied more of tdtie humanities; 35.9
percent wished for more knowledge in the natural sciences;
£3.8 percent rued their neglect of the social sciences; 13.1
percent would like to have more knowledge of business courses;
and 6.5 percent wished that they had taken more domestic
science.
A question concerning the public school system in the
interviewee’s own local conmunity revealed that only 33.4
percent are really satisfied with their local school; 38.2
percent are only **fairly satisfied"; 16.8 percent are not at
all satisfied with the school in their community, and believe
that changes should be made.
No one, apparently, agrees as to just what these changes
95 Ibid.. p. 14.
96 Loc. clt.
97 Loc. oit.
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should be.

The suggestions for changes were almost as numer

ous as the interviews.
The persons interviewed were also inconsistent as to
the value of certain subjects in the curriculum.

%hile the

larger percentage of them state -tiiat the primary duty of the
school is to provide vocational training, build character, and
polish personality, most of them wii^ that they, themselves,
had had more math, English, grammar, and spelling.
To satisfy everyone appears to be an utter impossibility
for the curriculum makers.

Indeed, from the Roper survey, the

construction of a curriculum to completely satisfy any one per
son is an impossibility:
•Stages through which American education has passed,
which bear directly on curriculum development in Montana high
schools, include: (1) -tiiat of following and adapting the cur
riculum of our European heritage; (2) that of defining curricu
lum through national committees of experts; (3) the scientific
measurement movement; (4) the society-centered, democratic
* curriculum development** movement.^®
After briefly reviewing the curriculum builders and the
causes of curricular changes from ancient times down to the
present. It is possible to go on to an inquiry as to how these
and other changes affected the curricula of the secondary
schools of Montana.
96 KrugT OP* Pit., pp* 277-278.
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CHAPTEH III
TBB EARLY DATS OF MONTANA EDUCATION
Pierre de la Verendrye, with three others, set out from
Fort Le Reine, on the Assiniboine river, on April 29, 1742, to
seek a route to "The Westeim Sea*, as the Pacific was then
known.
The French-Canadian did not succeed in finding the new
route to the ocean, but did explore much of what was then the
northern part of the Louisiana territory.

Historians agree

that Pierre de la Verendrye euid his friends were probably the
first Wiite men to set foot in what is now called Montana.
When these explorers looked at the vast distances and
the rugged terrain, they probably did not envision settlements
of sufficient size in this buffalo range to have a need for
schools.
In 1803 Napoleon sold, in what history later proved to
be one of the biggest bargain sales of real estate of all time,
the Louisiana territory.

Of course, the purchase was made

principally because the southern portion of the territory had
been explored, and was deemed to be valuable.

The purchase of

the northern portion was consummated *sight unseen", and was,
as the saying goes, "like buying a pig in a poke."
In order to discover just how badly it had been cheated
on its purchase, the government of the United States decided
that the territory should be explored.

According to available

records, the territory had not been seen since the Verendrye
(55)
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party had looked it over, sixty years before.
Thomas Jefferson had made plans, on two previous oocasions, to send men into this territory, before he became
president.

Although neither of these plans worked out, he was

undiscouraged.

%hen he became president (1801) he decided to

use the power of his office to send an expedition across the
continent.

Preparations for the expedition were well under

way when the Louisiana Purchase was made.
Jefferson named his former secretary, Meriwether Lewis,
and William Clark, a distinguished army veteran, to head the
expedition.1
To recount in detail the story of the Lewis end Clark
expedition is not our purpose here.

The notation of the fact

that Lewis and Clark, with much skill, a considerable amount
of luck, and the efforts of a Shoshone squaw named Sacagewea,
made their way to the mouth of the Columbia river on the Paci**
fie coast, returning by almost the same route, and reached St.
Louis September 23, 1806, is sufficient.
The Indians of the area discouraged any great amount of
exploration and settlement, and few Americans cared to face
the Blackfeet, the Sioux, and other warlike tribes.

The profit

motive was stronger than fear in some early fur traders, how
ever, and a few trading stations, usually built in the form of
forts, were established.
1 Merrill G. Burlingame, The Montana frontier IBelena,
Montana: State Publishing Company, 1942), p. 4.
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Then, seeking a highway to the Paoifio, the government
inaugurated a policy of making treaties with the Indians, in
an effort to keep them out of the way of proposed railroads
and settlers.

These treaties were broken later, principally

by the «hites, but they did serve for a time in keeping a
number of the redmen off the warpath.
The great fur trade built up by the French and English
in the Hudson’s Bay country brought many get-rlch-quick tra
ders , end seme of these pushed farther and farther from the
centers of trade in order to secure more furs from the more
distant tribes.

A few eventually found their way into the

great game country which is now Montana and found the trading
good, Wien the Indians were peaceful.
John Colter, the discoverer of **Colter*s Hell** (now
known as Yellowstone Park), with two companions named Dickson
and Hancock, were the first trappers and traders in the Montana
region of whom there is a definite record.2
The earliest fur companies operating out of St. Louis
worked in the Yellowstone valley among the crows.

Soon they

were sending back such large amounts of furs that thousands of
others became interested, and the more adventurous headed for
the great northwest.
At the time of the outbreak of the Civil War, Montana
was still a wilderness, in spite of fifty years of feverish.
'6 ibld.T p. 46.
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highly competitive effort on the part of the fur companies.
St# Peter’s Mission and the Blackfeet Agency, both on the Sun
River, were indications of what was to come.

To the west of

the mountains, the mission of St. Ignatius, near Flathead
I ^ e , and Fort Owen, in the Bitterroot valley, gave premise
of future settlement based on agriculture end industry of a
settled nature.

Treaties with the Indians were making wagon

roads and railroad rights-of-way possible.

For a time Montana

appeared to be destined to be another Kansas or Iowa.
However, a note in the diary of John Owen, dated Febru
ary 15, 1852, heralded a new diversion#
stated "Sunday, 15 —

The note laconically

Gold hunting found some,"

In the same

spring, Samuel M. Caldwell found traces of gold on Mill creek
(now Kootenai creek), west of Fort Owen#

No publicity was given

to these discoveries,3
A half-breed French-Canadian fur trader named Francois
Finlay, better known as Benetsee, found small quantities of
gold and took them to a factor of the Hudson’s Bay company for
assay.

The company warned the factor to keep the matter quiet,

lest a gold rush ruin the fur trade in Montana as it had In
California.

The word got out, however, and in 1862 gold mining

activity began in the Deer Lodge valley#

In that year, the

fields of California, Nevada, Colorado and Idaho had largely
gone to those favored by chance and persistence, and those less
fortunate were listening for a rdmor of a gold strike in other
a I b i d # 7 p* 47.
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parts. ^
The Mullan Hoad furnlslied an easier entrance into the
Idaho mining region than did the Oregon trail; hence, many
left the overland trail near Corrinne, Utah, crossed over the
easy passes into the Beaverhead valley, and thence into the
Deer Lodge valley.

Many went no farther.

On July 88, 1868,

a rich discovery was made on Grasshopper creek, a tributary of
the Beaverhead river, and the rush to The Diggings began.^
On May 86, 1863, in the Ruby valley, an eztr^ely rich
find was made, and Montana began its history as a mining state.
The Ruby valley claim was known as Alder Gulch.

Last Chance

Gulch, Confederate Gulch, Emigrant Gulch, Cedar Creek, Gold
Creek, and other strikes followed, and each new find encouraged
more immigration into the Montana area.
In January, 1864, gold and silver were found in the
Silver Bow district.

For some twenty years these were the

principal minerals of the district, until William A. Clark
and Marcus Daly arrived to exploit the rich copper field.
During this period of fur trading and gold seeking,
there was practically no law, and, as a result, there was soon
a more or less organized group of criminals who sought to earn
their gold without the necessity of shoveling gravel.

When the

carrying of a **poke»* or the mention of a paying claim became
4 Ibid.. p. 48.
5 Ibid.. p. 84.
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dangerous, a new organization knovÆi as the Vigilantes was
formed.

This group succeeded in capturing many of the road

agents and holding "necktie parties" for them, end the history
of the Vigilante organization has been well told In many works
on Montana history.
Slighted or ignored by most historians, however, is
another Montana institution which had its beginnings in the
early 1860’s:

the Treasure State’s educational system.

In the winter of 1861-62 Major John Owen, at Fort Owen
(then in Washington territory), provided a school for the
half-breed and Indian children at the Fort.
school himself, without outside aid.

He supported the

A Mr. Robinson was said

to have been the first teacher and this Fort Owen school was,
according to all available evidence, the first organized edu
cational effort in Montana.®
Previous to this, when two messengers of the Flathead
Indian tribe returned to their people in 1640, bringing Father
Pierre Jean de Smet from 6t. Louis, they introduced the learn
ing and faith of an accomplished Jesuit missionarj^.

Father de

6met called two priests into service with him, and in 1341
they founded St. M a r y ’s mission in the Bitterroot valley, one
of the first efforts of the "Black Robes" toward establishing
6 John Francis Sasek, **The Development of Public Sec
ondary Education in Montana," (unpublished Master’s thesis,
Montana State University, 1938), p. 15.
7 Federal Writers Project of the works Progress Admin
istration, Montana. A State Guide Book (New York: The Viking
Press, 1939), p. 96.
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an instruo'ted and pious society in Montana.®

However, the

mission, at that early date, concerned itself almost entirely
with religious instruction and is not, therefore, considered
as the state’s first school.
In 1862, the Fort Owen school was opened in December
for another winter term, with a Mr. Parker as teacher and
about ten pupils, all of whom were half-breeds except one who
was a little Snake Indian girl.

The school was continued un

til February 19, 1863, providing Fort Owen’s children with
approximately two months of schooling.®
In 1863, when mining interests gave a token of perman
ence, private schools were established at Bannack and Virginia

City.^®
The first school for white children in Montana was at
iilder Gulch (Kevada City), In 1863.

Gold was discovered there

on May 26, and mining operations began June 6.

ht some date

shortly after this. Miss Kate Dunlap began teaching a school.
In October, 1863, Miss Lucia Darling opened a school
at Bannack.
8 Loc. oit.
9 Sasek, og^. cit. , p. 15.
10 Michael A. Leeson, editor. History of Montana. 17391885 (Chicago: Warner, Beers & Company, 1385), p. 366.
11 Newton Carl Abbott, Montana in the Making (Billings,
Montana: Gazette Printing Company, 1939), p. 230.
12 Ibid., p. 228.
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The first Montana schools (with the exception of the
one at Fort Owen), like many that followed, were "suhseription
schools."

That is, they were supported by voluntary contribu

tions from interested people and by tuition fees paid by the
parents of the children who attended.

The pay of the teachers

and the upkeep of the school depended on the generosity of
these contributions and the regularity of these payments.
There was no uniformity of textbooks, as the pupils brought
along any textbooks which they found available.
At Virginia City, Professor Thcxoas J . Dimsdale opened
a school sometime in the winter of 1863-1864, and during the
same term two subscription schools were established at Nevada
City by Michael Roach and a Professor D a v i s . T h e

cost of

tuition at the Roach and Davis schools is not recorded, but
pupils at the Dimsdale establishment were asked to pay a tui
tion foe of $2.00 per week.^^
Professor Dimsdale was an Oxford graduate who had come
to the mountains seeking a cure for tuberculosis.^^
An Indian boarding school, the first of its kind in the
northwest, opened in 1864 at St. Ignatius, where a Jesuit mis
sion had been organized ten years earlier.

Sisters of Provi-

13 Abbott, o^. cit., p. 230.
14 Sasek, o^. clt.. p. 18.
15 Loc. cit.
16 Federal writers Project,

0 £.

cit., p. 96.
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cLence from. Montreal traveled by

way of New York, the Isthiaua

of Panama, San Franciso, and Vancouver

to became its teachers,

crossing from Walla %'alla to St. Ignatius on horseback.
Thus, prior to Montana*s attainment of territorial
status, under the organic act of May 26, 1864, there had al
ready been a series of schools.A table showing
the location of each, the names

these schools,

of the teachers, and (where

available) the tuition and number of pupils, has been made by
Sasek and is reproduced here:
TABLE

II

Year
Location Name of Teacher
Mr. Robinson
1861-2, Winter Fort Owen
Lir. Parker
1862-3, Winter Fort Owen
1863
Summer Nevada City Kate M. Dunlap
^rs. H. Roller
Bannack
Lucia Darling
1863-4, Winter Bannack
Nevada City i^ichael Roach
Nevada City Professor Davis
Virginia Cit;yThomas Dimsdale

Tuition Pupils
10

20
#2 wk

Judge Cornelius Hedges, a lawyer who came to Montana
from Massachusetts in 1864, is credited with organizing the
territorial school system.

For five years after his appoint

ment as Superintendent of Public Instruction in 1873, he tra
veled by stagecoach and horseback over an area eighteen times
as large as his native state, visiting and establishing elemen
tary schools of high standard. 19
17 Federal Writers Project,

0 £.

cit.. pp. 96-97.

18 -Sasek, op. clt. . p. 20.
19 Federal Writers Project, op. cit., p. 97.
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Th© first législative assembly of the Territory of Mon
tana took up the question of school organization.

In an act

signed by Governor Edgerton February 7, 1865, a common school
system was established for the territory.
Provision was made for laying out and organizing school
districts and the election of county superintendents of
common schools. Five legal voters could call for a public
meeting for the purpose of organizing a school district.
After such a meeting was held, the officers who had been
elected, acting together with the county superintendent,
would lay out the boundaries of the school district. Ihe
duties and responsibilities of the school directors were
carefully defined.
The county superintendent was given the duty of examin
ing the certifying teachers.

He was allowed a f-ec of six dol

lars each for this service, to be paid by the teacher.

Section

7, Chapter II, of the Act says:
**H© shall examine them in orthography, reading, writing,
arithmetic, English grammar and geography, emd if he be of
the opinion that the person exaiained is competent to teach
such branches, and that he or she is of good character, he
shall give such person a certificate, which shall be for
the term of one year only and may be revoked by the super
intendent for good c a u s e . '*21
The first organized school district in LIontana Territory
was at Virginia City.

School was held in the Union church,

with two rooms assigned, one for the upper and on© for the
lower grades.

In the Virginia City district the curriculum was

determined partly by the books available.

Each pupil brought

to school any school books that he could acquire, andthere
were many different varieties.

The onlytextbooks which

20 Abbott, op. cit.. p. 23tt.
21 I#oc« cit.
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te purchased in the town were copies of Webster* s old bluetack speller, which sold for

$ 1

per copy, and there were not

enough of these to supply the demand.
There were eighty-one pupils and an average attendance
of from fifty to sixty.
la 1866, the Legislative Assembly created the office of
School Commissioner.

This forerunner of the Superintendent of

lublic Instruction was principally a liaison man between the
legislature and the schools.
It is probable that Montana school legislation was
stimulated in a manner that sent it ahead at a far greater
speed than it otherwise would have achieved, by the provision
made for the support of public schools through federal land
grants in Section 14 of the Organic Act.

This act reserved

sections 16 and 36 of each tovmship for the purpose of school
support.
During the days of Montana’s beginnings, the academy
held a leading place in American, secondary e d u c a t i o n . H i g h
schools were few and poorly d e v e l o p e d . A c a d e m i e s filled the
gap between common schools and universities.

These furnished

instruction in Latin and Greek, seme courses in the sciences,
22
23
24
25

Abbott, 0£. cit., p. 235.
Loc. cit.
Ibid., p. 236.
Sasek, op. clt.. p. 30.

26 Abbott, op, clt., p. 240.
27 Loc. clt.
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such as physics and cemlstry, and advanced courses in English,
bookkeeping, public speaking, and other popular subjects.
They were the people’s colleges.

Several such schools were

established in Montana Territory,^®
Montana’s first college (and, for a number of years,
its only one) was the Montana Collegiate Institute, which was
founded at Deer Lodge in 1876 and began its work in 1881.
Classes opened with a faculty of three and an enrollment of
thirty-five students.

The course of study was an extensive

one, covering everything from the primary school to a college
degree!
During the Territorial period, a number of laws were
enacted with reference to education.

An outline of these

laws, by years, follows:®®
1865 —

School age of children and youth for school census
purposes defined as from 4 to 21 years of age.
Teachers examinations authorized.
County certificates for teachers authorized.
Length of school term must be at least three months.

1866 —

Duties of Territorial Superintendents of Public In
struction defined and salaries fixed.

1872 —

Bookkeeping added as a common school curriculum re
quirement.
Territorial superintendent of public instruction to
be appointed by Governor, with advice and consent
of legislative council, for term of two years.
Separate schools for negro children authorized.

28 Abbott, op. cit.. p. 240
29 Loc. cit.
30 Laws of the Territory of Montana. 1864 (et sag.)
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1874 —

Bookkeeping removed from ccsnaion school curricnlim
iroquirenients.
School year defined as from first day of September
to last day of August, for finance and report
purposes.
School Eige for children for school census purposes
changed from 4-21 years to 5-21 years of age.
Education of deaf, mute, and blind assumed as a
responsibility by the Territory and provision
made for their education in special schools out
side the Territory.

1877 —

County Institutes as a method of improving teachers
in service authorized.

1861 —

Uniform textbooks for ccxomon schools made mandatory.

1883 —

Compulsory attendance school law enacted for children
between the ages of 8 and 14.
Law authorizing separate schools for negro children
repealed; these children to be allowed in schools
for whites.
Traveling expenses for deaf, mute, and blind children
attending special schools made responsibility of
Territory.
School bonding for building and providing schoolhouses made easier.
Certificates of first, second, and third grade au
thorized.
Holding of county teachers* institutes made obliga
tory on county superintendents, but teachers not
required by statute to attend.
Teachers exemiination questions prepared by county
superintendents to be submitted to territorial
superintendent for approval and correction.

1885 —

School Textbook Goamission created for purpose of
securing better and more uniform textbooks.

1886 —

Teaching of physiology and hygiene, as required by
federal law, authorized. Special attention to be
given to teaching of the nature and effects of
alcoholic drinks and narcotics.

That the growth and development of the territorial
school system was primarily dependent upon legislation enacted
during the territorial period, is apparent.

All through the
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history of Montana# the legislature has consistently supported
the schools# and in many cases has been prevailed upon to pre
scribe portions of the curriculum.
One of the "tricks" which was used by the legislature
in providing for education was the definition of the term
"school child" for school census purposes.

In setting the

minimum age at four or five# and the maximum age at twentyone# many children and youth were Included who would not be
attending school.

With appropriations based upon the school

census# more money was thus made available for those children
who were in attendance*
By the time the Territory of Montana was admitted to
the Union as a State (November 8, 1889), there was a system of
common schools which compared favorably with the educational
systems of other states.

% e r e was also a small number of

academies.
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CHAPTER

IV

EARLY MONTANA SECONDARY SCHOOLS
An adTertlsffîaent in the Montana Post of November 26,
1664, provided the first known record of any advanced, or
secondary school, subjects being taught in the Territory of
Montana.

The advertisement stated that M. Jos. 0. Hamel had

just received a shipment of French books from San Francisco
and that he would open an evening class for all those desiring
to take lessons in the French language.^

A week later the

following advertisement appeared:
Mr. Hamel will open his French class on Monday
evening at Nevada, and on Tuesday evening in this
place. The class here will meet in Dr. Maupin’s
office.^
Mr. Hamel probably conducted his French classes in both
Nevada City and Virginia City, but there is no subsequent
record of him available.
The same Virginia City newspaper carried a news item in
its issue of August 12, 1865, which stated that
Prof. J. B. Patton, a graduate of LaFayette College,
Easton, P a., has arrived in town. It is his intention
to open a public seminary vdiere, in addition to the
usual curriculum of the Ccaamon School, the German lan
guage , vocal music, and the higher branches of an English
education will be taught. The Professor has been teach
ing for upwards of ton y e a r s . S
1 The Montana Post. Virginia City,

M. T., Nov.

26, 18644

2 The Montana Post. Virginia City,

M. T., Dec.

3, 1864-

3 The Montana Post, Virginia City,

M, T., August 12,

1665.
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llader date of September 2, 1865, an Item in the same
publication stated that
Prof. J. B. Patton, A. M . , will open a graded
school on the 11th Inst, in this city. We wish
the gentleman success in his undertaking.'^
At approximately the same time, at St. Ignatius Mission,
another venture in secondary education was launched.

On Sep

tember 1, 1865, the Sisters of Charity, with Mother Mary of
the Infant Jesus as Superioress, opened the **Holy Family Aca
demy for Young Ladies^.

It offered the following curriculum;

writing, geography, arithmetic, grammar and composition in
English, history, and French.

Sewing and "whatever is under

stood under the extensive word of housewifery" were also
|SC

offered.

This was probably the first secondary curriculum

ever advertised by any Montana school.
During the winter of 1865-1866, in J. B. Patch’s second
school in Helena, the first really "public" school ("public"
in the sense that it was partially supported by public school
funds)

which had both a common school and an academy curriculum

was started.

Patch and his assistant, J. W. Oorum, constituted

the facility.®

In his report on the schools of Edgerton county,

written in March, 1866, Mr. Patch reported these facts;
We have a graded and Academic school with an average
4 The Montana Post. Virginia City, M. T., Sept. 2, 1865.
5 The Montana Post. Virginia City, M. T., June 17, 1865.
6 J. B. Patch, Manuscript Report on Schools. Manuscript
Case, State Historical Library, Helena, Montana.
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attendance of from forty to fifty scholars. The public
school fund of Helena district has been appropriated to
the benefit of the scholars of this school, reducing
the tuition to about half the ordinary rates. Vie have
a small, but good, library, and an excellent melodaon
belonging to the school, with all other desirable
features.
We have had eight pupils in the classics, Latin and
Greek, and a number in the advanced course of mathema
tics. There is now no other school in operation in the
County that I am aware of. There have been several
t a u ^ t in the City during the winter, but all have
closed some time since.^
Thomas I*’. Campbell opened a school in Helena September
S, I860, also partially supported by public funds, and contain
ing both a primary department and an academic department.

The

latter offered physical sciences, higher mathematics, and the
classics.®
In Virginia City, william I. Marshall and a Mrs. Farley
conducted a school which offered a full curriculum of common
school subjects plus such secondary school subjects as natural
9
philosophy, algebra, and bookkeeping.
Greek, Latin, geometry and algebra were offered in the
public school conducted by Professor and Mrs. E. Webster Stone
at Helena early in 1868.10
Practically all of the secondary divisions of those
early schools were the result of pressure from the lower, or
7 L oc. pit.
8 Rocky Mn»ntftln Gazette. Helena, Montana, September 1,
1866.
9 The Montana Post. Virginia City, M. T., Feb. 9, 1867.
10 The Montana Post. Helena, M. T., April 25, 1868.
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«ooanmon** schools.

The Immense size of the Territory of Mon

tana, and the modes of trsunsportation, made it extremely in
convenient and expensive for Montanans to journey to other
states or territories for secondary education.
In 1868, a determined effort was made to secure a more
uniform curriculum by prescribing, or approving, certain text
books .

Thomas F. Campbell, the fourth Territorial Superinten

dent of Public Instruction, made the first textbook recommen
dations of which there are records available,

Latin, Greek,

astronomy, bookkeeping, English composition, natural history,
zoology, philosophy, geology, botany and geometry textbooks
were among those which he recommended.^^
Section 13 of the first school law of the Territory of
Montana provided
that whenever the interests of the district require
it, the directors may establish a union school, em
ploy a principal teacher and subordinate teachers,
and grade the school into departments and classes.
This was the only portion of Montana territorial law
which might be construed as authorization for the establish
ment of secondary schools.

The second general school law,

approved January 12, 1872, substituted the words "high school**
for "union school** In the seme section.^®
11 Council J o u m a l . Fifth Session. 1668-1869. Appendix.
(Report of T.
CampbeiT, Territorial Superintendent of Public
Instruction, November 30, 1868).
12 Laws of the Territory of Montana. First Legislative
Assembly, 1864 W i r g f n i a City, M, T., 1866), p. 440.
13 Laws of Montana. Codified Statutes. Seventh Session,
1871-1872. p. 631.
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Since there was no Kalamazoo problem.3-1 regarding tiie
establishment of high schools in Montana, and since the people
of the territory seemed to be meeting the educational needs
of their children within reasonable limitations, the law was
not mandatory, but only permissive.
The subject of bookkeeping was added to the provision
for a curriculum for the common schools by the law of 1872,
but it was not considered as a subject to be taught necessarily
in particular common schools any more than the subjects which
wore already being taught.

The law providing for bookkeeping

was repealed in 1874, apparently for the reason that it was
believed to be superfluous.^®

After that, bookkeeping was

considered to be a subject for the secondary schools.
Evening schools for youth above the age of fourteen
years were authorized by an act approved March 10, 1887.^®
This permitted many to secure a secondary education which
might not have been available to them otherwise.
The evolution of Montana’s common schools generally
was effected in this manner:

A school would be opened as

soon as there were enough children and/or youth to justify
a school.

As soon as the enrollment increased beyond the

14 For explanation of the Kalamazoo case, see Harold
Spears, Secondary Education in American Life (Hew York:
American Book Company, 1941), p. 45.
15 Laws of Montana, 1874, p. 125,
16 Laws of Montana. 1867, p. 126
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limits of ono teacher, a second teacher was added and the
school was divided into a primary department and an academic
department, and sometimes these were graded.

Additional

growth would necessitate the addition of a third teacher and
the school would be divided into the primary department, the
intermediate department, and the advanced department, all of
which were graded.

Out of the graded school, in the advanced

department, came the high school department and the subse
quent district high school.
Although the first official report of a Montana Terri
torial Superintendent of fublic Instruction to the Ü, S, Com
missioner of Education, made in 1870, stated that there were
no graded schools in Montana Territory at that tine,^*^ we
know that a graded school had been advertised by J. 3. Patton
of Virginia City as early as 1865, and that the Patch-Gorum
school in Helena was reported as a graded school in 1860.

The

Campbell school and the Stone school were also known as graded
schools.
Cornelius Hedges, Territorial Superintendent of Public
Instruction, reported to the

0

ffic§ @f Education in 1873 that

in some of the principal cities there is soma at
tempt toward grading, but it is poorly done at best,
and the scholars are generally backward.^®
17 CcamTssioner of Education Report. 1870 (Washington,
D. C . , 1871), pp. 523-324.
18 Letter of Cornelius Hedges to Hon. Charles barren,
Acting commissioner of Education, October 13, 1870, in GomRRtoner of Education Report, 1673. (Washington, 1. C . , 1874),
p.
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With the establishment of the first separate, raoognized high school at Helena, in 1876, the Montana high school
noveraont may be said to have begun.

Prior to that time, high

school v;ork had been considered only as an adjunct of the
common school and no attempt had been made to establish the
high school as a unit.

Ihe law of 1072 had recognized the

high school as a division or department of the common school
system, but recognised that the expansion of the common school
into advanced secondary school work was of secondary importance
to the teaching of elementary subjects.
During the territorial period, high schools (or higji
school departments) were established in Anaconda, Bozeman,
Boulder, Butte, Deer Lodge, Dillon, Glendive, Lewistown,
Livingston, Miles City, Missoula, Virginia City, and l^hite
Sulphur Springs.
The entrance of the railroads (Utah Northern and Nor
thern Pacific) into Montana Territory made a considerable in
crease in the population of the settlements, and the schools
were improved incidentally to this increase.
When the Helena high school was established as a dis
tinct organization in September, 1S76, the f c u r r i c u 
lum was announced:

COLLEGIATE COURSE
First Year
Term 1: Latin Commenced, Bookkeeping, Algebra, Rhetoric.
Term 2; Latin, Roman History, Physiology, Word Analysis.
Second Year
Term 1: Latin (Caesar), Natural Philosophy, A l g e b r a com
pleted, General History.
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Term 2: Latin continued. Natural Philosophy completed.
Geometry, Astronomy.
Third Year
Term 1: Latin (Cicero), Chemistry, Geometry completed,
Zoology.
Term 2: Latin (Virgil), Chemistry, Trigonometry and Sur
veying, Botany,
Declamations and Composition.
Oral instruction on acoustics, heat, light, elec
tricity, physiology, the English language, etc.
The above course v;ill he varied to suit the capa
city of the pupils. Declamations, compositions and gym
nastics as circumstances permit.
In 1880, this three-year curriculum was lengthened
into a four year course by the addition of a ^preparatory
year'* and three full courses were offered.

The four year

course vms an innovation for that period, as the three year
course was recognized as the ’’regular'* high school course un
til the middle of the first decade of the twentieth century.
Helena's four year curriculum included:
1. A Classical Course containing Greek, German and optional
studies.
2. A Scientific Course, for which there has been supplied
the latest chemical and physical apparatus.
3. À Nomaal Course, embracing the Theory and Practice of
Teaching, the Necessary Qualifications of Teachers,
School Government, History of Education, School Laws
of Montana, etc., with systematic visiting of classes
in the grammar and primary grades for observation and
practice. A school library has been started and the
leading educational papers are on file for the use
of teachers.
4. Other offerings:
a. Science and Mathematics.
b. Mental and Moral Philosophy.
c. Science of Government.
d. Extended work in English and American Literature.
5.
Preparatory Course — for fourth year w o r k . 20
19 Helena Dally Herald, October 2, 1876.
20 Randall J. Condon, 'History of the Helena High
School**, Seventh Biennial Report. Superlntenient of ihiblio
Instruction (Helena, Montana, 1902), p. 58."
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’'preparatory course —

for fourth year work” , al

though not explained by Condon, was probably the same thing
as is offered in many "prep” schools of today:

a concentrated

course of study based on the entrance examinations of leading
colleges.

The "textbooks” of these courses were (and are, in

some schools) the examination questions of those colleges for
several years immediately prior to the "preparation”.
The Helena curriculum was notable in that it was the
first four year high school course in Montana and the first
time that a systematic attempt was made at teacher training in
any Montana educational institution.

The "normal course” was

later adopted by many Montana high schools and was still
offered in some of them as late as 1986.
In 1862 the Montana Collegiate Institute at Deer Lodge
published its high school curriculum:
First Year
First T e m : Algebra, rhetoric, general history, elocution,
vocal music, Latin.
Second Term; Algebra, rhetoric, general history, Latin,
elocution, vocal music.
Second Year
First Term: Geometry, Constitution of the United States,
physiology, word analysis, Latin, vocal music.
Second Term: Geometry, natural philosophy, zoology, Latin,
vocal music, review.
Third Year
First Term: Trigonometry, EnglXsh literature, chemistry,
Latin.
Second Term: Astronomy, English literature, Latin, review.
Also, in the early 1880's, Bozeman high school published
a three year curriculum, as follows:
21 The H e w Northwest. Deer Lodge, Montana, December 1,
1862.
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First Year
Fall Term; Arithmetic, grammar, bookkeeping.
Winter Term: Arithmetic, U. 3. History, bookkeeping,
Latin.
Spring Term: Composition and rhetoric, bookkeeping, U. S.
history, physiology*, Latin.
Second Year
Fall Term: Algebra, composition and rhetoric, natural his
tory*, Greek (or French or German), Latin.
Winter Term: Algebra, physics, astronomy, Greek (or French
or German), Latin.
Spring Term: Algebra, physics, botany*, Greek (or French
or German), Latin.
Third Year
Fall Term: Geometry, American authors one-half term, Eng
lish authors one-half term. Geology*,
Greek (or French or German), Latin.
Winter Term: Geometry, physical geography, general history^
Greek (or French or German). Latin.
Spring Term: Civil government, general history, chemistry*,
Greek (or French or German), Latin.
Exercises in essay writing and examination of general
literature throughout the entire department.
Both English and Classical Course. All not underlined
in English Course. Classical Course; all subjects not
marked *,22
In the school year of 1888-1889, the Miles City high
school offered a curriculum which included Latin, English
grammar, spelling, civil government, authorities, physical
geography, ccmposition and rhetoric, geology, history of
Greece, history of Rome, history of England, history of France,
bookkeeping, algebra, zoology, botany, phonography (shorthand),
natural philosophy, chemistry, geometry, and trigonometry
Loti ce that
Miles

neither Greek nor U. S. history is listed in the

City curriculum, which was representative of the early
22 The Avant Courier, Bozeman, Montana, December 8, 1681.
23 The Yellowstone Journal. Miles City, Montana, June

1, 1889
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development of many of the Eastern Montana high schools which
were established a little later, during the early part of
Montana's statehood.
According to available evidence, the dates of estab
lishment of high schools, as such, during Montana*s territorial period are as follows:
Helena high school
........ ..
1876
Deer Lodge high school. . . . . . . . . .
1878-32
Butte high school
............ .. 1879
.......... ..
1882
Bozeman high school
Missoula high school
........ 1884
Dillon high s c h o o l ..................
1885
Miles City high s c h o o l ............. 1888
1888
Livingston high s c h o o l ...... ...
Anaconda high school . . . . . . . . . . . 1888
White Sulphur Springs high school
. . . . 1888
Boulder high school
.......... .
1889
Lewistown high s c h o o l ............. 1889
.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Thus, when the Territory of Montana came into statehood,
in 1889, there were twelve organized high schools in operation,
and many other school systems were offering advanced work with
seme attention to secondary school subjects.

24 Sasek, 0£. cit., p. 66.
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SECONDARY- EDUCATION IN THE STATE OF MONTANA
Uko people of Montana, through their representatives
in the legislature, were forced to accept the responsibility
of government when the Territory was admitted to statehood
In 1889.

Prior to that time, the Territory had been largely

dependent upon the federal government for Its political
welfare and development.
Two weeks after Montama* s admission to statehood, on
November 22, 1889, the legislators met at Helena to Intro
duce and enact laws carrying out the provisions of the Con
stitution as It was ratified October 1, 1889, by the people
of the territory.

No new educational legislation was enacted

during this first session.

Very little legislation of any

kind was Introduced, In fact, because of the preoccupation of
the legislators with the race between opposing candidates for
the office of United States Senator.^
During the 1891 legislative session, an act was passed
providing for the selection, location, appraisal, sale, and
leasing of state school lands and for their administration and
control by a State Board of Land Commissioners.

The actions

of this Board in administering the school lands would materi
ally affect

the revenue secured frcaa this source for school

purposes, and, since the proceeds from the sale and leasing
1 Sasek, op. clt. , p.98,
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went into the public school fund, it affected the amount
available for distribution.

The proceeds of the public school

fund were distributed on the basis of the number of children
in the district between the ages of six and twenty-one years.
The upper limit of twenty-one years was sufficient to include
a majority of those who were securing a high school education,
and,therefore, the attention given to this item by the second
legislature was of value to secondary education in general.^
In 1893, the third session of the Montana legislature
established and located four institutions of higher education
at Bozeman, Butte, Dillon, and Missoula.

These institutions

provided preparatory work for those who had not had an oppor
tunity to secure secondary work in their local schools, as
well as the college courses.®
The same legislature made provision for the appointment
of a State Board of Education.

This board was empowered to

act as a certifying agency, and could grant certificates valid
for six years or for life.

Later (1896) the State Board of

Education became the first accrediting agency for the h i ^
schools of the Treasure State, and attempted, for the first
time, to improve Montana high schools in general."^
E. A. Staere, the second State Superintendent of Public
Instruction, requested changes in the laws relating to eduea2 Ibid.. pp. 98-99.
3 L o c . cit.
4 Ibid.. p. 99.
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tlon.

In h-is biennial report of 1094, Steere wrote:

Urgent demand bas been made for many years tbat
the school law of this state be revised and its pro
visions be made better adapted to our conditions and
needs. Our law is crude and inharmonius. The intent
of many of its provisions is doubtful and difficult of
interpretation because of the ambiguous language. In
many instances the statutes are in direct conflict
with the State Constitution. Many unwise provisions
have been so inserted through the process of its de
velopment until we have at the present time a school
law that is a vexatious worriment to all persons en
trusted with its execution. %hile it contains much
that should be rendered clearer and more direct, these
are not its greatest evils. It is unsatisfactory in
what it omits as well as in what it contains. The
grade of work done in our schools must be in keeping
with the character of the laws governing th©n. If our
laws are inapplicable to our conditions or are defective
in principle, poor school work must be the inevitable
result.5
Steere recommended a more stringent compulsory school
law with provision for truant officers, higher qualifications
and larger salaries for county superintendents, selection of
textbooks by the State Board of Education rather than by the
legislature, provisions for raising the standard of scholarship
among teachers, that reports of school officers be made to
conform to the needs of the state department, more simple and
fair bonding requirements and procedure, and that examination
questions be prepared by the Superintendent of Public In
struction,®
In 1895, Steore’s writing apparently bore fruit.

The

fourth legislature enacted the school law of 1895, which,
6 Superintendent of Public Instruction, Third Biennial
Report {Helena, Montana: 1894), p. 242,
ft Ibid.. pp. 242-261,
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although it was largely a compilation and revision of the
1872 laws and subsequent amendments and enactments, incorpora
ted nearly all of Superintendent Stoere's recommendations.'^
Teacher qualifications were raised by an act of the
fifth legislature, in 1897, which specified that no person
could be œaployed as a teacher in a high school or as the
principal of a school "of more than two departments’* who did
not hold a professional county certificate or a life or state
diploma, issued by the State Board of Education, or who was
hot a graduate of a recognized university or normal school.®
The "professional" county certificate was issued to
applicants who were proficient in
reading, writing, mental arithmetic, arithmetic,
penmanship, orthography, physiology, English grammar,
geography, hygiene, United States history, physical
geography, civics of the United States and of the
State of LIontana, American literature, elementary
algebra, plane geometry, physics, and the theory
and practice of teaching.^
The certificate was valid for four years, and was Issued
by county superintendents when the applicant successfully com
pleted examinations on all of the above subjects, prepared by
the State Department of Public Instruction.^^
The "state diploma", as the state certificate was then
7 Laws

of Montana. 1895, pp. 241-245.

8 Laws of Montana, 1897, p. 147.
9 Loc. pit.
10 Loo,

cit.
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known, provided that all applicants pass satisfactory examina
tion a in the following subjects:
arithmetic; elementary algebra through quadratics;
plane geometry; reading and writing grammar; poli
tical and physical geography; physiology; physics;
United States history; civil government, state and
national; American literature; English literature;
school laws of Montana; and theory and practice of
teaching*
An applicant for the "life diploma", which certified
the teacher for the remainder of his life, was required to
qualify for all of the above and, in addition, pass satisfac
tory examinations in
advanced algebra through quadratics; rhetoric; zo
ology; botany; geology; history and literature;
general history; and political economy*
Bach applicant for a state or life diploma was also
required to furnish the State Board of Education with (1) a
written statement from one or more superintendents or other
experienced educators, certifying to the professional success
end good morail character of the applicant; (2) written state
ments from school boards for whom the applicant had taught,
certifying to his success in teaching and government; (3) the
names of three disinterested persons of liberal education as
referenc e s .
However, the law also stated that diplomas might be
11 State Board of Education, Fifth Annual Report (Hel
ena, Montana: 1898), pp. 15-16.
12 hoc, pit.
13 Loc. cit.
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greuited to graduates of eduoatlonaJ. institutions within or
without the state, and that the possession of a life diploma
from amy other state might be accepted in lieu of examina
tion.^^

Graduates from the State Normal School, at Dillon,

and those of the State University, at Missoula, were exempted
frcsn exeminatlon. 15
Applicants for the state diploma were required to have
had five years of successful experience of not less than seven
months each, of which twenty-on© months were in Montana schools.
For the life certificate, the applicant was required to have
had ten years experience, and an average of 90 percent in the
branches required by law, with no grade lower than 75 percent
in any one branch.^®
During the territorial period, high schools were not
sufficiently well established to demand uniform standards, and
there were no state institutions of higher learning or State
Board of Education to require uniformity.

Therefore, no at

tempts at accreditation were made in Montana prior to statehood.
In 1895, however, the State Board of Education recommended:
The high schools of the State which will eventually
become the preparatory schools for the University need
a standard set for their guidance. The preparatory de
partment should be established and arrangements made to
14 State Board of Education, Fifth Annual Report (Hel
ena, Montana; 1898), pp. 15-16.
15 Loo, cit.
16 hoc. cit.
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admit all students from the high schools of the State
which comply with the regulations without examination
into the University courses. This would save the ex
pense of two or three years schooling away from home.^’^
This need for a standard of guidance for admission to
the preparatory departments of the institutions of higher
education, as well as the need for stating requirements for
entrance into the colleges, gave the first impetus to the
movement for accreditation.
In 1896, the State Board of Education set up the fol
lowing standards for Montana high school accreditation:
1. Candidates seeking admission to any of the
regular courses in any State Educational Institu
tions must be at least sixteen years of age and
must possess a good moral character and good
bodily health.
2. Accredited Schools. — Any high school or
academy whose course of instruction covers the
branches requisite for admission to one or more of
the courses of any State Educational Institution
may be admitted to its accredited list of prepara
tory schools, after a satisfactory examination by
a committee appointed by the State Board of Educa
tion. Application for such examination may be made
by euay school board to the Secretary of the State
Board of Education, whereupon a committee appointed
by the state Board of Education will examine the
course of study and methods of instruction of the
school, and on the committee’s favorable recommeudaticm, and the concurrence of the State Board of Edu
cation, it will be entered upon the accredited list
of the State Educational Institution for which it
applied. Any graduate of such an approved school
will be received by the President of the State Edu
cational Institution wherein said graduate is entitled
to enter, on presentation of proper diploma and
certificate from the Superintendent of said school,
into any of the courses of said institution for which
the graduate has been fitted.
■
1 7 state Board of Education, Second annual he port
{Helena, Montana: 1895}, p. 48.
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Students of an aooredlted school who are not graduates
must expect examinations as other candidates,
A school once entered upon the accredited list will
remain there until its administration is changed, or un
til notice is given by the State Board of Education of
unsatisfactory results.
Upon a change of administration, application for con
tinuation upon the list, if desired, must be made. If
the work of the principal coming into charge has been
recently examined in connection with some other school,
a new examination may not be required, but such examina
tions should in all cases be invited.
Annual reports will be asked for by the State Board
of Education.
After examining the high schools applying, on the basis
of the above requirements, the State Board of Education ac
credited five high schools: Anaconda, Butte, Great Falls,
Helena, and Missoula.1^

By 1900, a total of fifteen high

schools had been accredited.

These included the five men

tioned above plus Billings, Hamilton, Miles City, and county
high schools at Boulder, Bozeman, Dillon, Kalispell, Lewistown, Livingston, and Red Lodge.

20

The first prescription of a definite course of study
for all accredited high schools in Montana was made by the
diploma committee of the State Board of Education (augmented
by the Presidents of the Institutions of Higher Education) in
1897.

This group recommended the following curriculum:
Latin: Latin shall be required as follows: Grammatical

18 state Board of Education, Fourth Annual Report
(Helena, Montana: 1896), pp. 7-8.
19 Loc. pit.
20 State Board of Education, Eifchth Annual Ee^^ort
(Helena, Montana: 1901), p. 12.
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prose ccmposition» four books of Caesar and four books
of Cicero.
English: As a part of the work in English, ten
pieces of the following fifteen pieces of litera
ture shall be selected for critical study, and ten
of the following fifteen pieces shall be studied
for reading, the work to be distributed throughout
the entire high school course.
CRITICAL STUDY
Julius Caeseir
The Sir Roger de Coverly Papers
Macbeth
The Vision of Sir Launfal
The Princess
The Ancient Mariner
Paradise Lost
Essays on Milton and Addison
Evangeline
The Flight of a Tartar Tribe
XI Penseroso
Burke *s Speech on the ConciliaIvanhoe
tion with America
The Vicar of
Gray *s Elegy in a Country Chur chWakefield
yard
LIST FOR READING
David Copperfield
Autocrat of the Breakfast Table
Vicar of Wakefield
Courtship of Miles Standish
Sketch Book
Pope's Iliad, Books I, VI, %XII
Enoch Arden
Heroes and Hero Worship
Marmion
First Bunker Hill Oration
Life of Samuel
Franklin's Autobiography
Johnson
The Prisoner of Chilien
Last of the Mohicans
Grammar. Composition and Rhetoric: Grammar and the
fundamental principles of practical composition and
rhetoric, with illustrative exercises and essays, shall
be required for the first two years of the course.
Literature: One year of literature shall follow the
work in rhetoric, which shall give a general knowledge
of the life and growth of the English language and
literature.
Science; Chemistry and Biology. Either one year in
chemistry, or one year in biology, shall be required.
One year of physics shall be required, following chem
istry or biology. In all science work, one-half the
time shall be devoted to laboratory work.
General History: General history shall be studied
for one year, the work to be confined to Grecian, Ro
man, and English history.
United States History and Civics: The last half
year of the high school course, U . 3. history and
civics shall be studied.
M o d e m Languages; Two years' work in modem lan
guages, other than English, shall be accepted in lieu
of work in Latin for admission to any course except
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the classical.
This was the first curriculum directive froa the State
Board of Education to Montana high schools.

This method has

long been one of the moset effective in changing both high
school and elementary school curricula, as has been shown in
previous chapters.

Such directives from State Boards or De

partments of Education have often been necessary, in order to
overcome self-satisfaction with present methods and the iner
tia of many school curriculum makers.
The 1097 effort to standardize high school curricula
met with approval from the high school administrators of the
state, even though the group which made the curriculum recom
mendations had no real legal power to make regulations of euny
kind for those high schools.

Little or no consideration ap

pears to have been given, at this time, to individual abili
ties, interests, or preferences of pupils, except for the
limited choice between chemistry and biology, and between
Latin and modern languages.
lhat the accreditation groups held the high schools to
the program is indicated by the fact that, in 1898, the Bil
lings and Livingston high schools were informed that they had
been refused accreditation because the equipment of their
laboratories was insufficient for the instruction required by
21 State Board of Education, 6ixth Annual Report (Hel
ena, Montana; 1899), p. 12.
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the course of study as outlined by the committee.
It was also at this time (1893), that Nicholas Llurray
Butler, then dean of the faculty of philosophy at Columbia
University, proposed a Central Examination Board for all
colleges.

From 1899 to 1901 the idea was considered, and in

1901 high school seniors and graduates all over the United
States wrote their first "College Board" examinations.

This

organization of educators, called the College Entrance Exami
nation Board, became an extremely influential factor in de
termining the curricula for secondary schools, and has re
mained so for half a century.
In the early years of the "College Board exams", the
examinations were confined almost entirely to factual tests
in narrow f i e l d s . I n those high schools offering a prepara
tory course "for the fourth year", the preparatory course
consisted of cramming for these examinations, and the examina
tions of previous years were used as textbooks for the course,
llie Board estimates that approximately 80,000 youngsters will
take College Entrance Examination Board tests in the year
1950 .2®
82 state Board of Education, Sixth Annual Report (Helena,
Montana; 1899), p. 12.
23 Claude H. Fuess, The College Board; Its First Fifty
Years (New York; Columbia University Press,”T950) , p. 12.
24 L oc. pit.
25 Loc. cit.
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In 1899 the Montana accrediting committee began a more
extensive work on the prescribed course of study.

In June,

1900, the committee published its recommendations for a high
school course of study in a fifty-eight page handbook.

The

new curriculum guide was more definite than that of 1897,
and divided the high school program into three courses, pla
cing the various subjects in the years in which the committee
thought that the work should be done.
In its explanations of each subject mentioned, the
pamphlet, or handbook, went into great detail.

Latin, for

example, which had been explained in a mere two lines in the
1897 study, was now (1900) delineated in several pages of
closely printed type.

The explanations of other courses were

expanded proportionately
One of the suggestions contained in the 1900 handbook
of curriculum suggestions was a list of twenty reference works
and supplementary reading books which the board decided would
be necessary for the pupils* proper understanding of the school
work.
Some of the curricular suggestions incorporated in the
diploma committee’s work indicated a recognition of, and a dedire to adopt or adapt, the reccmmendations of The Committee
26 State Board of Education, Seventh Annual Report
(Helena, Montana: 1900), p. 16.
27 Ibid., p. 36.
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of Ten?® which reported on, and recommended, a standard cur
riculum for high schools throughout the country.
The course of study for Montana accredited high schools
in 1900, as reccmmended by the diploma committee of the State
Board of Education, was as

f o l l o w s ; 29

TABLE III
Classical Curriculum
Prepares for entrance
to Classical Course in
State University

Science Curriculum English Curriculum
ibrepares for all
Prepares for eill
General Science
Technical Courses,
Courses
and for Normal
School Profes
sional Course
FIRST YEAR
English
English
Latin
Algebra
Algebra
English
Physiology
General History
Algebra
Physiology
General History
General History
word Analysis
English
English
Latin
Algebra
Algebra
English
Physical Geography Physical Geography
Algebra
General History
General History
General History
Orthoepy and
Phonics
SECOND YEAR
German or Latin
English
Latin
English
English
Algebra
Algebra
Botany or Zoology
Algebra
Botany or Zoology
General History
General History
German or Latin
English
Latin
Plane Geometry
English
English
Plane Geometry
Botany or Zoology
Plane Geometry
Botany
or
Zoology
General History
General History
THIRD YEAR
German or Latin
English
Latin
English
Plana Geometry
English
Plane
Geometry
Physics
Plane Geometry
Physics
U. S. History
Physics
German or Latin
English
Latin
English
Solid Gecmetry
English
Solid Geometry
Physics
Solid Geometry
Physios
Arithmetic
Physics
Civics
--------- UeToung»
cit.. p. 494.
29 State Board of Education, Sixth annual Heport (Hel
ena, Montana: 1899), p. 17.
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Regardless of the Neohumanist movement^0 in other seotions of the country, and the importance attributed to a
knowledge of Greek by the more famous universities, the com
mittee disregarded Greek entirely as a needed secondary school
subject, but retained Latin as a primary necessity In the
Classical curriculum, and as an optional language in the
Science curriculum.

That they did not believe either Latin

or Greek to be necessary for the student preparing for techni
cal courses or for teacher training, is evident.
During the decade 1890-1900, the highest annual enroll
ment in secondary school Greek was only ten pupils in all of
the high schools of Montema.

During the same year (1899), 672

students ware enrolled for Latin courses.
During this period, in addition to the twelve high
schools which had been organized during Uontana’s territorial
days, the following were listed; (1892) Great Falls and Red
Lodge; (1893) Big Timber, Billings, and Virginia City; (1895)
Hamilton; (1896) Kallspell, Marysville, and Philipsburg;
(1897) Glendive; (1898) Ghoteau; (1899) Chinook, Twin Bridges,
and Whitehall.
J. F. Sasek, already cited, states that the Montana
high school extra-curricular activities were principally
— ------ 30 Cf. -ante, p. 26.
31 Sasek,

0 £.

cit., p. 119,

Ld., p. 130.
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eonrined to intorscholastic sports, with great emphasis on
football, and military drill,
At the turn of the century, Montana secondary schools
were beginning to be recognized as important factors in the
social, economic, and cultural life of the state not only by
educators, but by employers, civic leaders, and the general
public.

The youth of the area, also, were beginning to per

ceive certain advantages in the acquisition of an education
beyond the common school level.

A clamor for a high school

was beginning to be heard in nearly every school district.
However, in many districts, a high school was a finan
cial impossibility.

The only course open to the youth who

desired secondary education was to attend a high school in
some other district, and to pay a non-resident tuition fee.
A law providing for the union of districts for high school
purposes had been passed in 1865, but there is no evidence to
show that any combination of districts had ever taken advan
tage of this legislation.

Probably the reason was that no

district would incorporate with another, for the purpose of
building a high school, unless said high school was in "our**
part of the district.
Fifty years later, in 1950, battles were still being
fought over proposed consolidations of school districts and
the locations of school houses.

An example of this is the

33 Sasek, 02- eit.. pp. 135-137
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contest between the little ooduaunltles of Onward (population
171) and Walton (population 035), which are
Tipton Township, Cass County, Indiana.

ailles apart la

Residents of the

smaller cCEanunity became furious at a suggestion that its
high school should be consolidated with that of Walton, and
defended their convictions against school trustees, truck
drivers, and 67 Indiana State Policemen.34
In some case, small districts have been consolidated,
and transportation provided at public expense to nearby high
schools, but this solution was apparently not used in Uontana
during the twentieth century’s initial decade.

One reason,

of course, was the condition of the roads, which were almost
impassable during the winter school months.
In 1899, however, the legislature had enacted the
County Free High School Law, which made possible the estab
lishment of larger and more centralized public high schools
by changing the unit for taxation frcm the district to the
county.

The county high schools did not charge non-resident

tuition for students from other districts within the county,
end many of them maintained doxmltories (a few of which are
still in use today) in which the out-of-town student might
live during the school term.
The county high schools were required to provide
34 Articles in Life magazine, 29:16, October 16, 1950,
p. 48; and in same pubTTcatlon, 29:16, October 30, 1950, p.
28.
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courses of study which would properly fit students for admis
sion to any of the higher educational institutions of the
state, and to maintain a curriculum as prescribed for all
accredited high schools by the State Board of

Education,^5

Today there are still eighteen county high schools
existent in Montana, including those of Beaverhead, Broad
water, Carbon, Carter, Custer, Dawson, Fergus, Flathead,
Gallatin, Garfield, Granite, Jefferson, Lincoln, Missoula,
Park, Powell, Sweet Grass, and Wibaux c o u n t i e s . M a n y of
these counties also have separate district high schools with
in their boundaries.
The organization of county high schools offered the
advantages of enabling the schools to provide a greater num
ber of months of school, to engage better teachers at higher
salaries, and to enlarge the c u r r i c u l u m . T h e smaller dis
trict high schools were often unable to offer a full curricu
lum for accreditation because they were not financially able
to hire sufficient teachers.
In 1906, an accrediting ccenmittee, ccxaposed of the
iresidents of the State University, the 6tate College, and the
State Mormal School, and the diploma committee of the State
35 La#s of Montana. 1899.

p. 59.

36 State Deparlsaent of Public Instruction, Montana
Educational Directory. 1949-1950 (Helena, Montana: Haogele
trinting Company, 1950)" ppl 21-22•
37 State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Sevonth
Lie""ial Keport (Helena, Montana: 1902), p. 409.
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Board of Education, rocacmendQd that the work of the eight
grades of the coraiaon schools, when arranged, v/ould be con
sidered as the standard for entrance into high school.
In 1910 the State Superintendent of itibllc Instruction
reported that the accredited high sciiools had been inspected
by the State High School Inspector, and that all changes sug
gested by this Inspector had been willingly made by the high
school administrators*38

This is the first mention of any

high school supervisor in the department of I-ublic Instruction.
Prior to 1906, the three year course was standard in
Montana high schools.

In that year, however, the State Board

of Education announced that the high schools should require
four years of high school work for graduation and for entrance
Into Montana colleges.

Since most of the state's high schools

had already instituted a four-year course, the recommendation
did not affect many of them.

However, the new requirements

for accreditation forced some high schools to improve their
standards.

The new accreditation curriculum of 1906 not only

added certain subjects but also extensed seme of those formerly
offered.
A new department, the Cc^maercial Course, was added to
the curriculum for all accredited high schools, in which the
novel typewriting machines were to be used and their operation
taught.
iît'a^ Superintendent of Public Instruction, jLi.leventh
Biennial Report (Helena, Montana: 1910), p. 29.
38
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The ne-wly-recammended course of study was as follows:
TABLE

IV

Classical
Scientific
English
Commercial
Course
Course
Course
Course
Latin
Latin
Word Study
Word Study
First Lessons Fist Lessons
and Grammar
and Grammar
Latin Grammar Latin Grammar or Latin
or Latin
Algebra
Algebra
Algebra
Algebra
History
Physiography
Physiography
Physiography
or Eastern
Eastern Na
or Eastern
or Eastern
Nations and
Nations and
tions and
Nations and
Greece
Greece
Greece
Greece
English
English
English
English
Gcmposition
Ocaapositiaa
CcHEposition
Gcmposition
and Rhetoric and Rhetoric
and Rhetoric
and Rhetoric
American Au American Au
Americem Au
American Au
thors
thors
thors
thors
Drawing
Drawing
Drawing
Drawing
Twice a week
Twice a week
Twice a week Twice a week
SECaj'D SÜAESTKR
FIRST YEAR
Latin
Word Study
Latin
Word Study
and Grammar
First Lessons First Lessons and Grammar
or Latin
Latin Grammar Latin Grammar or Latin
Algebra
Algebra
Algebra
Algebra
English
English
English
English
Composition
Composition
Composition
Composition
and Rhetoric
and Rhetoric
and Rhetoric and Rhetoric
American
American
American
American
Classics
Classics
Classics
Classics
History
History
History
History
Reman His
Reman His
Roman His
Roman His
tory or
tory or
tory or
tory
Physiology
Physiology
Physiology
Drawing
Drawing
Drawing
Twice a week Drawing
Twice a week
Twice
a
week
Twice a week
—
—
—
FIRST SIMESTER
SECOND YEAR
Commercial
Latin
Latin
Latin
Arithmetic
or Botany
Caesar
Caesar
Commercial
Algebra
Algebra
Algebra
Geography
English
English
English
English
Ccanposition
Composition
Composition
Composition
and Rhetoric
and Rhetoric and Rhetoric
American
and
and Rhetoric
American
and
American and
iimerican
and
English
Au
English
Au
English Au
English Au
thors
thors
thors
thors
History
Botany
or
History
Medieval
Medieval
History
Medieval
Drawing
Medieval
Hi story
Drawing
Twice
a
week
Drawing
Twice a week Drawing
Twice a week
Twice a week
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SECOND TEAR
Classical
Course

Scientific
Course
e canetry

American and
English Au
thors
History
Modern
Drawing
Twice a week

ition
-- — etorlo
American and
English Au
thors
Botany or
Modern His
tory
Drawing
Twice a week

SECOND SIÏ.CCSTI21
English
Commercial
Course
Course
Latin or
Commercial
Botany
Arithmetic
Plane Geometry Plane Geometry
English
English
Composition
Composition
and Rhetoric
and lüietoric
American and
American and
English Au
English Au
thors
thors
History
History
Modern
Modern
Drawing
Drawing
Twice a week
Twice a week

—

F [RSÏ SEMESTER
Plane Geometry Plane Geometry
Chemistry
English
Latin
Composition
French
and Rhetoric
German
Araerican and
English His
English Au
tory
thors
Bookkeeping
(Select two)
Stenography
English
and Type
Composition
writing
and Rhetoric
American and
English Au
thors
THIRD YEAR
-GECOîJD SiHESTER
Economics
Chemistry
Chemistry
Latin
English
Latin
Solid
Geometry
Cicero
Composition
French
Solid Geometry Engli ah
and Rhetoric
Composition
German
English
American and
English His
and Rhetoric
Composition
English Au
American and
tory
and Rhetoric
thors
English
Au
(Select
two)
American and
Bookkeeping
Solid Geometry
thors
English Au
or Economics Stenography
English His
thors
and Type
English
tory of
English His
writing
Composition
French
of
tory or
and Rhetoric
German
French or
American and
German
English Au
thors

OSiHD YEAR
Latin
Cicero
Plane Gecmetry
English
Composition
and Rhetoric
American and
English AuEnglish His
tory or Ger
man or French

Chemistry
Plane Geometry
English
Gcmposition
and Rhetoric
American and
English Au
thors
English His
tory or Ger
man or French
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FOtJRTH YE.\H
Classical
CourS0
Latin
Virgil
Physics
English
History of
English Lit
erature
American His
tory and
Civics or
French or
Oexman

I

.

V

A

.

Scientific
Course
Trigonometry
Physics
English
History of
English Lit
erature
ihaerican His
tory and
Civics or
French or
German

English
Commercial
Course
Course
Physics
Correspondence
English
Bookkeeping
History of
Stenography
English Lit and Type
erature
writing
ijaeric&n His American His
tory and
tory and
Civics or
Civics
French or
German of
Latin or
Trigonometry
(Select two)
S.EGOND s m S S T E H
Physics
Hiysics
Commercial Law
Latin
Bookkeeping
English
Virgil
English
Masterpieces
Masterpieces Stenography
Physics
with applica
with applica and Type
English
Masterpieces
tions of the
tions of the writing
principles of American His
with applica principles of
English graid9 tory and
English gram
tions of 'tiie
Civics
mar
principles of mar
American
His
American
His
English gram
tory and
tory and
mar
Civics or
Civics
American His
Commercial Law
French or
tory and
Mathematics
German
Civics or
French
Review of
French or
German
Mathematics
German
Latin
^^^e^ttwoO^
A oomparlson of this curriculum with that recommended

in 1900,^^ will indicate the degree to which the accrediting
committee extended and explained the course of study.
During the period from 1900 to 1910, reports of the
United States Commissioner of Education show a gradual, but
39 Superintendent of Public Instruction, Ninth Annual
Report (Helena, Montana; 1906), pp. 24-26.
40 Of. ante, p. 92.
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steady, decrease in the number of 0. S. high schools offering
courses in Greek, and a correspondingly steady increase in
those offering Latin.

French courses held fairly steady,

while German and Spanish increased rapidly.

All courses in

science and mathematics increased, with the exception of
geology, which showed a marked decrease.

General history

increased greatly, with civics showing a corresponding de
crease.

A few new courses, not generally taught in high

schools of the day, were inaugurated, including agriculture,
psychology, and domestic science.^
The increased wealth of Montana during this period,
principally frcat agriculture, made possible much larger ap
propriations for schools and the extension of curricula. From
a total of twenty-six schools of secondary level in Montana
in 1899, the number increased more than a hundred percent, to
fifty-nine in 1910.^^

Secondary school enrollment, for the

same period, jumped from 9B2 in 1899 to 5,761 in 1910.

Forty-

three high school teachers were employed in the state in 1899,
as compared to £73 in 1910.^®
V^hile the legislative act of 1899, establishing ^ree
County High Schools, undoubtedly made possible the acquisition
of a secondary education by some students who would not other41 U. S. Commissioner of Education, Annual Reports
{7<ashington, D. C .: 1899-1910).
42 Loo, cit.
43 Loo. cit.
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wise have been able to acquire one, there is also a probabili
ty that some district school boards were deterred from build
ing high schools within their own areas by this act.

Howeyer,

most counties of that period were of enormous area, and even
a trip to a county high school from an outlying district was
a difficult undertaking.

Therefore, as population and wealth

increased, more and more districts were building district
high schools.
State Superintendent H. A . Davee noted, in his 1914
report, that
. . . . . numerous small tovms have grown up in many
of the counties of the state, and these are more ac
cessible to many people of the county than is the
county seat where the county high school is located.
. . . Now since the conditions which made the county
high school not only possible but necessary have
ceased to be, I am of the opinion that it would equal
ize the burden of taxation and the opportunities for a
h i ^ school education to levy a high school tax countywide, and apportion it among the several districts
doing accredited high school work, in proportion to the
number of students attending. Then I shall hope to see
the day when the counties not having county high schools
will levy a high school tax and distribute the same
among the several high schools of the county, thus pro
viding free h i ^ school tuition to every boy and girl
in the state.
Acting upon the Davee suggestion, the thirteenth legis
lature enacted a law providing that all accredited district
high schools in counties having

county high schools would

receive a refund of county high school money collected frcxa
44 state Superintendent of Public Instruction, Thir
teenth Biennial Report (Helena, Montana: 1914), pp. 16-17.
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tha district, as follows:
All accredited four-year high schools v;ith at least
twenty census scholars to receive a refund of all of
the county high school money sent in by the district.
All accredited three-year high schools with at least
fifteen census scholars to receive a refund of throefour ths of the county high school money.
All accredited two-year higli schools with at least
ten census scholars to receive a refund of one-half of
the county high school money.
All accredited one-year high schools with at least
five census scholars to receive a refund of one-fourthof the county high school money.^5
As thls_^money became available to the district high
schools, the number of accredited high schools rose sharply.
Thirty-two high schools received accreditation during the
year 1913-1914.

An increase in the minimum tax levy for

county high schools, frcau three to five mills, was also made,
in order to compensate for the refunds to the district high
schools.*^®
The State Department of Education suggested, and the
State Board of Education approved, in 1912, an extended cur
riculum for accredited high schools.

The new program Included

manual training and domestic science courses, as well as the
former courses in classical, scientific, English, and commer
cial w o r k . A m o n g the 1912 innovations were public speaking
as a separate subject, "advanced" algebra, cabinet work.
45 Laws of LIontana. 1913, pp. 303-304.
46 Loe. cit.
47 State Department of Public Instruction, Twelfth
Biennial Report (Helena, Montana; 1212), pp. 15-18.
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lathe work, mechanical drawing, iron working, and applied de
sign.

The complete curriculimi, as suggested by the Depart

ment of Public Instruction, was as follows;
CLASSICAL COURSE
First Year. First Semester; Latin, English, algebra,
Greek history, public spes^ing,
First Year, Second Semester: Latin, English, algebra,
Roman history, public speaking.
Second Year. First Semester: Latin, English, plane
geometry, medieval history (or German or French), public
speaking.
Second Year. Second Sanester: Latin, English, plane
geometry, modern hi story,(or German or French), public
speaking.
Third Year. First Semester: Latin, English, physics,
history (or economics), German (or French), public speaking.
Third Year, Second Semester: Latin, English, physics,
history (or economics), G e m a n (or French), public speaking.
Fourth Year, First S^iester: Latin, English, U, S.
history and civics, German (or French or chemistry or solid
geometry), public speaking.
Fourth Year. Second Semester: Latin, English, U. S.
history and civics, German (or French or chemistry or trigo
nometry), public speaking.
SCIENTIFIC COURSE
First Year. First Semester: Greek history, English,
algebra, physical geography, public speaking.
First Year. Second Semester: Roman history, English,
algebra, physical geography, public speaking.
Segond Year, First Semester: English, plane geometry,
Geman ior French), public speaking, medieval history (or
biology or botany or zoology).
Second Year. Second Semester: English, plane geometry,
German ("or French), public speaking, medieval history for
biology or botany or zoology).
Third Year. First Semester: English, German (or French),
physics, public' speaking, advanced algebra (or English history
or economics).
Third Year. Second Semester: English, German (or
French), physics, public speaking, advanced algebra (or English
history or economies).
Fourth Year. First Semester: English, Geiman (or
French), U. 3. history and civics, public speaking, chemistry
tor solid geometry).
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Fourth Tear. Second Sweater: Geman (or French),
Fnslish, U, S. history and civics, public speaking, oh ministry
(or trigonometry).
FN G U SH

GOURSS

First Y ear. First Semester: English, algebra, Greek
history, physical geography, public speaking.
First Year. Second Semester: English, algebra, P.oman
history, physical geography, public speaking.
Second Year. First Semester: English, plane geometry,
(or commercial arithmetic), public speaking, German (or
French or medieval history or biology or botany or zoology).
Second Year. Second Sweater: English, plane geometry,
(or ccnmerciai arithi-ietic), public speaking, German (or
French or medieval history or biology or botany or zoology).
Third Year. First Semester: English, physics, advanced
algebra (or bookkeeping, public speaking, German (or French
or English history or économies).
Third Year. Second Semester: English, physics, advanced
algebra lor 'bookkespxngTT public speaking, German (or French
or economics or English history).
Fourth Year. First Semestar: English, E. u. history and
civics, chemistry, public speaking, German (or French or solid
geometry).
Fourth Tear, Second Semester: English, U. S. history and
civics, chemistry, public speaking, German (or French or solid
geometry).
CaaiERCIAL COURSE
First Year, First Semester: English, Greek history,
algebra, physical geography, public speaking.
First Year. Second Semester: English, Roman history,
algebra, physical geography, pûbïxc speaking.
Second Year, First Semester: Business English, commer
cial arithmetic, public speaking, German (or medieval history),
plane geometry (or biology or botany or zoology).
Second Year. Second -Semester; Business English, commer
cial arîtlmeTic, public speaking, German (or modern history),
plane geernetry (or biology or botany or zoology).
Third Year. First Semester: English, German (or econo
mics) , bookkeeping, stenography and typewriting, public
speaking.
Third Year. Second Smiester: English, German (or econo
mics), bookkeeping, stenography and typewriting, public
speaking.
. ,
Fourth Year, First Semester; Commercial geography,
bookkeeping, stenography and typewriting, U. S. history and
civics, public speaking.
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Fourth Year, Second Semester: Commercial law, bookkeep
ing, stenography ^ d typewriting, U . S. history and civics,
public speaking,
MAîfÜAL TRAINING COURSE
First Year, First Semester: English, algebra, bench
work, freehand and mechanical drawing, public speaking,
physical geography (or agriculture).
First Year. Second Sweater: English, algebra, bench
work, freehand and mechanical drawing, public speaking,
physical geography (or agriculture).
Second Year. First Semester: English, plane geometry,
cabinet work (or lathe), mechanical drawing, public speaking,
medieval history (or Germem or French or botany or zoology or
biology).
Second Year. Second Semester: English, plane geometry,
cabinet work (or l a t h e m e chanical drawing, public speaking,
m o d e m history (or German or French or botany or zoology or
biology).
Third Year. First Semester: English, mechanical draw
ing, iron working (or advanced wood working), physics, public
speaking, bookkeeping (or advanced algebra or economics or
German or French),
Third Year. Second Semester: English, mechanical draw
ing, iron working (or advanced wood working), physics, public
speaking, bookkeeping (or advanced algebra or economics or
German or French.
Fourth Year. First Semester: English, mechanical draw
ing, public speaking, Ü, S. history and civics, machine shop
(or advanced wood working), chemistry (or solid geometry or
German or French).
Fourth Year, Second Semester: English, mechanical draw
ing, public speaking, Ü. S. history and civics, machine shop
(or advanced wood working), chemistry (or trigoncmetry or Ger
man or French).
DCMSSTIG SCIENCE COURSE
First Year. First Semester; English, algebra, sewing,
freehand drawing, physical geography, public speaking.
First Year. Second Semester; English, algebra, sewing,
freehand drawing, physical geography, public speaking.
Second Year, First Semester; English, German (or
French), freehand drawing, cooking, Greek history, public
speaking.
^
,
Second Year, Second Semester: English, German (or
French), freehand drawing, cooking, Roman history, public
Third Year, First Semester; English, applied design.
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Geiman (or french), domestic art, English history (or econo
mics), public speaking.
% i r d Yea r . Second Saaester; English, applied design,
German (or French), domestic art, English history (or econo
mics) , public speaking.
Fourth Y e a r . First Semester: English, applied design,
German (or French), U. S. history and civics (or chemistry),
domestic science, public speaking.
Fourth Y e a r . Second Semester: English, applied design,
German (or French ), U. S. history” and civics (or chemistry),
domestic science, public s p e a k i n g . 48
From this curriculum, it will be seen that the State
Department of Public Instruction and the State Board of Edu
cation believed In a considerable amount of English and pub
lic speaJcing.

The pupil was unable to select any course

whatsoever in which he was not required to have a full four
years of English and four years of continuous speech practice*
There were no significant curricular changes in Montana
high schools between the years 1912 and 1917.
The period from 1889 to 1917 has been considered, for
the purposes of this study, to be the **early** period of Mon
tana* s secondary education.

The period which had its begin

nings at the time of the first World War has been designated,
for the purposes of this work, as the "modern" period.

48 State Department of Public Instruction, Twelfth
AMThi «I Report (W. E. Harmon, Superintendent), (Helena,
Montana: 1912), pp. 15-18.
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VI

MONTANA HIGH SCHOOLS FROM 1917 TO THE PRESENT
In the year 1917, the government of the United States
entered the war against Germany and the Entente.

Immediately

all efforts turned toward the war effort and the citizens of
the United States joined in an all-out effort to ’’wind up the
war in a hurry*.
Consequently, as happens in nearly every wartime per
iod, a great spy hunt was inaugurated, and anything which had
any connection, however remote, with the Germans was labeled
unpatriotic.

German-fried potatoes were re-named American-

fried potatoes; sauerkraut was called Liberty Cabbage; frank
furters became Hot Dogs.

The German language, also, was

suddenly found unpatriotic.
The study of Geiman in American high schools became
h i ^ l y unpopular, both with the students and with the citi
zenry at large.

Many high schools discontinued the teaching

of German, but most of them waited until the end of the 19161917 school year.

An extreme example of "patriotism* of this

kind, however, occurred in the Havre high school, in April,
1917, when German was discontinued in mid-semester.
Many of the instructors in Montana* s high schools were
drafted or enlisted in the armed forces, and a number of high
school pupils also enlisted.
The legislature of 1917 amended a 1915 act, changing
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the division of school funds from a basis of average daily
attendace to a basis of aggregate dally attendance of accredi
ted high school classes, and also provided that the State
Board of Education, rather than the Superintendent of i^ublic
Instruction, was to be the official accrediting agency for
the state.

The Superintendent of Public Instruction com

mented on these changes as follows:
Both of these laws have their strong and their
weak points. In spite of their weaknesses both
have operated greatly to encourage and strengthen
the high school work of the state. Both can easily
be amended so as to eliminate the features which
have proved objectionable in certain counties.
In counties having county high schools the ap
portionment on the basis of average daily atten
dance has put a premium on shortening the school
year, as every day school continues in the spring
after a number of boys and girls have had to
leave school for work, greatly lowers the average
daily attendance. This average would be higher for
the year if school should close the first day of
May or earlier before children leave school for
work. Both the large and small schools are af
fected in the same way.
It has been proposed by school authorities
most interested that a more just basis for dis
tribution of funds is upon the aggregate daily
attendance, which is the method used in counties
not having county high schools. That method en
courages a long term of school and stimulates
teachers to secure as nearly perfect attendance
of pupils as possible.
In counties not having county high schools and
in which counties all the high schools have approxi
mately the same enrollment, the law has operated
well. However, in such counties as Cascade, Lewis
and Clark, and Yellowstone, where there is one large
high school and also several much smaller ones, the
cities have had a lion’s share of the taxes, while
the villages have received help quite insufficient
to meet their needs for high school work.
The very schools which this law was designed
to help most are not sharing in the county-wide tax
to the extent the framers of the law expected.
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If the first distribution of county funds for
high school purposes were made upon a per teacher
basis, which is the largest element of expense in
connection with every school, and the final distri
bution were made upon the basis of aggregate daily
attendance, there would be greater fairness to all.
Such amendments should greatly improve laws which
have already operated to assist materially the young
and struggling high schools. These institutions are
furnishing good educational opportunities to hundreds
of boys eind girls who could never have had the oppor
tunity to enter our larger high schools,^
Acting upon these recommendations, the 1919 legisla
ture changed the apportionment to a per teacher basis.®
At about this time (the world War I period), there was
a move for consolidation of tha extranely small schools, and
a forward movement of the idea that school buses are more
economical than a schoolhouse filled with teachers.

Conse

quently, many of the extremely saall schools of the era were
consolidated with others.

In most of these cases, the housing,

the instruction, and the curriculum were improved.

The con

solidation movement, and the use of school buses may also be
said to have been at least partially responsible for the im
provement of Montana's highways.
In 1917, following the entrance of the United States
into the war, school boards had difficulty in convincing the
taxpayers that the schools needed money. Spending money for
anything other than ammunition and gas masks became "unpatri
otic**.

Furthermore, the drive was on to produce more and more

■ ■ "i stat^Superintendent of Public Instruction, Fifteenth
Biennial Report (Helena, Montana: 1916), pp. 64-65.
2

Laws of Montana. 1919.

p. 414-
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agricultural crops, and high school pupils were removed from
the schools to replace farm laborers who had gone into the
services.
Until 1917, many legislatures had discussed the ques
tion of free textbooks, but had done little about it beyond
a small amount of permissive legislation.

The fifteenth

legislature in 1917, however, enacted a law which provided
that in all school districts of the state, and in
all high schools, free textbooks shall be furnished
for the use of the pupils thereof, and it shall be
the duty of all school boards and school trustees to
purchase the textbooks required for the use of the
pupils in attendance therein at the expense of the
said districts, and said books shall be loaned to
said pupils free of charge, subject to such rules
and regulations as such trustees may prescribe, pro
vided that said free textbooks shall be sold, at cost,
for the use of any pupils whose parents or guardians
request the s a m e . 5
Frcaa that time on, the excuse that the pupils could
not afford the necessary textbooks was rendered Invalid.
During the first World War, a new impetus was given to
the demand that something be done about the rising accident
rate.

The "Safety First” campaign was launched with a great

advertising program, and it began catching the eye of the
public almost instantly.

Safety became a recognized national

movement, and soon there was a large group of educators who
insisted that Safety should be taught in all of the schools
of the nation.

There was a difference of opinion as to

3 Laws of Montana, 1917. p. 10.
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whether safety should he taught as a separate course or inci
dentally in other courses.
of schools.

Each method was used by a number

These safety courses were the forerunners of to

day’s safety education and driver training courses.^
The Industrial Education Act of 1911 had made voca
tional offerings mandatory in high schools of a certain size,
and permissive In smaller schools.

The vocational, or indus

trial education, departments had increased greatly in popu
larity and during the war many of Montana’s high schools,
both large and small, made seme pretense of teaching "shop”.
iDcme of these courses were of little value, but eome schools
manaiged to turn out comparatively competent carpenters, cabi
net makers, sheet metal workers, or printers.
The federal government attempted, in 1917, to encourage
vocational education.

Since 1907 some members of Congress had

been attempting to secure federal aid for vocational education,
and in their tenth year of trying a bill was padsed which pro
vided that vocational training, rather than being in separate
schools (as was planned In the Davis Bill of 1907 and the Page
Bill of 1912) the training would be an integral part of the
public school system.

This bill, introduced in the Senate by

Senator Hoke Smith and in the House of Representatives by
Representative Hughon» has been known subsequently as the
Smith-Hughes Act.

It provided annual federal funds for dis-

4 American Association of School «dmiuistrators,

Eigjhteenth Yeecrbook (Washington, D. G .: National Education
Association, 1940), p. 5.
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tributlon to the states for vocational education in public
schools of less than college grade.

On a matching basis,

these appropriations were for teachers and supervisors of
agriculture, home economics, trade and industrial subjects;
for teachers training in these subjects; and for studies in
vocational education.^
By 1919 nine Montana high schools were organized and
equipped for Smith-Hughes work,^

School administrators were

not slow in taking advantage of this aid, and soon there were
many more high schools whish were offering Sialth-Hughes In
struction in agriculture, home economics, and industrial arts.
A teacher training course had been offered by a number
of Montana high schools, even in the territorial period, but
by 1918 it became apparent that the existing teacher training
institutions of the state would not be able to provide enou^
teachers for the ever-increasing number of rural schools.

A

recommendation of the Montana Teachers' Association, in its
1916 legislative program, fostered the Hormal Training Act of
1917, which provided that
Section 3-. Any accredited high school in the state,
approved as hereinafter provided, may establish Normal
Treiining Courses for rural school teachers.
Section 2. The State Superintendent of Public Instruction shall outline the work to be followed in
such Normal Training Courses, which shall include,
during the eleventh and twelfth grades, not less
than nine weeks of*review in each of the common
branches, including reading, arithmetic, grammar
and geography, and not less than one-half year of
5 DeYoung,

0 £.

cit., p. 16.

6 Sasek, op. cit.. p. 197.
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general agriculture, one year of domestic science for
girls, and one year of manual training for boys, and
not less than one-half year in pedagogy and practice
teaching.
Section S. All Instructors employed in Normal
Training work shall be approved by the state Super
intendent of Public Instruction, and such instructors
in domestic science, agriculture, and manual training
shall have had special training in such work.
Section 4. A Normal Training library of not leas
than fifty books approved by the State Superintendent
of Public Instruction shall be maintained by each
high school for the use of the Normal classes.
Section 5. The State Superintendent of Public
Instruction shall prescribe all necessary rules and
regulations for such Normal Training work, and the
Superintendent of Schools shall visit such classes
and shall report to the State Superintendent upon
blanks furnished by the Department, and in reporting
upon such classes, only those students shall be
counted as NormsüL Training students who have completed
the tenth grade of high school.^
This law, in effect, recognized high school graduates
(those who had had Normal Training, at least) as competent
to teach the children of rural districts.

Upon graduation

from high school the Normal Training student was granted a
second grade certificate, without examination, which entitled
the holder to teach In any Montana rural school.

The certi

ficate was valid for a period of two years.®
As a means of minimizing early leaving of school by
pupils in the upper grades and in high schools. State Super
intendent May Trumper suggested, in 1918, a course in voca
tional guidance.

She stated that

. . . . it is not the intention to prescribe a remedy
for all ills but to give two ways in which the elimi7 Laws"of Montana, 1917, p. 138
8 Loo* clt.
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nation may be at least retarded, if not entirely met.
In the first place, the largest dropping out comes
between the first and second years, at the age of
fifteen or sixteen, or the close of the compulsory
school age. This age should oe raised to 18 for at
lo îst part time schooling. It is being done in the
other great democratic countries of the world, Eng
land and France. The pupil leaving school at sixteen
is not well enough grounded in American ideals of
citizenship to make uniformly a well-balanced, pro
gressive citizen, capable of carrying forward the
responsibilities which will devolve upon him as a
citizen. If he gains his ideals from the trade or
calling into which he falls he may not receive sys
tematic grounding in a good system of American ideals.
The other cause of elimination is from the fact
that the schools uniformly do not seek out the in
dividual needs of its pupils and try to meet them
either in more personal contact and real teaching
of a pupil, or in helping him by personal touch and
understanding to meet his difficulties and overcame
them. This assistance is a professional duty of the
teacher. Several of our high schools are working on
problems in vocational guidance.®
Superintendent Trumper *s suggestions met with a varied
response from school administrators.

Some immediately attemp

ted to see that their teachers put forth much more effort in
trying to '^personalize" their teaching, particularly in cases
of slow learners.

Other administrators instituted courses

entitled Vocations, in which the pupil was encouraged to make
a study of many varied occupations, in order to provide occu
pational guidance.

This course was very popular with both

students and administrators in the twenties and early thir
ties, but appears to have been crowded out by other courses
since the mid-thirties.

In the Vocations course, general

studies of th“ various occupations were made, and individuals
----- “ 9 ^itatT'Superintendeat or imuilc Instruction, Fifteenth
Biennial Report (Helena, ilontana; 1918), p. 70.
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were assigned to make intensive investigations of certain oc
cupations in which they professed interest.

Representatives

of the various trades and professions were secured as speedcers,
and the members of Vocations classes were thus shown the ad
vantages and disadvantages, as well as the qualifications for,
these trades and professions.

The Vocations course, however,

was intended for vocational guidance only; educational gui
dance, during the world war and for some years after, was
principally a matter of prescription by the school adminis
trators.
The problem of drop-outs, which has always plagued
Montana educators, brought on two legislative acts designed
to partially alleviate the condition.

On March 5, 1919, a

law was enacted which provided for part-time schools and
classes in all first-class districts having no fewer than
fifteen minors between the ages of fourteen and eighteen who
were employed.

Children between those ages were compelled by

law to attend these part-time schools unless excused by the
school authorities to enter employment, or if they had com
pleted a high school course.

These part-time schools might

supplement the work in which the children were engaged, con
tinue their education, or "promote their civic or vocational
intelligence."

Sessions of not less than four days per week

had to be maintained throughout the school year.

Parents and

guardians, as well as employers, were required to comply with
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the act.

Failure to do so constituted a misdemeanor.

Eeim-

hursement for part-time schools was provided to the extent of
one-half of the expense incurred for salaries of teachers and
coordinators.

This money was to be provided from federal and

state funds made available for the promotion of vocational
education.^®
The second act strengthened the 1913 Child Labor Law.
^vhere the 1913 law had prohibited the employment of children
under the age of fourteen, unless they had been excused by
the proper authorities for due cause, the amended law of 1919
prohibited the employment of children under sixteen during
the school term, unless they had graduated from the eighth
grade or were excused by the school authorities for due cause.
Both of these acts served to decrease the number of
drop-outs, particularly in the upper grades, although it is
very doubtful that either was very strictly enforced.
By 1920, no less than 201 Montana high schools
were accredited by the State Board of Education,
although a large number of them were accredited
for less than a full four-year course,12
During this period, also, there was considerable in
terest shown by local administrators in accrediting agencies
outside of the state.

The Horth Central Association of Col-

10 Laws""of Montana. 1919. pp. 268-270.
11 Ibid., pp. 96-97.
12 State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Sixteenth
Biennial Report (Helena, Montana; 1920), pp. 88-89.
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leges and Secondary Schools had been founded in 1895 as an
organization in vhich the schools of the North Central United
States could meet and study methods of standardizing and im
proving school work.

It became an accrediting agency in

1901, and published its first set of standards in 1904. The
Helena and Anaconda high schools had been accredited by this
agency in 1907, and Billings high school in 1910.

Since the

NCACSS was much more strict than the State Board of Education,
many of the state*s high schools Wiich were accredited by the
latter were unable to meet the exacting standards of the for
mer.

The North Central Association published the following

criteria for accreditation:
(1) Only four-year high schools could qualify for
accreditation; (2) Class periods must be at least forty
minutes in length; (3) must employ at least four teachers
exclusive of the superintendent; (4) teachers must have
special training in the subjects which they taught; (5)
length of school year {after 1918) must be at least
thirty-six weeks; {6) maximum pupil teacher ratio of
twenty-five to one; (7) vocational subjects must be
taught by qualified teachers; (8) class sizes to be
not larger than thirty pupils; (9) building location
and construction must insure hygienic conditions for
both pupils and teachers; (1Q>) teachers must have had
training in educational psychology, principles of sec
ondary education, theory of teaching, special methods
in subjects taught, observation and practice teaching,
history of education and educational sociology; (11)
at least fifteen units of work must be required for
graduation; (12) library and laboratory facilities must
be adequate; (13) salaries of teachers must be adequate;
(14) pupil loads must not be out of proportion; (15)
morale must be reasonably high ; (16) the school must en
joy local prestige; (17) there must be a high degree of
cooperation between the superintendent and the school
board.
13 North Central association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, North Central Association quarterly. VII:1, June,
1932. pp. 124-125.
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In 1920 only twenty-four of the 201 state-accredited
Montana high schools were members of the North Central Asso
ciation.

The four-year provision, of course, eliminated a

large number, but there were 103 state-accredited four-year
high schools in that

year,

^*4

Another accrediting organization was organized in
Opokane, Washington, in 1917.

An outgrowth of the Inland

Empire Teachers* Association, this new group was named the
Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher Schools.

It

was designed as an accrediting agency for the high schools
and colleges of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana.

In

the year of its organization, charter-member high schools In
Montana included Butte, Great Falls, Helena, Ealispell,
Livingston and Missoula.

By 1920, the Northwest Association

included twenty-five Montana high schools, most of which were
also members of the North Central Association.^^

The require

ments for membership were similar in both bodies.
During this period in Montana's educational history,
school systems of the western states inaugurated the extended
secondary school.

A downward movement, to include the

seventh and eighth grades, to be known as the Junior High
School, and an upward movement, to include the first two
years of college training, to be called the Junior College,
14 L o o T"'cit.
15 Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher
Schools, Proceedings. March 31, 1921, p. 10.
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fvere begun.

Ifi

The first evidence of any attempt to develop the
Junior High School movement in Montana was in the practice of
a few city school systems, in 1920, adopting the departoental
plan for the seventh and eighth grades, rather than having a
single '^room teacher" for each grade.
Aside from the Normal Training Act of 1917, already
c i t e d , w h i c h permitted Normal Training courses for rural
high schools, or Junior College courses, or both, little was
actually done about Junior College work in Montana high
schools until the late 1930*s.
Also during this period, Montana enjoyed a first-place
rating among the schools of the nation.

On a basis of rating

which included ten different measures of public school accom
plishments, Dr. Leonard P. Ayers, director of the Bussell
Cage foundation, found that Montana was at the top of the
list.^®

The common schools of the state received a consider

ably higher rating than did the secondary schools, however.
Consolidation was the vogue in the years 1920 and 1921.
The State Superintendent of Public Instruction reported that:
16 Leonard V. Koos, The Rise of the American Hi^h
School (Chicago: Ginn & Company, 19337» P» &Q.
17 Laws of Montana. 1917. p. 188.
18 State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Sixteenth
Biennial Report, (Helena, Montana: 1920), p. 5.
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In 1920-21 there were 86 consolidated school
districts in Montana, 19 in the open country and
53 in small towns. Gost of transportation varied
from 15 cents to S3 cents per pupil per day; the
average cost was 33 cents.
. . . . in a majority of districts, drivers
are selected by ccsapetitivo bids, which does not
always assure a responsible citizen to take charge
of the children under his care. Drivers» salaries
ranged frcm #21.00 to #125.00 per month.
The teachers of consolidated schools are usually
much better trained than are teachers of small
rural schools; in fact, the training of the former
is considerably better than that of the teachers
of the state as a whole.
Thus it is seen that the consolidated school, with its
better housing, its better (and hi^er salaried) teachers,
and its larger curriculum, had the full approval of the State
Superintendent.
Of the subjects offered in Montana secondary schools
during this period, the State Superintendent reported that
subject enrollments were as follows:
English, 19.6^; history and social studies, 18.5^;
commercial subjects, 15.2%; mathematics, 15,1%; science,
9.8%; foreign leinguages, 8,1%; fine arts, 3.1%; home
economics, 2.8%; manual training, 2.8%; physical edu
cation. 2.4%; normal training, 1.4%; and agriculture,
1.3%.20
In commenting on the above subject enrollments, the
State Superintendent stated:
Nearly three-quarters of the enrollments are for
subjects in the five academic departments, hpproxi19 State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Seven
teenth Biennial Report (Helena, Montana: 1922), p. 33.
20 State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Eighteenth Biennial he»)ort (Helena, Montana, 1924;, p. 28.
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mately half of the reiuaining enrollments are for
commercial work, thus leaving only about one-eighth
of the total enrollments in fine arts, physical edu
cation, and vocational work aside from business sub
jects* It is to be hoped that with returning pros
perity the pupils of our Montana high schools may be
given opportunity for more work in these somewhat
neglected departments.
More pupils take Latin than all other foreign
languages combined, and very few pupils elect more
than two years of any foreign language. The ascen
dancy of general science is noticeable, while the
consolidation of botany and zoology into biology
courses is common. The passing of English history
as a separate subject is obvious. The one-year
world history course is popular in smaller high
schools while the larger schools, with their greater
variety of elective subjects, usually prefer to give
pupils an opportunity for two years of foreign his
tory, The rising popularity of social studies other
than history is indicated by the enrollment of
considerably more than half as many pupils in these
subjects as in history courses. These and similar
deductions are interesting and illuminating as
marking the trend of currlculums and pupil choices
in Montana high schools.**
These curricular changes are indicative of the trend
away from tradition and from prescribed courses of study.
The study of German had been almost completely aban
doned in Montana high schools since the first %^orld War, and,
in most cases, Spanish had been substituted to fill out the
foreign language curriculum.
In order to be certain that the high schools were
actually living up to their accreditation commitments, the
hl0i school supervisor, who had been installed as a permanent
21 State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Eigh
teenth Biennial Report (Helena, Montana; 1924), pp. 28-29.
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official in the office of the State Department of Public In
struction, inspected the high schools.

He visited 644 class-

rooms in 1924 to observe the work of teachers and compare
courseô of study.
By 1926, the number of high schools offering Normal
Training Courses had dropped to t w e n t y . T w o years later
the number was lowered by four more

-

and in 1930 State

Superintendent Elizabeth Ireland reported
All normal training courses were discontinued,
as Section 1094 of Chapter 86 of the School Law
stated that after September 1, 1929, the minimum
requirements for certification were four years of
high school or the equivalent, and forty-eight
quarter-credits of approved academic and pro
fessional preparation.25
The trend toward more vocational education was very
evident in 1928.

Training classes had been set up in at

least twenty industrial centers "for the purpose of preparing
young men for industrial employment with advanced standing
and for the improvement of those already employed."

Among

the courses inaugurated were a foreman-training course for
the Northern Pacific Railway at Livingston; auto mechanics
courses at Bozeman and Miles City, and several smaller com22 State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Eighteenth Biennial Report (Helena, Montana: 1924), p. 38.
23
2 4

, Nineteenth Biennial Report. 1926. p. 21.
______, Twentieth Biennial Report. 1928, p. 40.

25 ______, Twenty-First Biennial Report. 1950. p. 47.
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munities; and all apprentices in the Anaconda Copper Mining
Ccsapany's smelter at Great Falls, and of the Milwaukee rail
way at the same place, were given four hours weekly to attend
these schools on company time.^^
The State Department of Public Instruction’s high
school supervisor was also responsible for the inspection of
fiimith-Hughes and other vocational courses, including the
equipment provided for such courses.
The sixteenth session of the legislature, in 1919,
with a view to curtailing illiteracy, had enacted a law pro
viding for Vie establishment and maintenance of "Americaniza
tion Schools” in the several school districts of the state.27
Such schools were operated under rules adopted by the State
Board of Education for the governing of the same, while at
tendance at such schools was computed as part of the hours
fixed for legal employment by federal or state laws.^®
Each high school and academy applying for accreditation
was required to file with the Superintendent of Public Instruc
tion two reports each year, one in the fall and the other in
the spring.

In addition, schools belonging to the North

Central and the Northwest Accrediting Associations filed
26 State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Tiwentieth Biennial Report (Helena, Montana: 1928), p. 61.
27 Emmet J . Riley, Development of the Montana State
Educational Organization (Washington, D. C.: The Catholic
liniversity of America, 1931), pp. 117-118.
28 Ibid., p. 117.
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yearly reports.^®
The certification of private music teachers to teach
applied music for high school credit was (and is) carried
out under the supervision of the State Department of Public
Instruction,

Qualifications are practically the same for

the private music teachers as for the regular high school
teachers.

Written examinations for the music teachers are

given twice a year, and oral and practical examinations once
a year; a teacher is required to demonstrate proficiency in
all three subjects before receiving a certificate.
During the period following the World War (1917-1918),
the inability of some districts to provide their pupils with
as good an education as was provided in some of the other
districts was becoming increasingly evident.

In a message to

the legislature in 1923, Governor Joseph M. Dixon mentioned
this problem, as follows:
”Ihe main trouble with our public schools in
Montana comes from the unequal distribution of
the school funds. Last year a mother in Fallon
county drove a team twenty-one miles a day to
get her children to and from school, at the same
time taking with her three small children who
could not be left alone at home. One nine-yearold girl in Custer county rode horseback to and
from school, eighteen miles a day. One eighthgrade Rosebud county boy walked sixteen miles a
day to get an education. A row of dugouts in the
29 State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Eighteenth Biennial Report (Helena, Montana: 1924), p. 57.
30 Riley,

ûjjl^

, P-
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hillside in Powder River county were occupied by
parents and school children who had no opportunities
in their own districts.
"In other districts the schools had too much
money, largely derived from corporation property
situated within the districts, the revenue from
which under oui antiquated tax laws cannot be
equally distributed for the benefit of all the
children of the state. One district with seven
children of school age, but located on the main
line of a railroad, one year ago built a new school
building, with an auditorium, hot and cold water,
laboratories, indoor toilets, and then employed a
janitor at seventy-five dollars a month.
"Ihider our present system of distributing public
school tax levies we pamper one school district and
pauperize another. Last year many school districts,
on account of the accident of location along lines
of railroads or power lines, maintained their
schools without any special levy.
"In other districts the people were compelled to
levy taxes, varying as high as sixty-four mills, in
order to give their children the opportunity of an
eighth-grade education. The overwhelming burden
of the schools is thus falling with unequal weight
on the people of the individual districts.
"As long as Montana continues to draw so large
a percentage of its school funds from the smallest
taxing unit, the school district, it will continue
to neglect thousands of its children euid to impose
unequal tax burdens upon its people."31
Instead of abrogating the district system, as many of
the State Superintendents* Reports had suggested as a remedy
for such inequities, the twentieth session of the législature
enacted the only piece of major legislation passed for the
benefit of the schools during this period.

It created what

was called a State Common School Equalization Fund, derived
from one-half of the inheritance tax, one-half of the oil
royalties, one-half of the metal mines tax, and one-fourth of
31 Riley, op. cit.. p. 120.
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the oil license tax.

This fund was earmarked for the common

schools, and therefore could not be used in maintaining high
school education.

Indirectly, however, it served to assist

the secondary schools by permitting more of the districts*
other school funds to become available for high schools.

In

the ’*poverty districts", the fund made a huge difference in
both elementary and secondary education as regards buildings,
equipment, administration, teachers, and curricula.
The Equalization Fund did not pay einy back debts, such
as registered warrants, nor did it pay any bonds, nor interest
for sinking fund.

It did not build buildings nor buy equip

ment, but helped to pay only current general fund warrants.
State Superintendent Elizabeth Ireland, in her Biennial
Report of 1930, in commenting on the Equalization Fund, sedLd:
The salutary benefits of the Equalization Fund are
apparent frcm a study of the above provisions for its
disbursement. It has made it possible for 21,714
school children to be benefited by a nine months term
of school, who otherwise would have been denied this
privilege, and resulting in the beneficent situation
where ninety per cent of the schools of Montana now
have terms nine months long.34
For the purposes of this study, the State Equalization
Fund is important only in that it served to aid many of the
32 For rules and regulations of the State Board of
Education for administering the Equalization Fund, see
Appendix A.
33 Riley, 0£. cit., p. 127.
34 State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Twenty-First Biennial Report (Helena, Montana; 1930), p. 23.
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Kaaller districts la making available sufficient funds for
the expansion and improvement of their secondary school cur
ricula.
In 1927, a committee of the North Central Association
of Colleges and Secondary schools presented a report on stan
dards which should be used in the reorganization of secondary
school curricula.

Among the standards mentioned by this com

mittee were qualitative standards for selecting subject matter
pertaining to the kinds or types of materials of instruction
thought to be most desirable; quantitative standards pertain
ing to the organization of subject matter into units of in
struction suitable for the accomplishment of the qualitative
standards and, secondarily, to the amount of time spent and
the sequential order of arrangement.®^
The report detailed suggested standards, both qualita
tive and quantitative, for health, leisure time activities,
social activities, and vocational studies, and reports by
sub-coumittees <m English, French, Latin, elementary science,
biology, physics, chemistry, home economics, and physical edu
cation.®®
The reports of these committees, or sub-committees,
had considerable effect upon the curricula in all of the ter
ritory served by the North Central Association, and probably
'sS NorTh Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
^Schoolm, North Central Association quarterly. 1:4, March,
1927. pp. 432-433.
36 Ibid.. pp. 438-559.
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had some effect on high schools in other areas.

Nearly one

hundred percent of the Montana secondary schools made deter
mined efforts to comply with the suggestions of the committee
and sub-committees.
In the following year (1928), the committee on stan
dards presented another report which included reports of sub
committees on Junior High School mathematics. Junior High
School social studies, first year Spanish and first year
German, agronomy, art, and music.
J. A. Clement, writing on the ’♦Differentiated Princi|)le3 emd Assumptions Pertaining to the Content cf Curricula
Offered in Secondary Education”, in the Horth Central Associa
tion Q.uarterly for September, 1930, noted an ever-increasing
lag in making desirable adjustments to changing conditions
which are consequential for the good of society and its mem
bers.

He attributed this (in some degree, at least) to the

practice of building the aims of the school apart from the
ideals recognized in civilization at its best, during any one
generation or other.^

lie chided the educational leaders for

building up a list of aims through reflective thinking rather
than through experimental analysis.
One of the causes of the

educational lag at this time,

as it has been a primary cause throughout the entire history
37 North Central Association of Colleges and -Secondary
Schools, North Central Association Luarterly. II;4, March,
1928. p p . 389-522.
3 8
. North Central ^association quarterly. V;2,
Septcwnber, 1930 # p* 239.
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of education, was the worship of tradition. The most up-todate citizen, in any other line,was inclined to

believe that

"It was good enough for my father and for his father, so it’s
good enough for my son,* when it came to education.

One edu

cator fought this attitude with the story of the bachelor who
stated that "liy father was a bachelor and my grandfather was
a bachelor, and what was good enough for them is good enough
for met * but no record is available as to the effectiveness
of this technique.
In the 1930’s, Idatthaw H. Willing, of the University
of Wisconsin, noted certain broad categories of curricular
changes in American secondary education, as follows;
1. The trend toward a more explicit social
functi onali am.
2. The trend toward a more comprehensive
social functionalism.
3. The trend toward individualization.
4. The trend toward integration.
5. The trend toward the higher mental processes.
6. The trend toward activism.39
These trends, like many other educational discoveries,
were, from a study of curricula of the period, much more
prevalent in the writings and discussions of educators than
in practice.

Too often the "trends" reported by educators

turn out to be mere wishful thinking on the part of the re
porter.

In Montana, at least, the ’’trends" araoiunted to only

-------S9~ North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, North Central Association Quarterly, %:2, October,
1935. p. 244.
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rare isolated cases in certain of the larger schools.
A study of the curricula offered, and different types
of curriculuiii organization., presented by H. G, Hotz, of the
University of Arkansas, in 1936, fails to show evidence of
the trends mentioned by hilling,

hhile it is true that the

old stand-bys of Greek and Roman history, had been combined
into a study of ancient history, rather than taught as sepa
rate subjects, and that other separate courses had been com
bined into one known as American Problems, no significant
curriculum trends were apparent.
In the 1940*3, most high schools in tlontana, as else
where were literally forced into fusing certain courses. Most
of the fusion was done in the social studies, but a small
amount of combining was apparent in science and in mathema
tics.

Had the adiainistrators not combined seme courses, they

would not have been able to get enough class periods into the
school day to handle the many courses which were now permitted.
The day of the academy, with its curriculum of Latin, English
grammar, and practically nothing else, was definitely past.
Aside from the consolidation of a few courses, and
certain changes in the ncmenclature and teaching methods of
others, there was practically no important change in the
-------40 See the "Form a ** and "Form B" reports in the office
of the state Superintendent of Public Instruction.
41 North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, North Central Association Quarterly, %:4, ^pril,
1936. pp. 416-418.
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curriculiom of Montana secondary education during the ten years
just caupleted.

The addition of such subjects as Good Driving

does not constitute a curricular change, since it is merely a
logical extension of the already-incorporated course in Safety
Education.

The changes during the decade from 1940 to 1950

•were principally in the methods of instruction.
The actual curricular changes, and the factors which
were largely responsible for these changes, are listed in
Chapter VII.
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GiUPTEE VII
CONCLUSIONS
A Montana school superintendent, on being asked why
he retained Latin In his high school curriculum and did not
offer any other foreign languages, replied that his reason
was the fact that. If a Latin teacher resigned, the superin
tendent could step In to teach Latin, but that he was unable
to teach any of the other languages.

This, then, might be

considered as one of the factors conducive to curricular
change In Montana high schools.

It Is merely an administra

tor’s Wilm, or personal preference.
The retention or discontinuance of many subjects In
the curricula of Montana high schools has been predicated on
reasons similar to that above.

However, In most cases, the

causes of curriculum changes were far more Important factors.
As has been shown In preceding chapters, through a
review of curriculum building down through the centuries from
the curricula of the Greeks and the Ramans to the present-day
offerings In dozens of study areas, the reasons for curriculum
changes have Included social change, economic change, a gradual
breaking with tradition, curriculum additions forced upon the
schools by legislative assemblies, scientific progress. In
creases or decreases In the wealth of school districts, sug
gestions of committees of educational experts, and scientific
experiments designed to test the old and the new In curriculum
building in the school situations.
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In an article entitled "Practical Curriculim Revision
in the High Schools",^ Jesse H. Newlon, Superintendent of the
Denver, Colorado, school system, attempts to answer the ques
tion as to why high school curricula should be periodically
examined and revised.

The article states, in part:

TKhy should high school curricula be revised? First,
we encounter the issue, "education or not." This issue
involves constsuit re-examination of every practice in
our high schools. Since we live in a world of chemge,
it is obvious, for example, that the best course in the
social studies which could have been devised for the
year 1890 would be largely unsuitable in the year 1926.
. . . . Not only must the lapse of time be considered,
but the historian, the sociologist, the anthropologist,
the economist, and the political scientist have all
been busy and have made most important discoveries,
with the result that for this reason alone the text
books and courses of study in these subjects must of
necessity be radically different today . . . . if the
high school is to serve its function as an educational
institution. TSie same condition obtains in practically
every field of knowledge.
We find another reason for the revision of curricula
in the development of the science of education, a gen
eration ago departments of education were quite insig
nificant. Ihe past quarter century has witnessed the
application of scientific method to the study of the
educative process and the rapid multiplication of
agencies devoted to educational research. Every educa
tional practice is subjected to the closest scrutiny.
The progress in the science of education has brou^t
about a condition which has made the present curriculum
revision movement inevitable.
Another answer is found in the changing social de
mands made on the schools......... The public is
looking more and more to the schools to find an answer
to many of the social problems of our day. Witness the
criticisms that we are not doing our duty in respect
to moral and religious education. . . . . Dean James
E. Russell recently . . . . said that for the first
time in history "a social democracy is attempting to
1 North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, North Central association Quarterly. 1:2, September,
1926. pp. 254-263.
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shape the opinions and hiaa the judgment of on-ccming
generations." Formerly, we were expected to give the
individual the tools hereby he could gain the know
ledge that would make him a good citizen. Today we
are expected to make him a good citizen . . . .
Another reason for the revision of curricula is
found in the rapid expansion of the program of studies
in the past forty years. The high school curriculum
of the eighties was characterized by rigid prescrip
tion and a limited number of subjects. %e have added,
year by year, to the number of studies, until we have
the varied and rich offerings of the present time. To
my way of thinking, this expansion to date has been
too much a mere process of addition. There is need
for consolidation and reorganization in order that our
curricula may have the proper unity and correlation.
A fifth reason for curriculum revision is found in
the high school teacher himself. For many years col
lege graduation has generally been required as a mini
mum qualification for appointment, with the result
that scholastically it may be said that our secondary
school teachers have been well prepared. But many of
than came into service not only before there was much
of a science of education but long before the boards of
education deemed it necessary to make requirements of
strictly professional training. And even today such
requirements are certainly low. The result is that
many are inadequately prepared for their work, so far
as the technique of teaching is concerned. The only
way in which this deficiency can be repaired is to
create a situation in which they will became intensely
interested in the study of these problems.
A sixth reason for curriculum revision is found in
the necessity for perfecting our methods of educational
guidance. The condition that prevails in our large,
cosmopolitan high schools is that of a rich program of
studies on the one hand and a large, heterogeneous
student population on the other. It is not surprising
that the pupil is bewildered vdien he confronts this
program of studies. The development of effective
guidance through the use of schematic arrangement of
courses, or through personal advice, or both, consti
tutes a difficult unsolved problem directly related
to the curriculum policy of a school.
, , . . I can only direct your attention briefly to
the processes by which subject matter is placed or
retained in the courses of study:
1.
The most potent force in determining content
has been tradition. No one would take the position
that merely because a thing is traditional it is
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wrong. In the absence of experimental evidence
tradition is our best guide, but certainly if
tradition is the only sanction there needs to
be an immediate and searching re-examination.
2. A part of the content has been placed there
by outside pressure. This is illustrated by the
required readings in Latin. The college, through
its entrance requirements, has dictated that
Caesar, Cicero, and Vergil should constitute the
readings......... Again the public has forced
certain studies into the curriculum, sometimes
wisely, sometimes no so wisely. We are now be
ginning to see the evils of a legislated cur
riculum. Soon we shall have a mere hodge podge
of good and bad unless we demonstrate our ability
to direct the development of curricula.
3. Scientific investigation has had some in
fluence in determining the content of the course,
but to date in the high s chools this influence
has been rather meager. Our problem is to ex
tend it......... the nub of the whole question
of curriculum revision is whether or not the
high school shall be an educational institution
or shall be at the mercy of opinionated gentle
men who think their vested interests are best
served by the dictum "whatever is is right.”
All change or resistance to change should be
made in the light of the philosophy and science
of education.
Since the "philosophy and science of education” exists
only in the minds of those who are interested in education,
end since there are bound to be differences, in great or small
degree, between concepts of education, it is only natural that
these differences become evident in the curricula of the var
ious secondary Institutions.

As this was true in other sec

tions of the country, so was it a fact in Montana.

A curricu

lum-building school administrator might attend a round-table
conference on suggested curriculum changes, and come away from
that meeting with entirely different ideas of the suggestions
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and discussions than were brought from the meeting by the
superintendent of the next school system, a few miles away.
Furthermore, the school administrator’s report of that meet
ing to his board will be colored somewhat by his personal
preferences and prejudices.
School adiainistrators must also be guided by the
various entrance requirements set up by colleges and univer
sities; particularly those in the administrators* local
areas.

The fact that a large percentage of the high school

student enrollment does not intend to secure higher education
cannot absolve the school from offering subjects which will
provide college entrance preparation for those who do intend
to extend their education.
Montana schools, in complying with the requirements
set up by the higher educational institutions of the state,
are under the necessity of offering a secondary curriculum
which includes those subjects listed by the colleges.

As an

example of college entrance requirements in Montana, those
listed by Montana State University, at Missoula, include the
following requirements for general admission:
Applicants for admission must be at least sixteen
years of age, and must present evidence of good moral
character.
The completion of a high school or preparatory
course of four years, including at least fifteen
units of work, is the standard for regular admission.
A unit is the amount of work represented by the suc
cessful completion of one subject pursued for a
school year of not less than thirty-six weeks, with
five recitations per week, each recitation period
being not less than forty-two minutes net. Two
periods of laboratory, shop, or drawing work count
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as one recitation.
Students must offer three units of English, one
of American history and government, and at least
two other units from each of three of the following
groups; (a) mathematics: algebra, plane and solid
geometry, trigonometry, general mathematics; (b)
history and social science; Greek, Roman, medieval,
modern or English history, civics, community civics,
economics, sociology, citizenship, economic or in
dustrial history, geography, government, psychology,
vocations; (c) laboratory science; physics, chemistry,
biology, botany, zoology, physiology, agriculture,
astronomy, geology, physiography, general science,
home economies; (d) foreign languages.
Note: if the civics is included in the one unit
of American history and government, it may not be
used to satisfy requirement (b). The two units
offered in satisfaction of requirement (d) must be
in one language.
Students Who have not completed these required
courses must: (1) pass an entrance examination in
the subject in which they are deficient; or (2)
earn eight college credits per unit in the subject
in which they are deficient in addition to any col
lege work in that subject required for a degree.
Such credits may be counted toward the degree.
Students must remove all entrance deficiencies
during their first year of attendance, unless un
avoidable schedule conflicts make it impossible to
do 8 0 , in which case the requirement may be deferred
by petition.^
Thus, it will be seen that any Montana high school
which desires to prepare its pupils for admission to Montana
&tate University must offer a minimum of three years of Eng
lish, one year of American history and government, and enough
subjects in mathematics, social science, laboratory science,
and foreign languages to permit its pupils to qualify under
the requirements mentioned above.
2 Moritsûîa State University Bulletin, Series No. 426,
1929-51 Catalog Issue and Official Directory List (Missoula,
Montana; Montana State University, 1949), p7 20.
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Taking the above as a basic curriculum, it will be
seen that even the smaller high schools of the state will
usually be able to offer all of the courses required for
college entrance.

Most of the smaller schools necessarily

alternate such subjects as physics and chemistry; the science
teacher (who, in some schools, may be teaching from one to
^ r e e other subjects) will conduct classes in chemistry one
year and in physics the following year; a teacher of foreign
languages may have to teach only French I in 1950 and French
II in 1951, rather than offering both firt- and second-year
French in the same year.

By following this alternation me

thod, schools having faculties of only three or four teachers
ere enabled to offer a full program of studies preparatory to
college entrance.
Public opinion has forced some subjects into the cur
riculum of Montana*s high schools.

When school teaching was

one of the extremely few vocational pursuits (along with
nursing and dCMaestic service) thought to be suitable for
women, the secondary schools were slow in adding commercial
courses, but when the ladies discovered that they were poten
tially better operators of typewriters than were men, they
immediately demanded training in that occupation.

Borne Montana

high schools were offering courses in stenography and typing
as early as 1906.*^
3 Gf. ante, p. 98.
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Public opinion was also instrumental in adding voca
tional courses such as manual training and domestic science
to the curriculum.
Physical education, during the early years of Montana
education, was completely extra-curricular and was principally
confined to football, basketball, and track,

n very small

number of such courses as calisthenics and group games were
taught prior to 1915, but most school administrators apparently
believed that the pupil should get his health training from
books on physiology, and that he could find some way of apply
ing the theories thus learned, in some out-of-school activity.
The discouraging report, by the United States Army
doctors, concerning the large percentage of rejections among
Army enlistees and inductees during the war, however, awakened
the educators of the country to the poor physical condition
of high school students as a whole, and was instrumental in
launching a very greatly increased and intensified program of
physical education throughout the country.
Montana’s legislature, and the agencies set up by the
legislature, including the State Department of Public Instruc
tion and the State Board of Education, were also responsible
for many curricular changes in the high schools of the state.
In moot cases, the legislature was complying with federal
regulations or suggestions in order to take advantage of
federal aid, as in the case of agricultural and industrial
training courses.

The State Department of Public instruction
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and the State Board of Education usually took their cues froai
the rscoemaendations of national cociraittees of educational ex
perts.
The smaller Montana high schools were enabled, by the
use of money made available from district funds after the
conmon schools received shares of the State Equalization
Fund, to extend their curricula to approximate those of the
larger schools.
In reviewing the curriculum changes in Montana^s
secondary schools since the inauguration of Mr. Hamel’s
French class in 1864,^ the following factors are offered as
contributing causas for the changesî
The curriculum offered by the Holy Family Academy for
Young Ladies, at St. Ignatius Mission, offered a more modern
curriculum (writing, geography, arithmetic, grammar and com
position in English, history, French, and heme economics)
than did any other school in Montana during the nineteenth
century.

The Sisters of Charity apparently deemed Latin and

Greek unnecessary in the education of young ladies.
The curriculum of J. B. Patch’s school, in Helena, in
1865-66, was much more modest.

Patch hsld to the traditional

preparatory school subjects of Latin, Greek, and advanced
mathematics.

This curriculum was dictated, of course, by the

college entrance requirements of the period.
4

Cf. ante, p. 69,
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locatsd in HslQiia, tb.@ Tîioïüas F. Campboll sciiool
offered physical sciences in addition to the courses offered
by Patch's institution.

This was very likely an effort to

emulate the curricula of certain academies in the "States."
Another reason for the addition of physical sciences in the
Campbell school curriculum, might hava been a desira to have
a little something more than the institution of compatitor
Patch.
Marshall and Farley added natural philosophy, algebra,
and bookkeeping to the studies offered in their school at
Virginia City.

These additions were prompted by both students

and townspeople, who recognized the need of more mathematics
and ccsmercial work in a mining cosmaunity which was almost
entirely lacking in both.
The Stones, at Helena, in 1863, eliminated most of the
innovations and stuck closely to a college-preparatory' cur
riculum of Latin, Greek, and mathematics.
An instance of curricular change being prescribed (or,
at least, suggested) by the State Department of Public Instruc
tion appeared in IBôB, when the fourth Territorial Superinten
dent of Public Instruction made textbook reccmmandations for
Latin, Greek, astronomy, bookkeeping, English composition,
natural history, zoology, philosophy, geology, botany, and
geometry.

School administrators throughout the state made

efforts to include most of these subjects in their curricula.
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The Territorial Legislature, in 1672, provided an
example of legislative additions to curricula.

It prescribed

bookkeeping as a subject to be taught in all common schools.
Two years later the law which had made mookkeeping mandatory
in common schools was repealed, and this resulted in the sub
ject of bookkeeping being included in the curricula of most
of the high schools of the territory.
The entrance into Montana of the railroads, with the
resultant increase in population of established towns and the
establishment of new communities along their rights-of-way,
was responsible for an extension of curricula in existing
high schools and the setting-up of additional high schools.
The varied capacities of individuals were first recog
nized in Montana secondary schools, according to all available
records, in the curriculum advertised by Helena high school
in 1876, which stated
The above course will be varied to suit the
capacity of the pupils. Declamations, compositions,
and gymnastics as circumstances permit.5
So far as is known, this was the first time that indi
vidualization was given any attention in the curricula of
Montana’s high schools.
Many of the Montana high schools of the 1870*s offered
three regular years of high school training, which was the
standard for that period, plus a one-year "preparatory course".
5 Helena Daily Herald. October 2, 1876.
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In which the students studied the college entrance examina
tions which had been used in several preceding years.

The

first four-year high school courses offered in Montana were
merely extensions, or elongations, of the usual three-year
courses.
During the 1880* s, the majority of Montana secondary
schools were no longer including Greek in their curricula.
The reason for this subject's elimination was primarily that
many of the eastern colleges were no longer requiring a
knowledge of Greek as a prerequisite to matriculation, although
Latin was still necessary.
United States history was another subject which was not
required by most colleges, and was therefore ignored by many
Montana high school administrators.

Roman and Greek history

were still popular courses, however.
In 1897, the **diploma committee" (in effect, an accredi
tation group) of the State Board of Education, plus the Presi
dents of Montana colleges, prescribed a curriculum for Montana
secondary institutions.

This included Latin, English, grammar,

literature, chemistry or biology, general history, United
States history and civics, emd m o d e m languages "other than
Eiiglish".

Thus the factor of prescription by an accrediting

agency was introduced into Montana high school curriculum
building.
In 1901 a new factor. College Board Examinations, was
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introduced.

High schools throughout the country, including

those in Montane, attempted to prepare students specifically
for the College Entrance Examination Board's examinations,
which were to he standards for entrance to most of the nation&s colleges.

These examinations had (and still have) a

heavy influence in the shaping of curricula and courses of
study for secondary s chools in Montana and in the United
States.
A ocmmiittee of educational experts known as the Com
mittee of Ten had reported on, and made suggestions for,
secondary curricula, and these affected the decisions of the
1900 diplcma committee of the Montana State Board of Educa
tion.

The diploma committee, at the turn of the century,

recommended a set of three curricula: classical, scientific,
and English.

The English curriculum did not require the

study of Latin or Greek, but stressed the communications
studies, history, and some science.

The scientific course

required either Latin or German, with mathematics and physics
accented.

The classical course remained primarily a college-

preparatory curriculum.
After 1906, the year in which the State Board of Educa
tion decreed a four-year course of study as a prerequsite to
high school graduation, a new development was incorporated
into the curricula of most Montana high schools.

To the one

commercial course, bookkeeping, that had formerly been offered.
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were added such subjects as commercial arithmetic, commercial
geography, and stenography and typewriting, as a commercial
curriculum.
In the foreign language curricula, during the years
before the first World War, Latin continued In popularity
while Greek courses rapidly decreased in number.

French

courses were fairly popular, and the study of German and
Spanish increased.

Very shortly after the date of the United

States* entry into the war, however, the study of German be
came unpatriotic, and, in Montana high schools, at least,
has never been resumed to any appreciable degree.

Thus mis

directed patriotism is seen as a factor of curricular change.
As a result of pressure from residents of agricultural
areas, the period Just prior to 1917 also ushered in the first
courses in scientific agriculture.

Complaints from the fanner

parents of many of the high school graduates and undergraduates,
to the effect that neither algebra nor a course in ancient
history prepared the son to help his father in hog-raising
or wheat farming, soon brought the school administrator to
the idea that "the customer is always right", and the agri
cultural course was added.
The Free County High School Law of 1899 was being
felt as a stimulant for the extension of curricula in the
enlarged, consolidated high schools during the first two
decades of the twentieth century.

This law was undoubtedly
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an important factor in the addition of such conrsos as soci
ology, psychology, and the like in these schools.
During the same period the English courses offered in
Montana high schools were beginning to accent oral English,
as well as expression in writing.

Courses in public speaking,

on a four-year required basis, were instituted in most Montana
high schools.

The ostensible reason for this appears to have

been the large number of articles appearing in the profession
al teachers’ publications of the period, which deplored the
inability of high school pupils and graduates to express
themselves orally in a satisfactory manner.
In the second decade of the twentieth century, the
industrialists of the eastern states put pressure on school
administrators for more vocational education.

This movement

was reflected in Montana by the addition of shop courses in
high school curricula.

Most of these courses were merely ele

mentary courses in wood working, taught by some teacher who
was qualified in other subjects but whose only qualifications
for the shop course were that he was handy with tools and
would consent to instruct the pupils In such a course.

This

course was often combined with that of agriculture for the
more practical (for Montana, at least) course in '’farm shop”,
which

taught the pupil to build things used in agriculture.
Physical education had been introduced, in a small

way, into some Montana high school curricula, about 1910.
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Prior to that time physical education had been considered to
be rightly placed among the extra-curricular activities.
mediately after the

first World War, however, during which

the Army,

Marine Corps hadreported

Navy, and

Im

that the enlis

tees and inductees for the three services were very inferior
physical specimens, there was

a general movement for an in

tensified health and physical

education prograia. Prom 1917

to the present, more emphasis

is being placed on the physical

education programs in Montana

secondary schools, and physical

education is now a curricular, rather than an extra-curricular,
activity in most of the state*s high

schools.

The **aafety First” campaign of the second decade was
the primary motivating factor for inserting into the curricu
lum a course in safety education.

This course was usually

taught in conjunction with other subjects in the common
schools, however, until the rapidly increasing death tolls
from automobile accidents brought forth a clamor for courses
in good driving.

Since the common school pupils were too

young for practical courses in automobile driving, the safety
course (including good driving) was later (in the 1930*s and
1940*s) moved to the high school and taught as a separate
course.
Iha federal legislation which aided high schools in
financing industrial and agricultural vocational courses
immediately after the first World War was a factor which in
creased the number of such offerings, as well as the number
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of qualified teachers in these subjects.
The Normal Training Act of 1917, which authorized
h i ^ schools to offer teacher training courses which would
prepare students for positions as rural school teachers,
^'=9.3 engendered by the extreme shortage of rural teachers in
the state.

When the need for these high-school-trained

teachers had been met, in 1930, all tsac2ier training courses
in Montana high schools were discontinued.
Guidance work in Montana high schools, although given
in greater or less degree as a part of ordinary teaching, was
given a greater impetus by suggestions of ^tete Superinten
dent May Trumper in 1918, as an attempted remedy for the
excessive drop-outs in the upper grades and in tiie early
high school years.

The subject entitled ’’Vocations"* was

included in most Montana high school curricula at this time.
Most of the new subjects now listed in the curricula
of Montana high schools, which have been placed in the cur
ricula since 1920, were also the result of pressure; the
pressure of the subjects Wiich had been added, one by one end
two by two, through the years, and had become so numerous
that they threatened to burst the curriculum at the seams,
tuch subjects as Roman history, Greek history, medieval his
tory, French history, English history, and the history of
western hurope have been combined into a single course which
is now usually known by the name of world history.

Courses

in /xmericen history, civics, economics, sociology, ani psych
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ology have been grouped in a course entitled "social science."
Many of the other subjects have also been combined into "new"
courses, for the same reason: that there was not enough time
in the school day to Include all of the currently available
offerings as separate subjects.
In summation, the principal factors which have caused
changes in Montana high school curricula include:
1. Legislation which affected the schools. Some of these
enactments provided finances for the extension of curricula.
Gome set up agencies which demanded adherence to a course of
study as a prerequisite to accreditation.

At least one Mon

tana legislative body directly prescribed a subject (book
keeping) to be taught in the common schools, and another
legislative act threw the subject out of the common school
curriculum, forcing it into the curriculum of the high school.
2. Educational fashion. Montana school administrators
strove to model their schools after the schools of eastern
cultural centers.
3. Tradition. Rather than being a cause of change, tradi
tion was a factor which retarded change.

Seldom does a

father believe that the education which his son is receiving,
if different from the education the father received, is as
valuable.

Throughout the history of education, curricular

change has been shackled by tradition.
4

. National committees of education experts. These bodies

made suggestions, and the very weight of the experience and
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fosxe of the individual menbers of those ca^ixaittoea made It
almost Imperative for school administrators to follow such
sug'f^estions.
5. Pressure frcm various Interest ftroups. Ilany specialInterest groups were instrumental in changing tlio curricula
of secondary schools,

lor ©zcar-ipie, industrialists of the

east and farmers of the west were chiefly responsible for
the inclusion of vocational education as a secondary school
course.
6. Pressure from hlrher educational institutions. It has
been ^ o w n that the entrance requirements of the higher educa
tional institutions exerted much influence in shaping the cur
ricula of all secondary schools.
7. Preferences and prejudices of school adaiiiistrators.
S<Xj1o subjects and courses have been eliminated from secondary
schools* curricula merely for the reason that the chief ad
ministrative officers of those schools wore antagonistic to
such subjects or courses.

Other courses, which were personal

preferences of the administrators, have been added.
8 . The avail obi lity of teachers.

If a school is unable to

find qualified teachers for one subject, it may bu expedient
to drop the subject, and to substitute another coarse,

.or

cxaiaple, a teacher who is qualified in other respects muy
edvise the administrator that he cannot, or will not, tench
latin, but that he can and will teach Spanish.

The adiiuis-

trator may tnus be forced to drop a Latin courso and to
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substitute Spanish in the curriculum.
Scientific measurement. In many cases, the effective
ness of certain courses has been measured by educational
psychologists and found v^anting.

In most cases of this kind,

the subjects or courses (usually carried because of tradition)
are dropped from the curriculum.
10. Lack of student demand.

When a school administrator

finds that practically no pupils have registered for a subject
or course, and that there is no logical reason for compulsion
to study that subject or course, the course is usually dropped
from the curriculum.
11. Patriotic factors.

Some subjects or courses have been

added or dropped as "patriotic duties".

Examples of this may

be found in the elimination of German from many high schools’
curricula during the first World War, in the addition of the
Victory Program of physical education, and in the inclusion
of welding in many high school shop courses during World War
II.

The German course was dropped because of its connection

with the enemy country.

The physical education program was

intensified as a part of a military-preparedness program.
Welding was included in order to assist in supplying shipyards
and other industries with trained welders.
12. Industrial progress. The invention of new machines,
and the improvement of old ones, brought about a condition in
which there was a demand for trained machine operators.

In

the comparatively short period (86 years) of Montana secondary
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school history, many new inTsntions have been rei],oriSible for
economic and social change.

Examples may be found in the

typewriter and the automobile.

These machines, and the need

for trained operators, caused the inclusion of typewriting
and good driving driving courses in high school curricula.
There will be many curricular changes in Montana high
schools in the future.

The inventors, the economists, the

sociologists, the philosophers, and others will make myriads
of new discoveries.

Hew and different machines, ideas, and

theories will appear,

hew methods will be tried,

of

these innovations will cause changes in secondary school
curricula.
The curricula of the future will depend greatly upon
the military fortunes and the diplomatic skill of opposing
political camps.
Certain educational fashions and fads will be tried,
and most of them, discarded for newer ones.
Many educational experts, both world-famous and selfstyled, have made predictions in the past concerning curricula
of the future with no great degree of accuracy.

The only

safe prediction for the curricula of Montana secondary schools
of the future is that:
There will be changes.
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REGULATIONS OF TEE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION FOR
A3XIINISTERING THE EQUALISATION FUNDl
I.
Any school district before being considered for
reimbursement from the state Equalization Fund shall
furnish through its school trustees and the county
superintendent of schools to the State Board of Edu
cation a sworn statement of:
a) Amount received frcaa the Equalization Fund
the previous year.
b) The taxable valuation of the district.
c) The number of elementary teachers employed
last year.
d) Leng'Ui of term of school maintained last year
in each school in the district.
e) Length of term of school to be maintained the
coming year in each school in the district.
f) The elmaentary enrollment in each school last
year.
g) (Die amount paid last year for transportation,
house rent, board or tuition and transfer
of apportionment for elementary pupils.
h) The number of elementary pupils taken care of
under g.
i) Amount received from tuition (including Indian)
and transfer of apportionments for elementary
pupils.
j ) The total special levy voted by the district
for maintenance (include 10 mills and extra
levy voted) for the coming year.
k) Such other infozmation as the Board may see fit
to call for upon the blanks furnished for
reports.
The report shall also be attested by the county super
intendent of schools relative to enrollment of each school
and plans for school term as best he is able to certify.
It shall be attested by the county clerk and recorder as
to taxable valuation and special levy of the district.
(Die county superintendent of schools and county treas
urer
ATI also append statements as to whether good bus
iness management has been practiced by the trustees or
whether there has been extravagance or careless handling
of funds, without such statements the report of the dis
trict will not be considered.
II. Any school district which employs but one teacher
1 State Uupcrintendent of Fubllc Instruction, Tvmnty
Biennial Report (Helena, Montana: 1930), pp. 18—23.
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in whioh district the sum of the apportionments derived
from the income from state lands, and from the sli-mill
county levy of the previous year, together with the
amount which would be derived from a twelve-mill special
levy upon tdie taxable valuation of the district and in
come for maintenance from tuition and transfer of appor
tionment for elementary pupils will produce for the
coming year a sum less than #1200, shall receive a sum
from the State Equalization Fund equal to the difference
between the sum so computed and #1200. In case of rural
schools enrolling four or fewer pupils under extenuating
circumstances, reimbursement may be given only to the
extent of providing a total of #900 per year instead of
#1200, as in larger schools; provided, that the State
Board of Education will consider for such reimbursement
from the State Equalization Fund only such districts as
certify to the following:
a) That they will maintain a nine-month term the
ensuing year.
b) That at least a twelve-mill special levy for
maintenance has been voted (two mills in ex
cess of the regular ten mills which may be
established by the Board of Trustees.)
c) That they will not maintain a school for fewer
than five children except under extenuating
circumstances, a statement of which will be
submitted to the State Board of Education for
its approval.
d) The amount received from the Equalization Fund
last year.
e) The taxable valuation of the district.
f ) The amount paid last year for transportation,
house rent, board or tuition, and transfer of
apportionments for elementary pupils.
g) The number of elementary pupils taken care of
under f •
h) Amount received from tuition (including Indian)
and transfer of apportionments for elementary
pupils.
III. Any school district which maintains more than
one school, in which district no more than one or two
teachers are employed in each school, or maintains one
school in which not more them two teachers are employed,
in which district the sum of the apportionments derived
from, the income from state lands and from the six-mill
county levy and income for.maintenance from tuition and
transfer of apportionments for elementary pupils the
previous year, together with the amount derived from a
twelve-mill special levy upon the district will produce
the coming year a sum less than ^1200 for each teacher
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employed, shall receive a sum from the State Equalization
Fund equal to the difference between the sum so ccmiputed
and #1200 for each teacher employed, provided that the
State Board of Education will consider for such reimbursement from the State Equalization Fund only such districts
as certified to the following:
a) That they will maintain a nine-month term the
ensuing year.
b) That at least a twelve-mill special levy for
maintenance has been voted (two mills in ex
cess of the regular ten mills which may be
established by the Board of Trustees).
c) That they will not maintain a school for fewer
than five children except under extenuating
circumstances, a statement of which will be
submitted to the State Board of Education for
its approval.
d) The amount received from the Equalization Fund
last year.
e) The taxable valuation of the district.
f) The amount paid last year for transportation,
house rent, board or tuition, and transfer
of apportionment for elementary pupils.
g) The number of elementary pupils taken care of
under f.
h) Amount received from tuition (including Indian)
end transfer of apportionments for elementary
pupils.
17. Any school district maintaining a system of
graded schools where not fewer than three nor more
than five teachers are employed, which district may
also maintain one or more rural schools in which dis
trict the sum of the apportionments for elementary
schools derived frtxa the Income from state lands and
from the six-mill county levy, together with the amount
derived from a twelve-mill special levy upon the dis
trict and income for maintenance from tuition and
transfer of apportionments for elementary pupils will
produce the ensuing year a sum less than #1200 for
each teacher employed in the rural schools of the dis
trict and a per capita cost of 40 cents per pupil per
day in average dally attendance the previous year in
the elementary schools maintaining from three to five
teachers, such district shall receive a sum from the
State Equalization Fund equal to the difference be
tween the amount so computed and the sum of #1100 for
each teacher employed in rural schools and a per capita
allowance of 40 cents per pupil per day in average
daily attendance the previous year in the elementary
schools of the district maintaining from three to five
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teachers, provided that not more than one teacher In
the grade school shall be counted for every 25 pupils
or major fraction thereof, la daily attendance; pro
vided, also, that the trustees shall submit similar
statements relative to length of term, levy, valuation,
etc*, as called for under Section XII. But in no case
in graded schools where there are fewer than three nor
more than five teachers will the Equalization Fund be
used to equalize the cost of instruction up to more
than #1500 per teacher.
V. Any school district maintaining a system of
graded schools where not fewer than six nor more than
eight teachers are employed, in which district the sum
of the apportionments for the elementary schools derived
from the income from state lands, and from the six-mill
county levy the previous year, together with the amount
derived from a twelve-mill special levy upon the dis
trict and income for maintenance from tuition and
transfer of apportionments for elementary schools will
produce for the ensuing year a sum of less than a per
capita cost of 35 cents per pupil per day in average
dally attendance the previous year in the elementary
schools, such school district shall receive a sum from
the State Equalization Fund equal to the difference
between the sum so computed and a per capita allowance
of 35 cents per pupil per day in average daily attendance
in the elmientary schools in the district the previous
year, provided, if such district maintains any rural
schools, an allowance of #1200 per teacher as provided
in Section IV, shall be counted in estimating the al
lotment; also provided, that not more than one teacher
shEÜ.1 be counted for every 25 pupils or major fraction
thereof in daily attendance; provided also that the
trustees shall submit similar statements relative to
length of term, levy, valuation, etc., as called for
under Section III. But in no case in graded schools
where there are fewer than six nor more than eight
teachers will the Equalization Fund be used to equalize
the cost of Instruction up to more than #1600 per teacher*
VI. Any school district maintaining a system of graded
schools where one or more teachers are employed in which
district the sum of apportionments for the elementary
schools derived frcmi the income frcm state lands and from
the six-mill county levy the previous year, together with
the amount derived from a twelve-mill special levy upon
the district and income for maintenance from yultion end
transfer of apportionments for elementary pupils will
produce for the ensuing year a sum less than a per capita
cost of thirty cents per pupil per day in average daily
attendance the previous year in the elementary schools
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such Bcdiool district sJletll receive a sum frcm the State
Equalization Fund equal to the difference between the sum
so computed and a per capita allowance of thirty cents
per pupil per day in average daily attendance in the ele-*>
mentary school in the district the previous year; pro
vided, if such district maintains any rural schools, an
allowance of $1£00 per teacher as provided in Section IV
shall be counted in estimating the allotment; also pro
vided that not more than one teacher shall be counted for
every thirty pupils or major fraction thereof in daily
attendance. But in no case in graded schools where there
are nine or more teachers will the Equalization Fund be
used to equalize ^ e cost of instruction up to more than
#1700 per teacher.
VII.
In any district in which there is so small a
number of children in any one portion of the district
as to render inadvisable the maintenance of a separate
school for such children, the State Board of Education
will permit reimbursement to districts for the placing of
such children in elementary grades in school in their own
or other districts, provided that a detailed statement,
under oath, of the payments for rent, board, transporta
tion, or tuition, or transfer of apportionments last year
and that proposed for the ocxaing year is submitted to the
State Board of Education on blanks provided by the Board
for that purpose and is not found excessive in any par
ticular; also, provided, that the sum of the apportionments
to the elementary schools of the district derived from the
income from state lands, and frcm the six-mill county levy
of the previous year, together with the amount which would
be derived from a twelve-mill special levy upon the taxable
valuation of the district and inocme for maintenance from
tuition and transfer of apportionments for elementary pupils
will produce for the coming year a sum less than #1200 for
each teacher actually employed in the rural schools or a
sum less than before mentioned allowances per day per child
in average daily attendance as stated in Sections IV, V,
and VI, and a dufficient additional amount to provide
reasonable payments for such rent, board, and transporta
tion, tuition, or transfer of apportionment for elementary
children to another school, either in the same or in
another district, provided that the trustees of such
district have made plans for this ensuing year which in
all respects meet the requirements of the State Board of
Education as set up in Paragraph III.
VIII- Transportation requests shall be allowed only
after full and complete proof of actual contracts has
been submitted, and expense for transportation shall be
divided between the grades and the high school in pro
portion to the actual number of children frcm the grades
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and high school heing transported, and allowances shall
h© made only for children attending the elementary schoolIn one- or two-teacher schools in districts entitled to
aid, the full amount of transportation, according to the
schedule given in Section 1010 of Chapter 102, Session
Laws, 1929, will be allowed. This transportation expense
is evidenced by contracts made for the year. In schools
of more than two teachers in districts entitled to aid,
one-half the full amount of transportation, according to
the schedule given in Section 1010 of Chapter 102, Session
Laws, 1929, will be allowed. Rural schools having four
or fewer pupils, which have made application to partici
pate in this fund are to be allowed to participate in the
distribution of said fund only to the extent of providing
a total of $900 per school.
IX. Any misrepresentat1on of facts or costs or incorrect
segregation of expenses between grades and high school will
be regarded by the State Board of Education as sufficient
grounds for dismissing frcaa consideration the financial
needs of a district. Any district whose trustees after
having secured an allotment from the State Equalization
Fund, later violates its agreement to maintain a term of
nine months, shall have deducted frcm future allotments
an amount sufficient to equalize the amount not spent
that year.
X. No district participating in the distribution of
the State Equalization Fund shall be permitted to estab
lish a new rural school without submitting to the State
Board of Education a statement of the need of such a
school in the district and complete details of plans for
school and probable enrollment, together with reasons why
children cannot be provided for in schools already es
tablished.
The same requirements will apply regarding the creation
of new school districts by county superintendents.
XI» Apportionments for districts that have received aid
the previous year shall be computed on a bàsis of records
of the previous year, provided that the levy for the cur
rent year is twelve mills for maintenance, that the length
of the term is nine months, and that the proper applica
tion is made.
XII. %hen the necessary computations have been made in
the office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction
the Clerk of the State Board of Education shall certify
to the State Auditor and State Treasurer the amount of
money to be paid out of the State Equalization Fund to
each school district of the state entitled to partici
pate in said fund, in accordance with these regulations.
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APPESIDIX

B

PROCEDURES FOIMUIATED BY STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
FOR ACCREDITING MONTANA HIGH SCHOOLS^
I. POLICIES
Policies are rules made by the State Board of Educa
tion governing procedures of the State Board of Education
when high schools are considered for accrediting.
1. The time for which schools are accredited shall be
limited to one year.
2. For accrediting, high schools shall be classified
as approved, approved with warning, probationary,
and non-accredlted.
a. Approved
A h l ^ school Wilch meets all regulations
and standards Is classified as approved. Ap
proved Is the highest rating for accrediting.
b. Approved with warning
A h l ^ school which meets eill regulations
but violates emy one standard will be approved
with warning.
0. Probationary
(1) A h l ^ school which meets all regulations
but violates a standard on which It was
warned the previous year will be put on
the probationary list.
(2) A high school which meets all regulations
but violates more than one standard In
any one year will be placed on the proba
tionary list.
d. Non-accredlted

(1) A high school which has been on the pro
bationary list for three successive years
and which does not meet all regulations
and standards the fourth year will be
dropped from the accredited list.
------ 1 State "bupe rIntendent of Public Instruction, Handbook
for Secondary Schools (Helena, Montana; 1945).
(167)
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(2) A high school which meets all regulations
but violates the seme standard or standards
for two successive years without satisfactory
explanation in writing will be dropped from
the accredited list.
(3) A high school which meets all regulations
but violates several standards in any one
year will be dropped from the acdredited
list.
3. Apportionment of County Funds
All high schools that are approved, approved with
warning, and on the probationary list will share
in the apportionment of the county-wide high school
tax. The county-wide high school tax shall be ap
portioned by the county superintendent according to
Section 11 of Chapter 178 of the Laws of 1933.
4. Acceptance of Credits
High school credits earned through the ^tate Super
vised Correspondence Study School will be accepted
toward graduation in the high school in which the
student is enrolled or in any other high school in
the state.
High school credits earned in high schools that are
approved, approved with warning, or on the proba
tionary list will be accepted toward graduation, in
the high school in which they are earned or in any
other high school in the state.
H igh school credits earned during any year in high
schools that are non-accredited will not be accepted
toward graduation in any high school in the state.
5. Eligible High School Students
Eligible high school students to be counted to share
in the apportionment of the county-wide high school
tax and for budgeting are those students who have
attended the high school not less than 40 days
during the current year, as shown by the records of
the high school for which the budget Is to be adopted,
and excluding such pupils, over the age of 21 years
and all who may have completed 4 years of accredited
high school work before the beginning of the current
year*
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6. CertlfIcate of Acoredltlng
An appropriate certificate signed by the Governor,
State Superintendent of Public Instruction, and the
State High School Supervisor shall be issued yearly
to each high school showing the rating of accredit
ing granted by the State Board of Education.
II. REGULATIONS
Regulations are conditions set forth by the State
Board of Education which any high school must meet before
its application for accrediting may be considered.
1. Submission of Reports
Regular annual blanks furnished by the State De
partment of Public Instruction shall be properly
and completely filled out and placed on file with
the State Department of Public Instruction. Part
A of the high school report should be filed not
later than October 1, and Part B not later than
fune 15.
2. Establishment of District High Schools
In order to be eligible for accreditation new
district high schools must be established with
approval of the State Superintendent of Public
Instruction.
5. Addition of New Classes, Courses, or Years of Work
Small high schools with a limited teaching force
must have been approved by the State Superintendent
of Public Instruction before such work can be
considered for accrediting.
4. Average Daily Attendance
(The regulations under this heading no longer apply.)
III.

STANDARDS

Standards are rules made by the Board of Education
for the government of h i ^ schools, which if violated will
cause high schools to be warned, put on probation, or dropped
from the accredited list.
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Stgmdard 3^ —

The Sohool Plant» Sanitation» Janitorial Servloe

The location and construction of the buildings, the
lighting, heating, and ventilation of rooms, the nature of
laboratories, corridors, closets, water supply, school fur
niture, apparatus and methods of cleaning shall be such as
to insure hygienic conditions for both pupils and teachers.
No high school which has fewer than two recitation
rooms. In addition to the study hall, shall be accredited
for four years of high school work.
Standard 2 —

Science Laboratory and School Library

a. Science Laboratories. The laboratory facilities,
the size of the laboratory, the equipment. Instruc
tional apparatus, materials, supplies, maps and
charts, must be adequate to meet the needs of In
struction for all those courses Involving labora
tory work.
b. The School Library. The number and kinds of books,
reference materials, and periodicals, must be adequate
for the number of pupils enrolled and must meet the
needs of instruction in all courses of study offered.
The library must be easily accessible and the books
shall be classified and catalogued.
Standard 3 —

Records

Every high school shall keep a permanent record of each
pupil’s work and attendance. This record shall be kept In a
fIre-proof vault or safe, preferably In the school building,
but may be kept In a vault or safe In a bank, courthouse or
other suitable building In the district In which the high
sohool Is located.
Standard 4 —

Instruction and Spirit

The efficiency of Instruction, the acquired habits of
thought and study, the general intellectual and moral tone
of a
school and the co-operative attitude of the com
munity are paramount factors, and therefore only high schools
that rank well In these particulars, as evidenced by rigid,
^horou^-g^|n^^^sympathetic supervision shall be considered
Standard 5^ —
------ - “

Co-operation of Board of Trustees and CoBimunlty
Spirit

The working relationships between the Board of Trustees
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and the administrative head of the system as well as between
the administrative head and the teachers shall be such as to
Insure efficient and successful administration and Instruc
tion In tdie school. It Is recommended that selection of
teachers Including grade teachers be based upon the recom
mendation of the superintendent of such school. If there Is
no superintendent, the recommendation of the high school
principal or county superintendent shall prevail.
In case of any deviation from this policy, the Board of
Trustees shall subnlt recommendations.
The tenure of teachers, principals, and superintendents
shall be an important factor In the accrediting of schools.
Standard 6 —

Preparation of Teachers

All high schools shall maintain the following standards,
respecting certification of teachers, principals, and superin
tendents:
a. All high schools shall comply with the laws of the
State of Montana In regard to the certification of
teachers, principals, or superintendents.
b. The minimum attainments of a teacher of any academic
subject, or the supervisors of teachers of such sub
jects, of the superintendent, and of the principal,
shall be graduation from a fully accredited fouryear college with a standard Bachelor’s Degree.
c. The minimum professional preparation of any teacher
of an academic subject, of the supervisors of teach
ers of such subjects, of superintendents, and of
principals, shall be 16 semester hours In education.
It Is recommended that principals and superintendents
have In addition to the above required hours In edu
cation, ten semester hours In administration and su
pervision and three years of teaching or classrocmi
experience, except In first class districts where
the experience shall be five years.
d. The minimum attainments of a teacher of any special
or vocational subject or supervisors of teachers of
such subjects shall be a special certificate as de
fined by the State Certification Law.
e

The minimum attainments of a teacher of Federal Vo
cational subjects or supervisors of teachers of such
subjects shall be those set by the State and Federal
Boards for Vocational Education.
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t. Teachers shall not be assigned subjects outside of
their major and minor fields of prepsiration in
college.
g. The principal or superintendent directly in charge
of the secondary school shall have ample time dur
ing the school day for the administration and super
vision of the school.
h. The administrative head of the school system has
the power to make all assignments of teachers.
The above requirements shall not be retroactive but
must be met by all teachers, principals, and superinten
dents when a new position is obtained in the same high
school in which they are now employed, or when a new po
sition is obtained in another high school.
Standard 2 —

Requirements for Graduation

a. The sohool year shall consist of a minimum of 170
days of actual teaching, exclusive of all holidays
and vacations.
b. The minimum length of the recitation period shall
be forty minutes, exclusive of all time used in
changing classes or teachers.
o. Â unit of credit in a course is defined as covering
a school year that shall include in the aggregate
the following;
Academic subject (without laboratory work) 200
minutes of recitation per week.
Academic and vocational subjects (with laboratory
work) 280 minutes per week, divided approximately
in the rationof 120 minutes for recitation and 160
minutes for laboratory work.
Subjects requiring no outside preparation, such as
typewriting and manual training, 400 minutes per
week.
d. Four.year high schools must maintain a minimum of
fifteen units for graduation. Sixteen units are
reo cmmende d .
e. Four-year high schools must maintain at all times
at least three years of English and require not
fewer than three units of English for graduation.
Four units of English are recommended.
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f. Four-year high schools must require one unit in
American History and Government for graduation.
A two-unit course in American History and Problems
of American Democracy in the eleventh and twelfth
grades may be substituted for this requirement.
Standard 8 —

The Teaching Load

a. An enrollment in the high school in excess of
thirty pupils to one teacher shall be considered
a violation of this Standard. For interpreting
this Standard the principal, vice-principal,
study hall teachers, vocational advisers, li
brarians, and other supervisory teachers may be
counted as teachers for such portion of their
time as they devote to the management of the
high school. In addition, such clerks as aid
in the administration of the high school may
be counted on the basis of two full-time clerks
for one full-time teacher.
b. The minimum number of teachers for a two-year

high school shall be one full-time teacher. A
high school employing but one full-time teacher
shall offer no more than one laboratory science
in any one year.
o. The minimum number of teachers for a four-year
high school shall be two full-time teachers. A
high school employing but two full-time teachers
shall offer no more than two laboratory sciences
in any one year.
d. The daily teaching load per teacher should not
be more than five classes. In extreme oases or
where the enrollment is small, the addition of
one class may not interfere with accrediting.
Standard £ —

The Punil Load

The normal pupil load shall be four unit courses yearly,
exclusive of music, drawing, physical training, typewriting,
and student activities. Only such students as rank in scho
lastic ability in the upper 25^ of the student body may be
allowed to take more than four units for credit.
Standard 10 -- Bffioiency of Elementary School System

Especially important are the quality of instruction,
the certification of teachers, the number of pupils per
teacher, the length of the school term and the number of
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teachers In the grades, as compared with the number of
teachers in the high school. No high school shall be
accredited unless high standards of work and efficiency
are maintained in the elementary schools of the district.
IV. RSC(MvliLNDATIONS
Reccmimendatlons are guiding principles suggested by
the State Department of Public Instruction in the Interest of
the improvement of secondary education and are not to be con
sidered as a basis for warning or dropping a high school.
These recommendations are those of the North Central and the
Northwest Associations of Secondary Schools.
It is the policy of the Office of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction to make a gradual application of new
policies, regulations, and criteria for evaluation of secon
dary schools in such a way as to cause a minimum of embar
rassment to school officials and to avoid imposing Impossible
requirements or inflicting unwarranted hardships on schools
end individuals.
Recommendations for Standard S —

Science Laboratories and
School Libraries

a. Science Laboratories. For an explanation of a
desirable science classroom and laboratory as to
location, lighting, furniture, gas, electricity,
water supply, storage space, blackboard space and
equipment, see the Montana Course of Study for
High School Science, pages 230 to 233. For a
list of the apparatus needed for teaching the uni
form courses in general science, biology, chem
istry, physics, and physiography see the following
pages of the Montana Course of Study in High School
Science, respectively pages 243-262-287-305 and 312*
b. The School Library. For an explanation of the or
ganization and administration of the school library
as to qualifications of the librarian, use of the
library, building up the library collection, library
room and equipment, teaching use of the library,
preparing books for the shelf, charging system,
inventory and book account, mending and binding,
see Montana high school Library Manual and Book
List, pages 8 to 15.
{!) Personnel
(a) In high schools of 1000 or more students,
at least one full-time librarian with
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technical library training,
(b) In schools of less than 1000 a part-time
teacher-librarian with technical library
training.
(c) Proper allowance for library aid,
(2) Books and Periodicals
(a) Catalogued library of 800 live books chosen
so as to serve the needs of the high school.
(See Montana Library Manual and Book List for
High Schools, pages 16 to 118),
(b) About 15 periodicals chosen to serve school
needs.
(c) Proper allowance to be made for public libreiry,
if there is a public library in the district.
(3) Budget
At least #200 per year for books and periodicals,
of 75 cents per pupil according to local condi
tions.
Recommendations for Standard 3 —

Records

a. Student Records, For the purpose of adequate
guidance, the high school student's record card
should be continuous, comparative, and cumulative,
showing as graphiceJ-ly as possible the complete
secondary school record of the student as revealed
by teachers* marks, by comprehensive standardized
tests of aptitudes and scholastic achievements and
by personal data, (See High School Course of Study
for tests recommended,)
b. Teacher's Record. An official transcript of the
college preparation and recommendations of each
high school teacher should be kept on file in the
office of the administrative head of the high
school.
Recommendations for standard 6 —

Preparation of Teachers

a. The minimum preparation for all teachers of aca
demic subjects should be a standard Bachelor's
Degree from a fully accredited four-year college
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with 16 semester hours in education and the
following requirements in subjects taught:
E nglish......... 15 semester hours
Foreign Language
15 semester hours in the
language taught
Natural Science . 15 semester hours, of which
5 should be In the
science taught
Mathematics . . .
15 semester hours
Social Studies . 15 semester hours,which must
include preparation in
specific subjects taught
Deduction in the fields of mathematics and foreign
languages may be made to the extent of 2 semester
hours for each unit earned in high school, not to
exceed a total deduction of 6 semester hours.
b. The minimum preparation for all teachers of voca
tional subjects should meet the following require
ments;
(1) A standard Bachelor*s Degree from a fully
accredited four-year college or university
with at least 36 semester credits in the
branch of the vocational work taught. If
it seems advisable, 2 semester hours may
be deducted for each unit of credit earned
in high school in the branch of vocational
work to be taught.
(2) Evidence of a mastery of the subject matter
and skills to be taught.
(3) Supporting courses in related subjects.
(4) Fifteen semester hours in education including
the following;
(a) Special methods in the vocational sub
jects to be taught.
(b) Organization and administration of
special vocational subjects to be taught.
(c) Supervised practice teaching of special
vocation subjects to be taught.
c. Preparation of Superintendents and Principals.
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The superintendent or the principal directly in
charge of the supervision and administration of
the high school should hold a Master’s Degree from
a fully accredited four-year college or university,
in addition to the requirements in Standard 6.
Recommendations for Standard % —

Requirements for Graduation

a. Four units in English, one unit in ^erican history
and government, two units in social science, one
unit in biological science or one unit in general
science, and one unit in physical education (with
or without credit) should be required for graduation
for all students in a four-year high school.
b. The vocational subjects such as agriculture, manual
training, household economics, music, and commercial
subjects should be included in the curriculum in the
high schools where local conditions render such in
troduction feasible.
Recommendations for Standard 8 —

Teaching Load

a. The pupil-teacher ratio should not exceed £5 to 1.
b. The total number of pupil-periods per day should
not exceed 150 per teacher.
c. The number of classes taught by the teacher should
not exceed 5 daily.
d. Bach approved high sohool should feel responsible
for furnishing training in service for a limited
number of beginning teachers in order that an
adequate supply of well trained secondary teachers
may be furnished to the profession. In determining
the number of beginning teachers that a high school
should employ, careful account should be taken of
the adequacy and efficiency of the time that can be
given for supervision of the beginning teacher’s
work, and the size emd number of classes that the
beginning teachers will be required to teach.
Recommendation -- Athletics

a. The program of interscholastic athletics in high
schools should be so organized and administered
as to contribute to the health, leisure time,
citizenship and character objectives of secondary
education. The aim should be to develop sufficient
skill in one or more sports among all its pupils
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to provide an enjoyable toxm of recreation in
later life.
b. All athletic competition should grow out of and
form an integral part of the physical education
program of the high school.
0

. Fair play, courtesy, generosity, self-control and
friendly feelings for the opposing school should
not be sacrificed in the desire to win.

d. No interscholastic athletic contest played at
night should be scheduled on a night preceding a
school day.
aTANDARDS OF THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
FOE EXMPTION FROM STATE EXAMINATIONS
Elementary graded schools meeting these standards are
exempt from State seventh and eighth grade examinations for
promotion to high school.
1. Ho school shall be accredited which maintains a
school term of fewer than 170 days net, exclusive
of all vacations and holidays. The length of term
of rural schools located within city districts shall
be the same as the term of the city system.
2. The school premises, building and equipment must con
form to the standards set for the superior rural school
and must grade 90^ perfect on these points given on
the rating card.
3. The teacher in charge of the eighth grade must have at
least a regular four-year h i ^ school education and two
years of normal training, carrying at least 96 quarter
credits or an equivalent amount of college or univer
sity work including 16 semester hours in education.
At least three-fourths of the entire teaching staff of
Idtie elementary department of the system must comply
with the same qualifications, and all teachers must
be regularly certified.
4. Only schools ranking well in teacher tenure, in disci
pline» instruction and general moral tone, as evidenced
by the systematic inspection of any of the constituted
authorities, shall be accredited.
5. Schools having no supervision, other than that of the
County Superintendent of Schools, shall follow the
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State Course of Study, and the periods per week for
each of the following subjects shall be five: gram
mar and composition, reading, arithmetic, history,
and oiviss or physiology.
6. Schools meeting the requirements will be accredited
for the current year at the December meeting of the
State Board next following their re commendation by
a constituted authority, and will remain on the
accredited list for that year, provided no standards
are later violated.
7. No school shall be accredited unless the regular
blanks furnished by the State Department of Public
Instruction for this purpose shall have been filled
out and sent to the State Superintendent of Public
Instruction on or before November 15. All blanks
shall call for training and tenure of teachers,
daily program, and number of minutes per week
given to each subject.
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